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ABSTRACT
In th& thesis data structures that represent the proximity information for a system of
geornetrical objects are investigated and efficient dgorithms for their construction and
maintenance are developed.
The focus of the studies is on generaiized Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay tessellations
for weighted set of sites under Euclidean, power, Manhattan and supremurn metrics in 2
and d -dimensional space. General properties are developed and a generic incremental
algorithm for data structure construction is obtained for generalized Voronoi diagrams
and Delaunay tessellations in d dimensions. The method is implemented using exact
arithmetic for power metric. A sweep-plane method is presented and tested for the
Manhattan and supremum metrics. A method to constmct the power diagram nom the
Voronoi diagram based on a bisector transformation technique is presented and
experimentd studies are conducted. The space of all triangulations in d dimensions is
considered and theorems about the distance between any two elements of this space and
the size of this space are proven for 2-dimeosional space.

The theory is appiied to the collision detection problem that arises during computer
simulation of physical systems in the second part of this thesis. Regular spatial
subdivision, regular spatial tree and set of segment trees data structures are introduced
and investigated. A generalized algorithm for the collision detection optimization in the
system of moving objects in 2 and d dimensions is developed. Topological and velocity
update events in the dynamic system of moving objects are defined and studied.
Algorithm for construction and maintenance of data structures are described and tested.
A cornparison of data structures is perfomed in the tenns of their efficiency, space

requirements and the complexity of their construction. Appiied problems from areas of
granu1a.r-type material simulations are considered and some recommendations about the
choice of appropriate data structure for implementation are presented based on the test
results.
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hpiration is needed in geometry, just as much as in poetry.
A. S . Pushkin

As long as aigebra and geometry proceeded dong separate paths,

their advance was slow and their applications lirnited. But when
these sciences joïned company, they drew h m each other fkesh
vitality and thenceforward rnarched on a rapid Pace towards
perfection.
J. L. Lagrange
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CEAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Simple computations involving geometric objects were done as far back as records exist.
The advent of computers opened up the possibilities for more cornplex geometric
computations on larger numbers of objects. This gave rise to a new field called
computational geometry, which generdy de& with algorithrns for solving geometric
problems suitable for computer implementation.
The term computaîional geometry was originally introduced by Forrest to describe
computational techniques in cornputer-aided design Forrest 7 11. Later, Shamos used this
term to refer to the design and analysis of algorithms for different geometric problems in
his Ph.D. thesis at Yale University [Shamos 771. His work dealt with traditional geometry
problems on point sets in Euclidean space and algorithm for their irnplementation.
Shamos was one of the fist to define computational geometry as an individual branch of
applied rnathematics.
Generally, computationai geometry studies a system of geometrical objects, such as sets
of points, lines, planes, polygons and polyhedra, and their properties and related data
structures. Computational geometry d s o focuses on the design of efficient algorithm

when the number of objects in the input set is large. It investigates algorithm for
performing different tasks on these geometrical sets, for example, fmding the closest
point to a given query point or the minimum enclosing circle for a set of points. It is also
concemed with the optimality of geometric algorithms in terms of space and computation
time required to perform the task, dependent on the number of objects.
The problems that are investigated Vary f?om purely mathematical ones, such as the
design and analysis of algoï-ithms in the field of combinatorics, searching, convex sets,
spline curves and surfaces, arrangements of lines and so on, to compter-orientecl
practical problems. Examples of the latter are problems fiom computer graphies,
cornputer-aided design, pattern recognition and geographicd information systems (GISsystems) [de Berg et. aL 97, Okabe et. al. 921.

More and more applications can be found in astronomy, biology, cartography,
chernistry, geography, mechanics, metallurgy, physics, statistics and urban planning as
weil as in other disciplines.
1.1 Computational Geometry Algorithm in Computer Simulation
Many problems encountered in everyday life require the symbiosis of mathematicai
methods and computer science approaches for their successful solution. One of the
applied fields, where efficient data structures and where optimal algorithms are crucial
and the application of computational geometry methods is necessary, is the computer
simulation of physical systems.
When such a system is king simulated, it is represented by a set of objects, which c m

interact with each other according to physical laws. Many physical systems are simulated
that way, fiom robots and manufacturing conveyors to molecular structures and gases,
fkom biological systems of growing plants to avalanches and flowing ice. Generaliy, the
dynamics of these systems cannot be studied analytically because of the large number of
bodies in the system. Computer simulation is therefore almost the only way for
investigating properties of these physical systems. The cornputational time and resources
required for simulation grow very quickiy as the number of objects in the system
increases. The use of efficient computational geornetry algorithm for optimization of the
simulation tasks in such systems becomes crucial for the success of the simulation.
The fint problem that must be solved is how to h d an appropnate data structure that
enables the efficient representation of the topological information and numerical
parameters of the simulated system. The data structure should ailow easy modification

and eEcient queries on the data Efficient algorithms for its construction must be well
defmed and estimates on Iower and upper bounds should be obtained.
The second problem that has to be solved during the simulation of a dynamic system is
the coliision detection problem. When simulated objects move in space they can collide
and these collisions must be detected and handled in an appropnate m e r . In a
straightforward approach, each pair of objects must be checked to predict the next

collision. When the number of objects is very large collision detection consumes the
buik of the computational effort. This slows down the simulation so that the number of
objects that can be simulated is severely restncted. Because of this red time
implementations are only feasible for a smali number of objects. More sophisticated
approaches, taking advaotage of computational geometry tools, are essential to speed up
the solution and hence improve the simulation.

In this thesis some solutions for these problems are provided,

The main purpose of this research is to develop and analyze computational geometry
algorîthm and data structures and to consider their application to simulation of physical
systems. When such systems are simulated, spheres are often used as a simple and
effective mode1 for a variety of objects, such as grain and ice particles, b d s , beads,
atoms and molecules [Krantz 96, Lubachevse 91, Marin et. al. 93, Szeliski and
Tomesen 92, Vinogradov 92, Reinolds 871. Some complex polyhedral objects can also

be approximated by bounding spheres for easier visualization and faster collision
detection Mubbard 95 (PLi.D, Thesis), Hubbard 95, O'Rourke and Badler 791. Therefore,
data structures for spherical objects can be studied and used as efficient data
representation for many applied problems.

In the first part of t

b

thesis, properties of the Voronoi diagram and its straight-line dual,

Delaunay tesseliation, are investigated. The Voronoi diagram is a fundamental data
structure for computational geometry that can be used to store proximity information for
sets of objects. This geometric structure was fist introduced almost a century ago
poronoi 081. More recently, a generalized Voronoi diagram was defined (see, for
example, [Okabe et. al. 921). This thesis focuses on the investigation of properties,
algorithms and applications of Voronoi diagram and Delaunay tesseliations for sets of
ckcles and spheres under different metncs (power, Manhattan, supremum and Euclidean)

in 2 and d -dimensional space. Complexities of the aigorithms are estimated, and the
relationships arnong Delaunay tessellations in diffierent

&CS

are examined. The

general property of closeness of objects, which is an invariant of the metric, is also
considered. The space of all tesseilations for a given set of sites is introduced and an
esthate of the upper bound on the total number of tessellations is obtained.

In the second part of the thesis the optimization of data structures for coilision detection
for a set of moving objects in 2 and d -dimensionaI space is investigated Such data
structures as dynamic generakzed Voronoi diagram and dynamic generaiized Delaunay
triangulations, regular spatial subdivision, regular spatial trees and sets of segment trees

are considered. Cornparison of the data structures is performed in terms of time and space
complexity of algorithms.
Collision detection algorithms for all of the considered data structures are implemented
and tested for the applied problem korn the m a of computer simulation of the graoular-

type material system Some recommendations about the choice of appropriate data
structure for implementation are presented based on the test results.

1.3 Thesis Content
Chapter 1 discusses computational geometry algorithms in computer simulation and
outlines the thesis.
Chapter 2 gives a titerature review that emphasizes recent developments in the area of
computational geometry data structures and aigorithms and discusses concepts of
generalized Voronoi diagrams and generalized Delaunay tessellations for objects other
than points in different metrics.
Chapter 3 defmes properties of the generahed weighted Voronoi diagram and Delaunay
tessellation in Euclidean, power, Manhattan and supremum metrics in 2 and d dimensional space.
Chapter 4 describes an incremental method for construction of Delaunay tesseilations in
power, Euclidean, Manhattan and supremum metrics in d dimensions and yrc'vdes
formulas for the INCIRCLE test computation. It also presents a method for exact

computations of the power diagram and compares its efficiency to the direct
impIementation of the incremental method.
Chapter 5 presents a sweep-plane method for Delaunay triangulation construction in
Manhattan and supremum metrics in the plane. This method has optimal worst-case tixne
complexity. This chapter also includes a discussion of a sweep-plane technique for the
power metiic. An implementation of the sweep-plane method and test results are
described at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 6 provides a swapping technique for the construction of a power diagram f?om a
Voronoi diagram in the plane. This technique was implemented. The experimental results
fiom the implementation are also presented.
Chapter 7 discusses the extended curvilinear Delaunay tesseliation and the space of ail
tesseliations.
Chapter 8 investigates the application of the developed methods to collision detection. It
presents a generalized algorithm for collision optimization and dynamic data maintenance

in computer simulation systems.
Chapter 9 considers various data structures for dynamic collision detection, including
dynamic gneralized Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations, regular spatial

subdivisions, r e g u k spatial trees and sets of segment trees. These data structures are
compared in t e m of their efficiency and memory requirements.
Chapter 10 illustrates some practical applications of the proposed dgorithms to applied
problem fiom the field of mechanics. The implementation of the methods for collision
detection optimization and coqarison analysis of these methods based on the test results
are presented in this chapter.
Chapter 11provides conclusions and outlines some topics for fuaher research.

CHAPTER 2: PRELIMINARIES AND GENERALIZED VORONOI DIAGRAMS
This chapter inuoduces some geomeulcal preliminaries that will be used in the rest of the
thesis. It describes the definitions and properties of the Voronoi diagram and the
Delaunay tessellation for a set of points in d -dimensional space and Lists methods for
their construction. Then the generalized Voronoi diagram and Delaunay tessellation in
d -dimensionai space under different distance functions are introduced- Some methods

developed for these data structures are discussed.

2.1 Geometrical Preliminaries
Coosider the d -dimensional real Cartesian space R~ containing d -tuples of real
numbers (xIix2,..-,
xd ) called points (see of [Okabe et. al. 921 for precise definitions).
Euclidean space E~ can be considered as an instance of R ~ where
,
the Euclidean
distance between two points x=(xI,x2,..-,xd) and y = ( y l , y 2 ,...,yd) fiom E~ is

(xi-

computed as d(x,y) =

. In the sequel 2D is used to denotee 2-dimensional

i=l

space and 3D is used to describe 3-dimensional space.
Geometrical objects in R~ can be characterized in terms of propertïes of sets of points in

R ~ Thus,
.
the concepts of open, closed, bounded, unbounded, comected, sirnplecomected, discomected, convex and star-shaped sets can be introduced. A full and
precise description of the set properties used in this thesis can be found in [Okabe et. ai.

'.

921

S o m geometricd concepts are now d e h e d .

The definitions given in this section can be found in Chapter 1, Section 1.3 of the book

[Okabe et. al- 921-
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Definition 2.1.1 The convex hull of a set of points S in R~ is the boundary of the
smdest convex set in R~ containing S [Preparata and Shamos 851.

Definition 2.1.2 A simplex in R~ is the convex hulI of any set pl ,---,pdtl of d +- 1 points
that do not all lie on the same hyperplane in R~ . The simplex is denoted by (pl ,---,pd+~)

[Okabe et. ai, 921.

Dennition 2.1.3 If a set in ZZZ constnicted from a hnite number of applications of
intersection and union to a finite number of half planes is a non-empty connected
bounded set, then this set is c d e d apolygon [Okabe et. ai. 921.
The boundary of the polygon consists of straight-line segments c d e d edges and their
endpoints, called vertices.

Definition 2.1.4 If a set in R~ const~~cted
fkom a k i t e number of applications of
intersection and union to a finite number of half spaces is a non-empty connzcted
bounded set, then this region is cailed apalyhedron [Okabe et. al. 921.
The boundary of a polyhedron consists of (d - 1) -dimensional polyhedra called (d - 1) faces, the boundary of a (d - 1)-dimensional polyhedron consists of (d -2) -dimensionai

polyhedra called (d -2) -faces, and so on. Note that (d - 1) -faces are also cailed facets,
1-faces are called edges and O-faces are c d e d vetlices. A convex polyhedron is often
called a polytope-

Definition 2.l.5 A graph G = (V, E) (vertex set V , edge set E ) is plunar if it can be
embedded in the plane without edge crossings [Preparata and Shamos 851.

Definition 2.1.6 A straight-line planar embedding of a planar graph detemiines a
partitionhg of the plane c d e d a planar subdivision preparata and S hamos 851.

Definition 2.1.7 A planar subdivision is a triangulation if all its bounded regions are
triangles [Preparata and Shamos 851.
A trianguIation of a finite set of points S is a planar graph with maximum number of
edges and with nodes located at the points of S [Preparata and Shamos 851.

2.2 Definition and Properties of the Voronoi Diagram
The Voronoi diagram for a set of points in Euclidean space is one of the fundamental data
structures of computational geometry and its properties have been studied extensively [de
Berg et. al. 97, Boissonnat and Yvinec 98, Okabe et. al. 92, Preparata and Shamos 851.
The generalization of the Voronoi diagram, caiied the generalized Voronoi diagram, has
been studied to a lesser extent.
The Voronoi diagram of a set of points S can be informally defmed as a division of the
space according to the nearest-neighbor rule, where each point kom S is associated with
a region of the Euclidean space closest to a given point fkom S . Such diagrams were
named after the Russian scientist Voronoi who lived at the beginning of this century and
who frst seriously investigated the properties of a planar diagrarn defmed according to
this rule as part of his investigations in number theory woronoi 19081.
Another mathematician, Dirichlet, had mentioned the diagram earlier pirichlet 18501.
Accordingly the Voronoi diagram is also called a Dirichlet tessellation. There are other
names for the Voronoi diagram, such as Thiessen polygons, which are rarely used in the
Literature [Okabe et. al. 921. Shamos and Hoey were the first to conduct thorough studies
of the planar Voronoi diagrams for sets of points [Shamos and Hoey 751. They aiso
developed a worst-case optimal rnethod for the Voronoi diagram construction. As the
varieties of VD applications and its importance to various fields became recognized,
deeper studies of the VD properties were conducted.
A definition of the Voronoi diagram in d -dimensional Euclidean space E~ can be given

as follows:

Definîtion 2.2.1 For a finite set S E E~ , a Vormoi diagram (KU) of S associates to each
p E S a Voronoi region Vor(p) such that

where cf(-,-)

denotes the Euciidean distance hinction [Okabe et. aL 921'.

Note. Svictly speaking, according to this definition VD is not a partitionhg of space

since the Voronoi regio ns are closed sets (they include t heir boundaries) and, therefore,
they can share facets. A more strict approach that defines dBerent elements of VD
(vertices, edges and faces) separately could be used instead, however this would lead to a
more comptex definition.
An example of a Voronoi diagram for a set of points in the plane is given in Figure 2.2.1.

Figure 2.2.1 The planar Voronoi diagram
Consider the bisector B(p, q) =

Gr 1 d@,x) = d @ , x ) } between two sites

p,q E S of a

Voronoi diagram in E ~This
. bisector is a line perpendicular to the line segment

that

bisects this segment in the Euclidean metric in 2D. It is the plane (hyperplane)
perpendicular to the segment

that bisects this segment in 3D ( d dimensions). The

bisector divides the space into two halfspaces. Denote the halfpace that contains the
point p as H(p,q) =

Id@, x) 2 d(q, x)}. By definition this halfspace also contaias the

bisector B @ , q) [Okabe et. al. 921.

An equivalent dennition of the Voronoi diagram c m be given:

1

Note that although the letter d both describes a d -dimensional space (as in R~ ) and a

distance function of two arguments d(-,-)(as in d @, q) ) it is clear from the context for

each usage what is meant.

Definition 2.2.2 For a fmite set S E E ~a ,Voronoi diagram of S is the collection of alI
)
et. al. 921.
Voronoi regions Vor(p),p E S such that Var@) = n ~ ( p , q [Okabe

WS-b1

A proof for the statement that D e f ~ t i o n2.2.1 and Definition 2.2.2 are equivalent is

found h [Okabe et. al. 921'.
A Voronoi region of a Voronoi diagram of n sites is thus obtained as the intersection of

n - 1 haif-spaces, and it is represented by a convex polyhedron, which can be unbounded.

The boundary of a Voronoi region consists of up to n -1 facets, where each facet is a
d -1 dimensional face; the boundary of the d - l dimensional face consists of d - 2

dimensional faces and so on. A 1-dimensional face is called a Voronoi edge, and a
O-dimensional face is c d e d a Voronoi vertex. In the 2-dimensional case the Voronoi
diagrarn consists of planar Voronoi regions, whose boundaiies are straight-line segments
or rays. Examples of bounded Voronoi region Var@) and unbounded Voronoi region
Vor(q) in the plane are given in Figure 2.2.2.

Figure 22.2 Bounded (a) and unbounded (b) Voronoi regions in the plane
Most Voronoi diagram properties are proven for the planar case. A detailed kt of these
properties can be found in [Okabe et. al. 921. Generalizations of these properties for d
dimensions are found in [Boissomat and Yvinec 981.
First, note that the properties of the Voronoi diagram Listed in this section are obtained
under the non-cosphericity assumption for the set S of n points in E~ :

1

The proof is found in Chapter 2. Section 2.1 of the [Okabe et. al. 921.

Assumption 2.2.1 No d + 2 points of the set S in E~ are cospherical ~ o i s s o m a and
t
Yvinec 981.
One of the important properties of the Voronoi diagram in E~ is now outlined (for more
details see ~oissonnatand Yvïnec 981). A transformation 4 of the sites of the Voronoi
diagram in E~ is performed so that the sites are lifted verticaliy onto a paraboloid P in
E ~ + ' The
.
set of hyperplanes tangent to the paraboloid P at the points obtained by the

transformation $ is constmcted. The intersection of the n halfspaces lying above the
constmcted hyperplanes is an unbounded polytope V ( S ) that contains the paraboloid P .
This unbounded polytope is called a Voronoi polytope V ( S ).

Property 2.2.1 The Voronoi diagrarn can be obtained by projecting the faces of the
Voronoi polytope V ( S ) onto E~ ~ o i s s o m aand
t Yvinec 981.
The foiiowing properties of the Voronoi diagrams cm be proven under Assumption 2.2.1:

Property 2.2.2 Each Voronoi region is a non-ernpty convex polyhedron in E~
~ o i s s o m aand
t Yvinec 981.

Property 2.2.3 Each Voronoi vertex is the comrnon intersection of exactly d + 1
Voronoi regions in E~ [Boissonnat and Yvinec 981.

Property 2.2.4 (empty-sphere property) Each Voronoi vertex v is the common point of
d + 1 Voronoi regions Vor(pi),i = 1.d+ 1. Then v is a center of a sphere C inscribed

between the d + 1 distinct points p,,p,,..., p,,,

fiom S , such that there is no point

q E S distinct fiom p,,p, ,...,p,,, inside C poissonnat and Yvinec 981Property 2.2.5 (nearest-neighbor property) If q e S is the nearest-neighbor of p E S
then Voronoi regions or(^) and or(^) have a comrnon facet [Boissonnat and Yvinec
981.

Property 2.2.6 The Voronoi region or(^) is unbounded if and only if the point p E S
belongs to the convex hull of S poissonnat and Yvinec 981.

The number of elements of the Voronoi diagram in the plane and in higher dimensions
has k e n estimated as foIlows:
Property 2.2.7 The number of Voronoi diagram vertices for a set of n sites in the plane
is at most 2n -5 and the number of edges is at most 3n - 6 when n 2 3 preparata and
Shamos 851,
Property 2.2.8 The maximum number of Voronoi vertices for a set of n sites in E~ for
n 2 d + 1 can be estimatedi as:

v,,

<2

(

n-1-r

< -%2(n
n-r

1,

for even dimensions d = Z r ;

;r ) , for odd dimensions

d = 21 - 1 [Klee 801.

The listed properties of the VD c m be used to solve many mathematical problems, for
example to construct the minimum spanning tree or relative neighborhood graph or to
determine the nearest-neighbor [OYRourke941. An extensive review of the numerous
applications of VD 's in archeology, biology, cartography, mechanics, geography,
statistics and urban planning can be found in [Okabe et. al. 921. An application to the
simulation of granular-type materials c m be found in [Chang 921, where the VD is used
to represent the microstructure of the material.

2.3 Defrnition and Properties of the Delaunay TesseNation
Another fundamental computational geometry structure is the Delaunay tessellation (the
Delaunay tnangulation in the plane). The definition and properties of the pplaoar Delaunay
trïangulation are first discussed. The dennition of the d -dimensional Delaunay
tesseiiation in Euciidean space is then introduced.

' The formulas for the number of faces in higher-dimensional Voronoi diagrams can be
found in [Seidel 9 11.

2.3.1 Definition and Properties of the Pknar Delaunay Trùzngulation
The planar Delaunay triangulation is often considered under the non-collinearity
assumption:
Assumption 2-3-1No three points from the set S Lie on the same Iine in the plane
Delaunay 341.

In 1934, Delaunay proved an important theorem that introduced the Delaunay
triangulation:

Theorem 2.3.1 The straight-iine dual of the Voronoi diagram for a set of sites S in E~
is a triangulation of S Delaunay 341.

Defmition 2.3.1 A Delaunay triangulation (DT) is the straight-line dual of the Voronoi
diagram obtained by joining ail pairs of sites whose Voronoi regions share a common
Voronoi edge pelaunay 341.
The Delaunay tnangulation corresponding to the Voronoi diagram fÏom Figure 2.2.1 is
shown in Figure 2.3.1.

Figure 2.3.1 The Delaunay triangulation in the plane
The DT has k e n extensively studied in the Iiterature and followhg is a list of important
properties of the DT obtained under Assumption 2.3.1.

Property 2.3.1 For the Voronoi diagram of n points on the plane and its duai Delaunay
triangulation the foilowing relationships are ü-ue when n 2 3 :

where vVD and vDT represent the number of vertices in VD and DT, correspondingly,
e,

and eDT represent the number of edges in VD and DT and f,,

is the number of

triangles in DT b w s o n 771.

Property 2.3.2 If the number of vertices on the boundary of the convex hull of S is
equal to B then the following equations are truc

Property 2.3.3 (empty-circle property) The circumcircle of any Delaunay triangle does
not contain any points of S in its intenor Lawson 771.

Property 2.34 If each triangle of a tnangulation of the convex hull of S satisfies the
empty circle property, then this triangulation is the Delaunay tnangulation of S bawson
771.

Another important property is the min-mar property [Lawson 771. Consider a convex
quacirilateral Q, constructed on the points a, b , c and d in the plane. It can be
trianguiated by constmcting either edge

or edge bd. Thus two different triangulations

are possible (see Figure 2.3.2). Denote the six angles in the first triangulation as

a,,
i = L.6 and the six angles in the second triangulation as
edge

Pi,i = L.6 . It is said that the

satisfies the local min-max criterion if the following equation holds:

min (a,
) 2 min(&) Eawson 773. In the example presented in Figure 2.3.2 the edge ac
1

1

satisfies the local min-max criterion.

Figure 2.3 -2 Two possible tnangulations of a quadrilateral
satisfies the global min-rnax criterion if every internal edge of a convex
quadrilateral in the viangulation satisfies the local min-rnax criterion kawson 771.

Property 2.3.5 The Delaunay trïangulation satisfies the global niin-max criterion
m w s o n 771.

Property 2.3.6 If a triangulation of the convex huU of S satisfies the global min-max
critenon then it is the Delaunay triangulation of S Eawson 771.
Some other properties of the Delaunay triangulation are that the DT selects the shortest
diagonal in the quadrilateral and satisfies the equiangularity property that States that the
triangulation maximizes Iexicographically the increasing sequence of angles that appear
in the triangles of a triangulation [Edelsbmmer 871. DT also minimizes the radius of the

maximum circumscribed circle of ail circumscribed circles constructed for al1 triangles of
the DT [Dazevo and Simpson 891.
A swap ope ration can be introduced on a tnangulation. Consider the convex quadrilateral

QI with internal edge

E.If the edge

is deleted and intemal edge

bd is constnicted,

a different triangulation is obtained. This operation is called a swap operation or aflip
operation (see Figure 2.3.2) W b e r t 931.

Now, the swapping procedure can be defined on a tnmgulation m b e r t 931. Let Q be
a set of quadrilaterals in a triangulation.

Swapping procedure:

1. If ail of the quadrilaterals in Q satisQ some given local optimization criterion, stop.
2, Chose a quadrilateral that does not satisfjr a local optimization criterion, perform a
swap operation on this quadrilateral and go to 1.
Given some f i p rule (called local optimization criterion), the quadrilateral that satisfies
t his local optimization cnterion is cailed optimally rriangulated. A locally optimal

triangulation is one where each quacirilaterai formed by adjacent triangles is optimally

triangulated. It can be constnicted by the £lip algorithm, which repeatedly fips the
diagonals of non-optimal quadrilaterals Lambert 931. Any planar trianplation of the
interior of the convex hull can be swapped to a triangulation where every quadrilateral
satisfies some local optimization criterion in 0(n2) time and the swaps can be performed
in any order m b e r t 941.

Local optimization criteria for DT construction are often discussed in GIS-systems,
terrain modeiing, cartography, surface modehg, cornputer graphics and CO mputer-aided
geometric design [Okabe et. al. 921.
2.3.2 Demition and Properties of the d-dimensionalDelaunay Tessellation

The diagram dual to the Voronoi diagram in d -dimensional space when d 2 3 is caiied a
Delaunay tesseiiation [Okabe et. al. 921.
The Delaunay tessellation is often considered under the non-colluiearity assumption:

Assumption 2.3.2 No d + l points fkom the set S lie on the same hyperplane in E~
[Okabe et. al. 921.

The Delaunay tesseilation corresponding to the Voronoi diagram for a set of points S
can be defbed as following:

Dennition 2.3.2 A Delaunay tessellation corresponding to the Voronoi diagram for a set
of points S in E ~ d ,2 3 is a coilection of d -dimensional simplices such that for each

Voronoi

vertex

v = ~ o r ( p , ) n ~ o r ( ~ ...
, )nn~ o r ( ~ , + , )there

is

a

simplex

(Pi,p2,...,pdcl ) in the Delaunay tessellation [Okabe et. ai. 921.

Property 2.3.7 (empty-sphere property) A sphere circumscnied to any simplex in the
Delaunay tessellation contains no point firom S in its interior bawson 861-

Property 2.3.8 A tessellation where every simplex satisfes the empty-sphere property is
a Delaunay tessellation

oissonnat and Yvinec 981.

Some properties of the planar Delaunay triangulation have been extended to d
dimensions in [Rajan 911. The generalization of planar equiangularity property to d
dimensions has been studied in [Schmitt and Spehner 931. Some additionai properties of
the Delaunay tesseiiation can be found in ~oissonnatand Yvinec 981.
2.4 Methods for the Voronoi Diagram and the Delaunay Tessehtion Constmction

Methods for the construction of Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay tesseliations are now
classified- These methods are usually described in terms of either the Voronoi diagram or
the Delaunay tessellation (triangulation). Note that since the Voronoi diagram and the
Delaunay tessellation are dual to each other, each can be transformed into the other.
Therefore, it is sufficient to construct either of those diagrams to obtain the other [Okabe
et. al. 921. Also, note that most of the algorithms are developed for the pianar Voronoi
diagram and the Delaunay triangulation.
The deterministic algorithms that WU be discussed are as foilows:
Straightforward method
Tncremental method
Edge flipping method
Divide-and-conquer method
Sweep-plane method

Convex huiI method

A comparison of the Delaunay triangulation algonthms based on the above techniques

can be found in [Su and Drysdale 951- An extensive review of Voronoi diagram methods

is given in [Okabe et. al. 921. Recently, randomized algorithms became the focus of
extensive investigation. Randomization yields simplicity and eficiency of the algorithm
at the cost of losing deterrninism. An extensive review of randomized algorithms for the
construction of VD's can be found in the book by Mulmuley wuimuley 943. This
research is restricted to studying deterministic algorithms, however.
2.4.1 The Worst-Case TUne Cornplexityfor the VD Construction

The worst-case time complexity for the construction of the VD and the DT of n points in

'

the plane is Q(n log n) according to preparata and Shamos 851 . The worst-case t h e
complexity for construction of the d -dimensional Voronoi diagram and the Delaunay
tessellation of n points is

[Klee 80, Seidel 871.

2.4.2 The Straightjiunvard Method

A straightforward method for the Voronoi diagram construction is based on Defînition

2.2.2 of the VD. It works by intersecting n - 1 halfplanes for each of the n points in the

input and reporting the resulting Voronoi regions as output. This algorithm has

eh3)

' The complexity of an algorithm concenis number of operations used by an algorithm on
any instance of the probIem during algorithm execution. It is norrnaLLy not calculated
explicitly, oniy estirnates are given using a common notation surnmarized in preparata
and Sharnos 851- In the following it is assumed that operation counts are made for

operations of comparison of real numbers and that the number of points (sites) of the
input set S is n . Expressions time complexiîy of the algorithm or an algorithm m s in
time will be sometimes used. They refer to asyrnptotically worst-case time complexities

of the algorithm.

tirne complexity. The straightfo~lardmethod has the worst t h e efficiency among al1 of
the methods for VD construction typicaily considered [Preparata and Shamos 851.
Another straightforward method described in Lawson 771 constructs the Voronoi
vertices and edges one by one in an order in which a traveler w a k s dong the edges o f the
diagram, The paper did no t consider the time complexity for the method.
2.4.3 The IncrementaL Mefhod

The incremental method is a simple but powerful method for the Voronoi diagram
construction. It has k e n one of the most popular methods for studying the diagram and
for its practical implementation. The method starts with a simple Voronoi diagram for
three sites, and modifies the diagram by adding one new site at a time. In the worst case,
the addition of a site requires t h e proportional to the number of sites added so f a , and
consequently the worst-case t h e complexity for the incremental rnethod is 86')

(see,

for example, [Green and Sibson 771).
Among the incremental algorithms for the Delaunay triangulation construction, methods
based on incremental construction and on incremental search can be disthguished.
The incremental construction algorithms add sites to the diagram one by one,
maintainhg the Delaunay triangulation [Guibas 921. They first locate the triangle
coritaining the new point by applying the CCW (Cowzter Clock Wise) test. Then they
update the diagram by performing diagonal swaps on edges, based on the results of the
INClRCLE test.

The incrementnl search a i g o r i t h pwyer 9 1, Li and Milenkovic 901 grow the diagram
one valid triangle at a tirne, starting with one Delaunay triangle and then performing a
diagonal swap of an edge, if necessary, when a new triangle has to be considered. The
worst-case time complexity of these methods is

CIL2).

A method slightly different fiom the incremental method for the Delaunay tnangulation

was proposed by Watson Watson 811. The author does not keep track of triangle
adjacencies and simply deletes aii triangles whose circumcircle contains the new site and

then re-triangulates the resulting star-shaped polygon. The worst-case Ume complexity of
this method is 8b2).

The incremental method for the Delaunay tnangulation in the plane was successfully
implemented by Lischinski [Lischinski 941. The incremental Voronoi diagram
construction in 3-dimensional space was performed by Inagaki Fagaici et. al. 921.
2.4.4 The Edge Flipping Merhod

The so-called edge flipping method is ofien considered together with the incremental

method for the Delaunay triangulation construction. It was introduced by Sibson in 1978
for tnangulating the convex huil [Sibson 781. The author showed that any convex huU
triangulation can be converted to the Delaunay triangulation by flipping diagonals in the
quadrilateral according to the min-max criterion in 8 k 2 ) time in the plane. Lawson
showed that application of min-rnax or ernpty circle criteria in the plane are equivalent
for DT construction D w s o n 771, Joe presented a method for constructing the 3D
Delaunay tesseliation using a local transformation technique [Joe 89, Joe 911. The
algorithm

nios

in optimal worst-case tirne 0(n2). Edelsbmnner and Shah studied the

fiipping technique to constmct Delaunay tessellation in d dimensions [Edekbrunner and

Shah 961. The worst-case tirne complexity of the algorithm is ~ ( n ~ ( ~ +foc
l ) 'd~2l 3) .
2.4.5 The Divide-and-Conquer Method

h other popular method for the Voronoi diagram construction uses the divide-adconquer paradigm. The set of Voronoi sites is recursively dWided into smailer subsets,

and the Voronoi diagrams for these are constructed recursively. Then the obtained
Voronoi diagrams are merged into the resulting diagram. Since the merge step c m be
performed in 8(n) t h e . the resulting complexity of the algorithm is 0(n logn) . Two
basic geometric primitives, the CCW (Counter Clock Wise) orientation test and the

INCIRCLE test, are used for the diagram construction.

The method was fvst proposed for the Voronoi diagram construction by Shamos and
Hoey [Shamos and Hoey 751, and then for the Delaunay triangulation by Guibas and
Stolfi [Guibas and Stolfi 851. The algorithm mns in optimal worst-case time B(n log n) .
A discussion of problerns in the generaiization of divide-and-conquer methods to higher

dimensions is presented in [Yvînec 881. An investigation of the Delaunay tessellation
properties in connection with the divide-and-conquer technique in d dimensions cm be
found in [Hazelwood 881.
2 - 4 6 The Sweep-Plane Method

In 1987, Fortune suggested to use the sweep-plane technique to constnict the Voronoi

diagram in the plane Fortune 871. A special line called the sweeplhe moves fkom left to
right and sweeps the sites one by one. Every t h e a site is swept, a part of the resulting
Voronoi diagram is constructed The worst-case time complexity of the method is
B(n log n) . This method has become one of the popular methods for the planar Voronoi

diagram construction. It was used to Tuid a closest pair among convex planar objects

[Bartling and Hinrichs 921, to solve the A-nearest-neighbors problem [Graf and Hinnchs
931 and to construct the minimum enclosing circle pehne and Klein 871.
2.4-7 The Convex Hull Method

This method is used for the d -dimensionai Voronoi diagram construction. It utilizes the
relationship between Voronoi diagrams in E~ and convex hulls in E~~~ (see Propeay
2.2.1, Section 2.2 of this thesis for more detaiis).

The method transfonns the sites of a Voronoi diagram into certain points in the higherdimensional space. Their convex hulI is generated and transformed back to the original
space to obtain the Voronoi diagram. The algorithm that constmcts the planar Voronoi

diagram fiom the convex huli in 3D was Est presented in Brown 791. The relationship
between Voronoi diagrams in E* and arrangements of hyperplanes were discussed in
~delsbrunnerand Seidel 861.

The problem of constmcting convex hull in d dimensions was extensively studied by
Seidel [Seidel 81, Seidel 87 and Seidel 971. An average-case analysis' of algorithm for
convex hulls and Voronoi diagrams was performed by Dwyer Dwyer 88, Dwyer 91,
Dwyer 931. An algorithm for the convex huil constmction in d dimensions which mns in
tirne proportional to the size of the resulting convex huil was developed in [Chan et. al.
951.
The space complexity of the convex hull of n points in d -dimensional space is
O(nLd'*J) for d 2 3 ~delsbrunner871. ChazeUe was fmt to develop a worst-case

optimal 8(&d'2J)

algorithm to construct convex hull in higher dimensions [Chazelle 931.

This aiiows worst-case optimal 8 b r d / 2 1 ) aigorithm for the construction of V D in d
dimensions [de Berg et. al. 971. The implementation of the convex hull method for 3 and
4 dimensions and the construction of the corresponding Voronoi diagram in 2 and 3

dimensions can be found, for example, in parber et. al. 961.

2.5 The Generalized Voronoi Diagram
As the variety of applications of the Voronoi diagram was recognized, it became clear

that many practical situations required modification of the original diagram. Such fields

as biology, gas dynamics, chemistry, nuclear physics and mechanics often consider the
behavior of 3-dimensional objects. In these applications a sphere is widely used as a
simple and effective mode1 for a variety of objects. Therefore Voronoi diagrams for
circles or spheres can be studied and used as efficient data structures for such applied
problems [Okabe et. ai. 921. Some other computational geometry problems, such as
packhg and covering spheres, illuminating b a h and finding the intersection, union, and
closest-neighbors for sets of disks and spheres are also solved with the use of generaLized

VD Edelsbninner 86, Imai et. al. 85, Okabe et. ai. 92, Sharir 851.

' See [Dwyer 881 for more information on average-case analysis.

The studies in these directions have k e n performed since the early 70's when the
concept of an ordinary Voronoi diagram was extended and generalized. The definition of
the Voronoi diagram allows easy generalization. The concept of the Voronoi diagram c m

be extended not only to higher dimensions but

&O

to differently shaped objects and to

different metrics. The next part of this thesis discusses the properties of the generaiized
Voronoi diagram and presents aigorithm for its construction for some of the
generalizations.
The generalized Voronoi diagram can be informally defined as a partitionhg of space
into regions, each of which is the locus of points of R~ not fivther fkom a given object
P E S than ti-om any other object Q E S , Q # P.

The more formai defimition can be given as foilows:
Consider a set of objects S in R~ ,where

IsI = n .

Definition 2.5.1 A genernlited Voronoi diagram (GVD) for a set of objects S in R~ is
the collection of generalized Voronoi regions

where d(x, P) is the distance function in R~ between a point x c R~ and an object
P E S [Okabe et. ai. 921.
As in the case of ordhary Voronoi diagram, an equivalent dennition of the generalized

Voronoi diagram can be given [Okabe et. al. 921. The generalized bisector
B(P, Q) = (xld(x, P ) = d(x, Q)} is the geometncal locus of points that are equidistant to

two distinct objects P and Q fÏom the set S . Note that the form of the bisector depends

of the distance function d ( x , ~ k) i n g used. The generalized bisector divides the space

inro two halfspaces. Denote the halfpace that contains the object P

as

H ( P , Q ) = { X I ~ ( P , ~ ) $ ~ ( Q , XBy
) } . def~ttion this haLfspace ais* contains the
generalized bisector B(P, Q) .

Definition 2.5.2 A generalized Voronoi diagrurn for a set of objects S is the collection
of generahzed Voronoi regions GVor(P),P E S where
GVor(P)=

nH(PTQ ) [Okabe et. al. 921.
Q=s4p)

Thus, a pneralized Voronoi region of a generaiized Voronoi diagram of n sites is
obtained as the intersection of n - 1 half-spaces. The boundary of the generalized
Voronoi region consists of up to n - 1 facets, where each facet is a d - 1 dimensional
face; the boundary of the d -1 dimensional face consists of d -2 dimensionai faces and
so on. A 1-dimensional face is caIied a generalized Voronoi edge, and a O-dimensional
face is c d e d a generalized Voronoi vertex.
One of the generalizations can be obtained by modiQing the niles according to which the
Voronoi region can be cornputed. Thus, the Voronoi diagram for circles or spheres can be
introduced.
The concept of weighting a site P can be introduced so that each site P E S is assigned a

reai number w(P), the so-caIied weight of P. The distance fiom P to a point

XE

R~ is

then rneasured as a function of the weight w(P)and distance d(x,p) , where point p is a
fixed reference point, which belongs to P . If P is a sphere, then its center is usudy
selected as the reference point p .
There are four generai formulas often considered in the literature for weighted distance
computations [Okabe et. aL 921. They are:
1

multiplicatively weighted distance function dm(x, P) = -d
(x,p) ;
w(P)
additiveiy weighted distance fünction da(x, P) = d (x, p) - w(P)
1
compoundly weighted distance function d, (x, P) =-d(x, P)- w2 (Pl
Wl (Pl

power distance fÙnctionl d , ( x ,P) = pow(x, P ) = d ( ~ ,-~w ( P
) ) ~.
The Voronoi diagrams obtained by using these distance functions are called
rnuItiplicarively weighted VD, additively weighted W, compoundly weighted VD and
power diagram, respectively. The power diagram is sometimes caiied the Laguerre

diagram in the literature. It can be also referred to as the Voronoi diagram in the power
t Yvinec 98, Okabe et. ai. 921.
m e t k ~ o i s s o m aand
The additively weighted VD and the power diagram c m be interpreted as a Voronoi

diagram for circles and spheres. These diagarns are often considered in the literature,
mainly because they possess important properties that d

e the algorithm for their

construction and modification easy to develop and appiy to particular problems [Ash and
Bolker 86, Aurenhammer 86, Lee and Wong 801.
Other generalizations can be obtained by modioing the mles to compute the distance
d ( ~ ,between
~ )
two points x, p e R~ thus obtaining the Voronoi diagram in different

metncs. In particular, the distance d ( x , p ) between points ( x ,x , x ) and

d

This distance is computed as d(x,p) = & - pi( in the Munhuttnn ( L I ) metnc, as
i=l

d(x,p) =

,/$ ($ - pi)

1

in the Euclidean metrk and as d(x,p) = maxlx, - pi in the

i=l

i=l ,d

suprernum ( L, ) metric.

Generalizations of the additively weighted Voronoi diagram in Manhattan, supremum
and Euclidean metrics will be considered in detail in the following chapters.

as a generalized distance function by Laguerre
' ~ h epower function was f ~ smentioned
t
and Voronoi at the beginning of the century [Voronoi 19081.

2.6 The Generaüzed Delaunay TesseHation
The definition of a generalized Delaunay triangulation in the plane c m be given as:
Definition 2.6.1 A generalized Delaunay triangulation (GDT) is the dual of the
generalized Voronoi diagram obtained by joining al1 pairs of sites whose generalized
Voronoi regions share a common generalized Voronoi edge [Okabe et. al. 921.
A defmition of a generalized Delaunay tesseliation can be given similarly to the

defmition of a Delaunay tessellation given in [Okabe et. al. 921 (see section 2.3.2).

Definition 2.6.2 A generalized Delaunay tessellation corresponding to the generaiized
Voronoi diagram for a set of objects S in R ~ d ,2 3 is a collection of d -dimensional
simplices such that for each generalized Voronoi vertex

there is a simplex

,pz,...,p,,,

) in the generalized Delaunay tesseilation [Okabe et. al.

921.
2.7 Methods for Constmction of the Generalized Vomnoi Diagram

The methods for generalized Voronoi diagram construction are sirnilar to methods for
ordinary Voronoi diagram construction. They are:
Incremental method
Divide-and-conquer method
Sweep-plane method
Convex huIl rnethod
Among ail of the above generalizations of the Voronoi diagram, the power diagram is the
best known. This can be explained by the simplicity of the bisector in the power metric

and by the similarities with the Voronoi diagram, The largest number of references in the
following section is devoted to power diagram algorithms.

2.7.1 The Worst-Case T h e Complexityfor the Consfructionof the Genemlized VD
The worst-case t h e complexity for the construction of the power diagram and additively
weighted Voronoi diagram of n objects is Q(n1ogn) in the plane and C!(n

rd4)

,
d

dimensions [Aurenhammer 9 1, Sharir 95, Boissomat and Yvinec 981.

2.7.2 The Incremenfal Method
Aurenhammer and Edelsbrumer suggested an incremental insertion method for power
diagram construction that runs in 0(n logn) time in the plane [Aurenhammer and
Edelsbrunner 841. The incremental method was also successfuily employed to construct

planar Voronoi diagrams for Ihe segments [Kokubo 851, polygons [Srinivasan and
Nackman 871 and Voronoi diagrams in 3-dimensional space Dagaki et. al. 921 and
constrained Delaunay triangulations magaki and Sugihara 941. Schaudt and Drysdale
suggested a generalized scheme of the incrementai algorithm to compute the Manhattan
and the supremum Delaunay triangulations in B(n

r(d+l) ''1)

time for d > 3 . [~chaudt

and Drysdale 921. Edelsbrunner and Shah suggested incrementai tlipping dgonthm to
construct the power Delaunay tessellation in d dimensions fidelsbrumer and Shah 961.
The worst-case time complexity of this algorithm is

o($~+')'

21)

for d 1 3 . Finally,

Choset suggested an extension of the incremental technique for V D for arbitrary shaped
objects in d -dimensional Euclidean space [Choset 971.

2.7.3 The Divide-and-Conquer Method
A number of algorithms for constructing power diagrams for circles in the plane are

based on the divide-and-conquer technique. Lee and Drysdale were among the first who
investigated the construction of Voronoi diagrams for circles in the Euclidean plane.
)~)
that worked under the assumption that the
They suggested an ~ ( n ( 1 o ~ n aigorithm
circles do not intersect [Lee and Drysdale 811. Sharir [Sharir 851 presented an

~ ( n ( l c g n ) algorithm
~)
for construction of the generalized Voronoi diagram for a set of
disks, polygons and lhe segments in the Euclidean metric in the plane.
Imai, Iri and Murota [Imai et. ai. 851 developed an optimal worst-case time 0(nlogn)

algorithm for planar power diagram construction. Algorithm based on the divide-andconquer technique for constructuig Voronoi diagrams for point sets in the Manhattan and
the supremum metric have also been developed in [Klein and Wood 88, Lee and Wong
801. Drysdale presented a divide-and-conquer algorithm for convex distance functionsl

wrysdale 901.

Klein provided a divide-and-conquer aigorithm to cornpute the abstract Voronoi diagram.
It works in 8(n(logn)2) time under the assurnption that any set S can be split into two
approximately equal subsets in O(n) tirne and that the bisecting curve is acyclic (see
D e i n 891 for more details). Mehlhorn wehlhorn et. aL 901 extended the algorithm to
work without the requirement of acyclicity of the bisector.
2.7.4 The Sweep-Plane Mefhod

The introduction of the sweep-plane algorithm for constructing the Voronoi diagrarns for
sets of points by Fortune provided a new approach for construction ofpower diagrams for
circles Fortune 871. Rosenberger posenberger 911 momed

Fortune's sweep-plane

algorithm to constmct Voronoi diagrams for additively weighted sites (circles) in
Euclidean space. Shute [Shute et. ai. 9 11 suggested a sweep-plane algorithm for the

L,

and L, Delaunay triangulations of point sites and Skyum [Skyum 911 studied the
application of the sweep-plane aigorithm for the generalized Delaunay trïangulation.
HeId discusses the sweep-plane method for plana areas bounded by straight-lines and
circula arcs meld 941. McAUister WcAilister et. al. 93, McAilister et. al. 961 studied the

See Drysdaie 901 for dennition of convex distance function.

sweep-plane aigorithm for any polygonal distance functionLand for sites that are disjoint
convex polygons. These methods have worst-case optimal time complexity O(n1ogn) .

2.7.5 The Convex Hull Method
Aurenhainmer adopted an approach based on the duaiity of convex hulls and Voronoi
diagrams of ail orders in higher dimensions. He proved that the power diagram in R~ can
be constructed via convex hulIs2 in R ~ + '[Aurenhammer 87, Aurenharnmer 9113. This

relationship has also k e n studied in Pevillers et- al. 921. This transformation was
extended for the additively weighted Voronoi diagram construction in Boissonnat and
Yvinec 981. These methods constnict the generalized Voronoi diagram in O(nrd''l) time

in the worst case ~oissonnatand Yvinec 981.
In the following chapters some properties of Voronoi diagram and Delaunay
tessellations in the weighted Euclidean, Manhattan, supremum and power metrics in 2
and d -dimensional space will be presented. New algorithms to cornpute generalized
Voronoi diagrams in d3erent rnetrics and in 2 and d dimensions will be described.

Some general properties of the set of all tessellations in Zdimensional space wiil be also
considered.

l

See McAUister et. al. 961 for definition of a polygonal distance function.

The method is similar to one described in the Preliminaries, Section 2.4.7.
A relationship between power and additively weighted Voronoi diagrams in higher

dimensions was also established. See [Aurenharnrner 87, Aurenharnmer 911 for more
details.

CHAPTER 3: PROPERTES OF THE GENERALIZED VORONOI DIAGRAM
The goal of this chapter is to generalize the properties of the Voronoi diagram and the
Delaunay tesseilation to different metrics in d -dimensional space and thus to
demonstrate the similarities between the weighted Voronoi diagrams in ZZd .SO fa^, these
generalizations do not seem to have been developed in the literature surveyed. The
properties established for the weighted V D are generalizations of properties of the
ordinary Voronoi diagram for a set of points in d dimensions. The proofs of these
properties constitute the main contribution of this chapter.
The diagrams are considered for the weighted Euclidean, Manhattan, supremum and
power metrics in d -dimensional space under the assumption that the spheres of the
original set S do not interseet. This is a reasonable assumption in the practical

applications considered, such as cornputer simulation of granular-type materials and
biologicai systems of growing plants.
There are many other fields where the generalized Voronoi diagrams of sphericai nonintersecting objects can be appiied. For example, power diagrams are used in metallurgy
[Comolly 831, engineering [Ghosh and Mukhopadhyay 911, chemistry bieb 821 and
bio logy [Richards 771. Additively weighted Voronoi diagrams are employed in urban
planning and natural sciences [Okabe et. al. 921.

The main contribution of this chapter is in the extension of the properties of the ordinary
Voronoi diagram to weighted Voronoi diagrams for the power, Euclidean and Manhattan
(supremum) metncs in R ~ Important
.
results include the proof of the following
properties of the weighted generalized VD in d dimensions:
the property that states that the generalized Voronoi vertex belongs to the intersection
of d+l Voronoi regions;
the definitions of the inscribed sphere and the empty-sphere property for different

metrics ;

the defmitions of the nearesr-neighbor for different metrics and the proofs of the
nearest-neighbor properties;
the definitions of the convex hull

for dif5erent metrics and the condition for

establishing whether a Voronoi region is bounded or unbounded.
The classification of these properties dong with their proofs was aot previously

published for any generaked Voronoi diagram in d dimensions. These results will be
used in the rest of the thesis in the development of algo&hms for the generalized VD and

DT construction.

3.1 The Power Diagram
The properties of the weighted Voronoi diagram in the power metric are studied in this
section. First, the dennitions and known properties of the power diagram are
summarized. Next, new properties of the power diagram for a set of spheres in d
dimensions are introduced with their proofs.

The important results presented in this chapter include a criterion for establishing whether
the power region is bounded or unbounded; the property that a vertex v of the power
diagram is the common intersection of exactly d + 1 power regions; the empty-sphere
property and the nearest-neighbor property for the power diagram in R

-

The power

Delaunay tessekition is discussed at the end of this section.

3.1.1 Demition of the Power Diagram and Preliminaries
Consider a point x = (x, ,x,

,...,x,

)

and a sphere P with center p = ( p l ,p2 ,..-,pd ) and

radius r, in R ~ The
. power distance between a sphere and a point is defined as
d(x, P)= d(x,p)

- r: , where

d(x,p) is the Euciidean distance between points in R~

that c m be computed as d(x,p) =

b -p(l

=

-p i 2

[Okabe et. aL 921'. The

i=l

geometric interpretation of the power distance is that it is the square of the distance
between a point x and a sphere P computed along a line tangent to the sphere P (see
Figure 3.3.1).

Power distance

Power bisector

Figure 3.1.1 Geometrical interpretation of the power distance and the power bisector
A point x Lies inside the sphere P or belongs to its boundary if and only if the power

distance d(x, P ) is non-positive, i.e. negative or zero. The following notation for the
sphere P with center in point p and radius rp will be used in the sequel: P = {p,r, } .
The power diagram of a set of spheres S is studied under the following assumption:

Assumption 3.1.1 The spheres of the set S do not intersect, Le.
two distinct spheres P = {p,r, 1 and

Q = {q,r, 1 from S .

Dennition 3.1.1 A power region P V O ~ ( Pof) the sphere P
XE

Ib-q(( 2 r, + r, for any

ES

in IZd is the set of points

Itd that are not fuaher under the power metric fkom the sphere P than from any

other sphere Q E S :

The definitions and some properties referenced in this chapter c m be found in Chapter
3, Section 3.1 of the book [Okabe et. al. 921.

A power bisector B(P, Q ) in R~ is the geometrical locus of points kom lZd that are

equidistant to two distinct sites P and Q in the power metric:

The power bisector B ( P , Q ) is a line perpendicular to the segment with endpoints in p

and q for circles P and Q in 2D (see Figure 3.3.1). In higher dimensions, the bisector is
a hyperplane perpendicular to the segment
two

halfspaces.

H ( P ,Q ) =

A

halfpace

(d(x,P) S d(x,Q)}.

z.The power bisector divides the space into

that

contains

By

defMtion

the

this

sphere

P

halfspace

is

defmed

aIso

as

contains

bisectorB(P, Q) and thus the bisector divides the space into two comected halfspaces
~ ( pQ), and H(Q, P ) .
An equivalent defmition of a power region P V O ~ ( Pcan
) now be written as foUows:

Dennition 3.1.2 A power region P V O ~ ( Pof
) the sphere P E S in R~ is the intersection
of aii halfspaces H ( P , Q) :

Definition 3.1.3 A power diagram (PD) for the set of spheres S in R~ is the collection of
aii power regions PD(S) = { P V O ~ ( P
l...,
~ P V O ~ ( P , )[Okabe
}
et. aL 921.

Figure 3.1.2 shows the power diagram for a set of circles in the plane.

Figure 3.1.2 The power diagram for a set of circles in the plane

The known properties of the power diagram are now presented. The properties of the
planar power diagram were fist investigated in mai et. aL 851, where the form of the
power bisector, power region and convex huii for the planar power diagram were
introduced. The property that the power region can be limited or unlimited in R', when
the centers of the circles f?om the set S are on the boundary of the convex huIi was
proven, Empty planar power regions were considered and the property that the generator
of power region might not be inside the region itself when generators intersect2 was
estabhhed fIIIliti et. al. 851.

Aurenhammer extended some of these results to higher dimensions. He proved that any
bisector in the power diagram is a hyperplane and that each region of the power diagram
is always convex in R~

[Aurenhammer 871. He dso established an important

reiationship between power diagrams in R* and convex hulls in R"'

, similar to one

described in Prown 791 for the ordinary Voronoi diagrams3. This relationship is aiso
described in ~ o i s s o m a tand Yvinec 9814. The closest-pair property (which uses a
different definition of the distance between two spheres than the one introduced in this
chapter) for the power rnetric in R~ was recently established in [Guibas and Zhang 981.
The empty-sphere property was estabhhed in Edelsbrunner and Shah 961. It was also
proven that the tesseliation satisfying the empty-sphere criterion is Delaunay tesseiiation
in power metnc [Edelsbmnner and Shah 961-

The relationships between power diagrams and power Delaunay tesseuations have k e n
studied in [Edelsbmnner and Shah 961. It was proven that power Delaunay tesseliation is

' The ceoters of the circles from the set S are sometimes referred to as generators of the
power regionsThe case when a generator has an empty Voronoi region is not considered in this thesis.
See Preliminaries, Section 2.2 and Section 2.4 for more details.
4

See Chapter 18, Section 18.3 of the [Boissonnat and Yvinec 981.

a regular triangulation in R d . lt was dso shown that the power Delaunay tesseiiation is a
simplicial complex and a trüinguiation of S (see ~deisbrumerand Shah 961 for
defmitions). The proof is based on the relationship between power diagrams in R~ and
convex hulls in R d+l [Aurenhammer 9 L 1.
Other properties of the power diagram in R~ were not considered in the Literature
surveyed. They are now proven here'.
3.1.2 Properties of the Power Diagram in d Dhtensions

This section presents the generalization of the Voronoi diagram properties to the power
diagram in d dimensions. Let S be a set of spheres in R~ First, the equation of the power bisector in R~ is &en2.

Property 3.1.1 The bisector B ( P , Q ) in the power metric is a hyperptane defined by the
1
equation (x, p -q) = 2

-

lh1l2- ri + r i ) for sites P

and Q where P , Q e S, p

f

Q

and x , p , q e R~ , where (-,-) denotes a scalar product.

Proof The bisector in the power metric is defmed by the equation

The bisector never intersects either sphere under the assumption of non-intersecting
spheres. Thus the equation of the bisector can be written as

' Note that the proof of these properties could be also carried out by using the relationship
between power diagrams and convex huLls established in [Aurenhammer 871.
This trivial fact has been previously known: the equation for power bisector has been
presented in [Aurenhammer 891 in a different form and in [Okabe et. ai. 921) for the

planar case in the fonn similar to one given in Property 3.1.1.

2

(x-p,x-p)-rp

=(x-q,x-q)-rq

2

.

Since the second-degree terms c m be canceled this c m be rewritten as
-2(x,p)+l$l12

-ri

= -2(x,q)+IIlll2 -rq

2

An equation for the bisector in d -dimensional space is therefore found as

Let 2-dimensional vectors x = ( x , y ) , p = (p,, p , ) and q = (q, ,q, ) be given. Following
Property 3.1.1, the equation of the power bisector in the plane can be written as

Property 3.1.2 Each power region P V O ~ ( Pis) a convex region in R~ space, containing
the whole sphere P .

Proof To prove that the sphere P Lies entirely Ïnside its power region P V O ~ ( P )fxst
,
note that the distance between the sphere P and any point x that belongs to the interior
of the sphere or to its boundary is zero or negative. Furthermore, for any point lying
outside the sphere the distance is positive. Therefore, any point x lying on or inside the
sphere P is closer to P than to any other sphere Q , since x cannot belong to both P

and Q under Assumption 3.1.1. Consequently, the sphere P lies completely inside its
power region P V O(P).
~

To prove that the power region is convex', recall that the power region P V U ~ ( Pcan
) be
defined as the intersection of halfspaces H ( P , Q ) . Since each of the halfspaces is a
convex region relative to P. their intersection is aiso a convex region.
R

Note. Since the power region P V O ~ ( P )is convex, it foliows that it is also star-shaped

relative to the center of the sphere P .This obvious fact will be used in the Chapter 7.
Sorne l e s trivial propeaies of the power diagram in Rd are no* proven under the
assumptions2given below:

.

Assumption 3.1.2 No d t 2 spheres Pl P2,..-,Pd +Z are cospherical, i.e. there is no
point

XE

Rd such that d(x, 4 )= d(x,P,) = ...= d(x, Pd,) in the power metric.

,
Assumption 3.1.3 No d + l centers of the spheres P,, P,, ...,P

lie on the same

hyperpiane in R ~ .

' The trivial fact that the power region is convex was d s o proven in [Imai et. al. 85,
Aurenhammer 871.
Generalized Voronoi diagram are often considered in the literature under those
assumptions to simpiiQ the proof of some properties (see, for example, [Okabe et. al. 92,
Boissonnat and Yvinec 981). The algorithms for generalized Voronoi diagram
construction are also usuaily studied under these stardard assumptions (see, for example,
F;delsbrunner and Shah 96, Schaudt and Drysdale 921). If these assumptions are not
satisfied, a perturbation of the input c m be perfonned (see, for example, [Edelsbrunner
and Mücke 88, Yap 881). In practical implementations, the assumptions c m be violated
due to the round-up errors. To avoid these situations exact arïthmetic cm be employed

Fortune and Wyk 93, Karasick et. al. 9 1, Gavrilova et. ai. 961.
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Definition 3.1.4 A convex hull C H ( S ) of a set of spheres S in the power metric is the
convex hull of the set S , of the centers of the spheres from the set S .

Theorem 3.1.1 The power region PVO~(P)is unbounded if and only if the center p of
the sphere P E S lies on the boundary of the convex huli C H ( S ).

Proof First, it can be shown that if p lies on the boundary of the convex huii of the set of
centers of spheres from S , then the power region P V O ~ ( P )is unbounded. By
contradiction, assume that P V O ~ ( P is
) bounded and let fi,
f2,
...,fk ,k L 3 be an ordered
sequence of its facets. Each facet

fi,i = 1. k

belongs to a bisector B(P, Qi ) between

sphere P and sphere Qi with the center q i . Consequently, p is intemal to the
polyhedron q1q2..qr and therefore cannot belong to the boundary of the convex huli
(under Assumption 3.1.3).

Now it wiil be shown that if power region P V O ~ ( Pis
) unbounded then p lies on the
boundary of the convex hull C H ( S ) .

The clairn is also proven by contradiction. Assume that P V O ~ ( P is
) unbounded and that
p = (pi,p2,.-.,p , ) does not touch the boundary of the convex huli. Since P V O ~ ( P is
)

unbounded and star-shaped (see Property 3.1.21,an unbounded ray r starting ficm point
p can be selected so that it lies completely inside the power region P V O ~ ( P )Since
.
p is
not on the boundary of the convex hull of S, the ray r WU intersect t h boundary at
some point. Assume that it intersects with a facet F of the boundary (see Figure 3.1.3 for
illustration in the p l a n a case).

Define a coordinate system with the center in p and with the x axis d o n g the ray r fiom
the point p . Note, that at least one of the sites belonging to the facet F has a positive x
coordinate, since otherwise p wouid Lie outside the convex huii. Assume without loss of
generalization that this is a site Q with center q = (q,,q2 ,...,a ), i.e. q, > 0 .

Figure 3.1.3 Ray intersects with the boundary of the convex hull
Consider the distance between the circle P = b , r , ) and an arbitrary point a = (a1,0,...,0)
2
outside of circle. Clearly, d (a, P) = a,2 - rp
and d(a,Q )= (a,- ql )2 + q22 + ...+ qd2 - r,2 .

Taking the k t as al

++-

. it foilows h a t d(a, P ) - d ( a , ~ ) +.., Le. startiag from
r

?

some positive al when al > a ,

the point a becornes doser to Q than to P.

Consequently, a cannot belong to P V O ~ ( P which
),
contradicîs the fact that the ray r lies
completely inside P V O ~ ( P ) .

Theorem 3.1.2 A vertex v of the power diagram is a common intersection of exactly
d + 1 power regions.

Proof Assume that the vertex v is the intersection of more than d t l power regions.
Then v is equidistant fkorn more than d + 1 spheres, which are the generators of the
power regions. This contradicts the non-degeneracy Assumption 3.1.2.
Now, assume that the vertex v is the intersection of k power regions, where k c d + 1.

Assume k = d ; the proof for the remaining cases when k ç d is similar. Since v is a
vertex of the power diagram, it must be equidistant kom some set of d spheres

4,& ,...,Pd . The

coordinates of v must satisQ the following system of equations:

d (v, P, ) = d (v, P, ) = ...= d (v, P, ) . The higher order terms in this system c m be cancelied
to produce an equivalent iinear system that consists of d - l equations in d variables
(the coordinates of v ).

Write this linear system as Ax = b . Since this system has at least one solution (because
) r a n k ( ~l b) . Also, r u n k ( ~S) d - 1.
v exists), it can be concluded that r a n k ( ~=
Consequently, the system has infinitely many solutions, Le. it describes a line or a
hyperplane. Therefore, v is on an edge (or a face) of the power diagram, Le. v cannot be
a vertex of the power diagram, which contradicts the statement of the theorem.

The empty-sphere property in the power metric will now be provenl. Consider two

intersecting spheres A = (a, r, ) and B = (b, rb ) , r, > O ,

rb

> O (see Figure 3.1.4).

Assume that one sphere does not Lie completely inside the other.

Figure 3.1-4. Angle between spheres
Denote one of the points of intersection between the spheres by c . Then the angle cp
between rhe spheres A and B can be d e h e d as the angle acb .

Lemma 3.1.1 The angle cp between two intersecting spheres A and B is acute if and
only if

rt > d ( b , ~ ) cp, is right if and only if rb = d ( b , ~ )and
, cp is obtuse if and only if

r =< d ( b , ~ ) .

i

Note that this propem was established independently fkom the sirnilar result presented

in [Edelsbrunner and Shah 961. It is formulated and proven in this chapter in terms of the
angle between spheres in the power &c.

ra- + r - -lccbl
3

Proof Note that cos cp =

9

2

- r i - d(b, A) fiom the cosine theorern The
2ra rb

ra rb

denominator of the formula is always positive. Consequently, the sign of the expression
is detemiined by the sign of the numerator.

A sphere C with center

5

and radius p , inscnbed among spheres Pl, fi,...,Pd + in the

power metric is now introduced. The center of the inscribed sphere is equidistant ffom
each of the d + 1 given spheres. Thus the foilowhg definition can be given:

{e,p} in~~t-ibed
arnong d + 1 spheres P l , Pz, .-.
,Pd
in
the power metric is a sphere with center 5 = (el,c2,...,cd) and radius p , such that
Dennition 3.15 A sphere C =

+

Note. The fact that the inscribed sphere C = (6,

exists for any set of d + 1 spheres

satisQing Assumption 3.1.3 is proven in Chapter 4, Theorem 4.4.2 for R ~ .
The inscribed sphere C intersects each of the spheres P l , P ,...,P
since

P2

l at nght angles

= d ( 6 , e ) . The ilIustration for the 2-dimensionai case is presented in Figure

3.1.5.

Figure 3.1.5 Inscribed sphere C intersects sphere
Note that the spheres
sphere C in the sequel.

4 ,fi ,..-,Pd+l

PJ.

wiU be caLied spheres cosphencal to ïnscribed

D e f ~ t i o n3.1.6 The inscribed sphere C is c d e d an empty spherel in the power metrïc if

no sphere fiom S intersects C at an acute angle and if no sphere fkom S completely
belongs to C .

Theorem 3-13 (the empty-sphere property) Consider a vertex v of the power diagrarn
v = P V O ~ ( PP~V) O~ ~ ( P ...
+n
) ~P V O ~ ( P ~- Then
+ ~ ) v is the center of a sphere C = (v,p)

.

inscribed between Pl ,P2 ,... Pd + in the power metric. Any sphere Q E S different fkom

Pl, P2 ,..- ,Pd+i either does not intersect C or intersects C at an obtuse angle (i-e. C is
empty in power metric).
Proof First, consider the case when r, = O , i.e. Q is a point site. Assume that it

.

htersects C . If q lies on the boundary of C then IIv - ql[= p and d ( v .Q )= p2, and
Assumption 3.1.2 (no d + 2 spheres are cospherical) is violated. If q lies inside C , then

[IV -q(1cp and d ( v ,Q )<

= d (v,PI) , which contradicts the fact that v is a power

vertex.
Now, assume that r, > O and that Q intersects C at right or acute angles. If Q intersects

C at a right angle, then it foUows from Lemma 3.1.1 that d ( v , ~=)o2 and this
contradicts Assumption 3.1.2. If Q intersects C at an acute angle then it folIows fkom
Lemma 3.1.1 that d (v, Q) <

and this contradicts the fact that v is a power vertex.

Note. The inscribed sphere C cannot contain the centers of any spheres in its interior,

since IIv -

pl

2

= d ( v ,P)+ r,Z 2 d(v. P)z

'.

A symmetrïc distance between two spheres in the power metric is now introduced The

nearest-neighbor property will be proven with the use of this definition. An important
Iemma is proven frrst.

This is a common term used in the literature (see, for example, [Okabe et. al. 921).

Consider the bisector B(P, S) of two spheres P = {p,r, } and S = {s, r, 1. Denote the
point of intersection of the bisector B(P, S) and the segment

by y .

Lemma 3.1.2 The point of intersection of the bisector B(P,Q) and the segment

is the

closest point on the bisector B ( P , Q ) to both spheres P and Q .

Proof Consider an arbitraq point
with axes dong

B(P.Q)

XE

and

B(P, S) (see Figure 3.1.6). Let a coordinate system
be given. Then,

(4-r-:

d(x,~)=

2

and

Figure 3.1.6 Point y is the closest point of the bisector to both spheres P and Q

Dennition 3.1.7 The distance between two spheres in the power metric in R~ k defined

.

as d ( ~Q), = 2 d ( y ,P ) = U ( y ,Q) where y is the point of intersection of the bisector

B(P, Q) and the segment

K.

Theorem 3.1.4 (the nearest-neighbor property) If Q E S is the nearest-neighbor of P E S
then power regions P V O ~ ( Qand
) P V O ~ ( Phave
)
a common facet.

Proof Assume that the sphere Q is the nearest neighbor of P and assume that P V O ~ ( P )
and P V O ~ ( Qdo
) not share a facet. Consider the segment

iThe
.endpoint p belongs to

P V O ~ ( Pand
) the endpoint q belongs to P V O ~ ( Q )Since
.
P V O ~ ( Pand
) P V O ~ @ do
) not
intersect, the segment

must cross some power region P V O ~ ( S(see
) Figure 3.1.7).

Figure 3.1.7 Proof of the fact that Q is the nearest-neighbor of P
Denote the point of intersection of

with the bisector B(P,S) by x and denote the

with the bisector B(P, Q) by z . Frst, note that the point z

point of intersection of

Lies outside the power region P V O ~ ( P )It. carmot lie in the interior of the power region
P V O ~ ( P since
)
it's equidistant fiom two sites P and Q. Also, it cannot lie on the
)
power regions P V O ~ ( P and
)
Pvor(l2) do not share a facet.
boundary of P V O ~ ( Psince

Thus, the point

I I x - P ~ ~ ~ -ri

z

lies outside the power region
2

+-pll2

-rp

Denote the point of intersection of the segment
y

Lernma 3.1.2

!y -p(I2 - r i 5

lY

-p112 -

Ix

ri < llz - P 112

d (P,S ) = 2d(y,P)

PVO~(P) and, therefore,

and B ( P , S ) by y . According to

is the closest point of the bisector to the point
2

P , i.e.

- r i .From these inequalities it follows that
- r i , i-e. d (y,P)< d(z, P). But according to Definition 3.1.7

and

d ( ~Q), = 2d(z,P ) . Thus

it

can

be

concluded

d ( ~S), c d ( ~Q), , which contradicts the fact that Q is the nearest neighbor of P.

that

3.1.3 The Delaunay Tessellation in the Power Metric
The definition of the straight-Iine d u d of the power diagram in R~ is ~

O W
introduced.

Definition 3.1.8 A power Delaunay tessellation (PDT) is a diagram such that for each
power

vertex

v = PVO&

) nP V O ~ ( P),n...n PVO~(P,+,) there is

a

simplex

(Pi , p ~ . - - . . p)~in+the
~ tessellation [Okabe et. aL 921.

The power Delaunay tessellation corresponding to the power diagram in 2D firom the

Figure 3.1.2 is presented in the Figure 3.1.8.

Figure 3.1.8 The power Delaunay trimgdation
The following property follows directly kom Theorem 3.1.3 (the empty-sphere property).

It WU be used in the following chapters for power diagram construction.

Property 3.1.3 The sphere inscribed between the sites that form a simplex in the power
Delaunay tessellation is an empty sphere (in tenns of D e f ~ t i o n3.1.6).

Proof Consider a vertex v of the power diagram

According to Theorem 3.1.2 it exists and is uniquely defined. Then v is the center of a
sphere

C = (v, p}

inscribed

between

P l , fi,...,Pd+i

cornprishg

a

simplex

(Pi ,pZ,...,Pd+l) of the power DT. Then, accordhg to Theorem 3.1.3 (the empty-sphere
property), the inscribed sphere C is empty.
R

3.2 The Weighted Voronoi Diagram in the Euclidean Met&
The Euclidean weighted Voronoi diagram is the first additively weighted Voronoi
diagram considered in this chapter. Up tiU now, o d y a few properties of such diagrams
were listed in the iiterature.

In this section the Euclidean weighted VD is studied for a set of spheres in d dimensions
under the assumption that the spheres do not intersect. The contribution of this section is

in the establishing the following facts for the Euciidean weighted V D in R~ . The convex
hull of the set of spheres in the EucLidean metric is introduced. A criterion to determine
whether the Euclidean Voronoi region is bounded or unbounded is presented. It is proven
that a vertex v of the diagram is the common intersection of exactly d + 1 Euclidean
Voronoi regions. The empty-sphere and the nearest-neighbor properties are formulated

and proven. Finally, the dual of the Euciidean weighted Voronoi diagram, the Euclidean
weighted Delaunay tesseilation, is discussed-

3.2.1 Definition of the Euclidean Weighted Voronoi Diagram and Preliminaries

The weighted Voronoi diagram in the Euclidean metric belongs to the class of additively
weighted Voronoi diagrams. The distance d(x, p) between two points x = ( x , ,x2 ,...,x, )
and

P = (p1,pz

9-09

in

pd )

R~

i11 the

Euchdean

metric

is

caiculated

as

/-p,>'.

Il~-~ll=

The additively weighted distance function berween a point x

and an object P in R~ is d e h e d as d(x, P) = d ( x , p ) - w ( P ), where p is the reference
point of the object P and w ( P ) is the weight [Okabe et. al. 921.
One of the common ways to define the additively weighted distance between a point x

and a sphere P is to select p as the center of the sphere and w ( P ) as the radius rp of
the sphere. The resulting formula d (x, P) = d (x, p) - r, has an obvious geometric
interpretafon as the shortest distance between the point x and the sphere P (see Figure
3.2.1).

Eudidean distance

~uciidean'bisector

Figure 3.2.1 The distance and bisector io the Euciidean metric
Note. A point x lies on o r inside the sphere P if and only if the distance d(x, P) is non-

positive.
The properties of the Euclidean diagram will be stuaied under the foiiowing assumption:

Assumption 3.2.1 The spheres of the set S do not intersect, Le.

Ilp -qll 2 r, + r,

for any

two distinct spheres P = { p , r , } and Q = {q,rq}f?om S .

Definition 3.2-1 An Euclidean region E V O ~ ( P of
) the sphere P E S in the Euclidean
metric in R~ is the set of points that are closer to P than to any other sphere Q E S :
= k t R~ (d(x, P) 5 d(x,Q),VQ E S -{PI/ [Okabe et. al. 921.

The definition of the Euclidean bisector is given simiiariy to the power metric definition.
Note, however, that the forrn of the bisector differs. An Euclidean bisector is d e h e d as

1

B(P, Q)= {x d (x, P ) = d(x, Q)}in R" . Tt divides the space into two quasi-haifspaces (see
Figure 3.2.1).

H ( P , Q) =

A quasi-halfspace that contains the sphere

1 d(x, P)< d ( x ,Q)).

P

is defined as

Under Assumption 3.2.1 each sphere completely

belongs to one quasi-halfspace and thus the bisector divides the space into two comected
quasi-halfspaces H ( P , Q) and H(Q,P) .The equivalent definition of an Euclidean region
E V O ~ ( Pc) m now be written as:

Definition 3.2-2 An Euclidean region E % ~ ( P ) of the sphere P E S in R~ iS the
intersection of a l l quasi-halfspaces H(P,Q) :

Definition 3.2.3 An Euclidean weighted Voronoi diagram (EWVD) for the set of spheres

S in the Euclidean metric in R~ is the collection of ail Euclidean regions

The Euclidean weighted VD for four circles in the plane is shown in Figure 3.2.2

Figure 3 -2.2 The Euclidean weighted Voronoi diagram
The known properties of the Euciidean weighted VD are now listed. The properties of the
Euclidean weighted VD ùi 2D were studied in [Sharir 851. The author proved that the
bisector is either a hyperbolic arc or a straight-line segment, the Voronoi region is starshaped in respect to its generator and that the Voronoi vertex is located on the
intersection of 3 Voronoi bisectors. He

&O

proved an empty-circle property and

established relationship between unbounded Voronoi faces and convex hull in the plane
[Sharir 851. Besides these properties, Ash and Bolker discussed the generator recognition

problem in the additively and multiplicatively weighted planar V D [Ash and Boker 861.

Two simple properties of the Euclidean weighted VD were extended to higher dimension
in [Okabe et. al. 921. Thus, it was proven that bisector of a Euciidean weighted VD is
either a hyperbolic cuve or a hyperplane and that the VD region is star-shaped with
respect to its generator in R~ [Okabe et. al. 921. The relationship between additively
weighted M and convex huik in higher dimensions has k e n estabfished in ~ o i s s o m a t
and Yvinec 981.

Other properties of the Euclidean weighted VD in lZd were not considered in the
literature. They are established in the foiiowing section of the thesis. Some differences
between previously obtained results and results presented in his section are now outlined.
The form of the bisector in the Euciidean metric &es

it harder to establish the fact that

a vertex v of the diagram is the common intersection of exactly d + 1 Euciidean Voronoi

regions. The criterion of whether a Voronoi region is bounded or unbounded cannot be
based on the convex hull condition, as it is for power diagrams (see Theorern 3.1.1). Thus
a different cnterion based on the convex hull of a set of spheres is introduced. The

defmitions of the nearest-neighbor and the ernpty-sphere, specifc for the Euclidean
metric, are also given. Interestingly, they make the proof of the nearest-neighbor and
empty-sphere properties in the Euclidean metric somewhat easier than the proof for
power metric despite the fact that the Euclidean bisector is no longer a straight line.
3.2.2 Properties of the Euclidean Weighted Voronoi DiQgrarn in d Dimensions

The basic properties of the EWVD that describe the fonn of the bisector and the
Euclidean region are first given (note that they have also been listed without proof for the
planar case in [Okabe et. al. 921).
Property 3.2.1 The bisector B(P, Q) of an EWVD is one half of the hyperboloid with
poles p and q and parameter I =Ir,

- r41.

Proof AU points x of the bisector B(P,Q) satûfy the equation ]lx-pl1 - r, =
This equation can be rewritten as

I x -pl1 -I x

Ix

- qll - r, .

-qll= rp - rq . Assumuig without loss of

generality that % 2 rq, it can be seen that the equation defines one half of a hyperboloid
with poles p and q and parameter 1 = r,, -r,
by the equation (lx-pl1 -

Ix

. The other half of the hyperboloid defmed

-qll= -(r, - r, ) does not represent a bisector.

Note. I f rp = rq then the bisector is a hyperplane (i.e. a hyperboloid with parameter

Property 3.2.2 Each Euclidean region E V . ~ ( P )is a connected region in R~ space,

containing the whole sphere P. The region is star-shaped relative to the center of the
sphere P .

Proof First, it will be proven that the sphere P lies entirely inside its Euclidean region
E V O ~ ( P )Note
.
that the distance between any point x lying on or inside the sphere P is

zero or negative, Furthermore, for any point lying outside the sphere the distmce is
positive. Therefore, any point x lying on or inside the sphere P is doser to P than to
any other sphere Q , since x c m o t belong to both P and Q under Assumption 3.2.1
(because the spheres do not intersect). Consequently, the sphere P lies completely inside
its Euclidean region E V O ~ ( P.)
To prove the second staternent, r e c d that the Euclidean region EVor(p) can be defmed
as the intersection of quasi-halfspaces H ( P , Q ) . Since each of the quasi-halfspaces is a

star-shaped region relative to the center of the sphere P , their intersection is also a starshaped region relative to the center of the sphere P.

Note. The Euclidean region is not necessarily convex. Since the boundary of the

Euclidean region is formed by bisectors, which in the general case are hyperboloids, the
concave side of such a bisector belongs to a non-convex Euclidean regio n.
The non-degenerac y assurnptions are now introduced:
Assumption 3.2.2 No d + 2 spheres P l , P2,...7Pd+2
are cosphericai, i.e. there is no
point x E R~ such that d(x, 4 ) = d(x, P, ) = ...= d(x, Pd+,) in the Euciidean metric.

Assumption 3.2.3 No d +1 centers of spheres

P , , 4 ,...,Pd+, lie on the same hyperplane

in R~ and no d + 1 spheres are tangent to the same hyperplane.

A convex huli of a set of spheres S is now introduced.

Definition 3.2.4 A convex hull C H ( S ) of a set of spheres S in the Euclidean metric is an
intersection of all convex sets containing S in R~ .
Note that this defrnition differs from the definition of the convex hull in the power metric
(Definition 3.1.4,

page 38) since it represents the smallest convex domain in R~

containing aH spheres fkom S . The new properties of the ElViD in R~ are now
established under Assumptions 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2-3.

Theorem 3.2.1 The sphere P G S touches the boundary of the convex hull C m ) if and
only if its Euclidean region E'Kor(p) is unbounded.

Pmof The foilowing daim wiil be proven first: if P Lies on the boundary of the convex
hull C H ( S ) then its Euclidean region is unbounded.
Assume that sphere P lies on the boundary of the convex huil C H ( S ) . From the
dekition of convex hull there exists a hyperplane H tangent to P such that all sites of
S lie on the same side of H (see Figure 3.2.3).

Figure 3.2.3 An unbounded ray r inside E V O ~ ( P )

H splits the space into two halfspaces, and one of them contains a i i sites of S . Denote
this halfspace by H ( S ) . Denote the point of intersection between H and P by x and
select a ray r outside of N ( S ) originating at x and orthogonal to H . Clearly, for any
point

a€ r

the point

x

is the closest point of

H(S)

to

a . Clearly,

d (a, P)= llx -al1 = min
Y

~

$ -S al1. AIso,

min
~

H ( s ) . Therefore, the site P is closer to a

Ily-

(s f

~

a11 5 min d (a, Q) since aii sites belong to

f

es

than to any other site. Therefore, ac EVor(p)

and, consequently, the whole ray r also belongs to EVor(p). Therefore, E V O ~ ( P )is
unbounded.
) unbounded then P = (lpl,p2 ....,pd ), rp ) r u s t
Now, it WU be proven that if E V O ~ ( P is
touch the boundary of the convex huii CH(S).Conversely, assume that E V O ~ ( P )is
unbounded and suppose that P does not touch the boundary of the C H ( S ) . Since
E V O ~ ( Pis) unbounded and star-shaped (see Property 3.2.2), an unbounded ray r can be

selected so that it starts fkom a point p that lies completely inside E V O ~ ( P )Since
.
P is
not on the boundary of C H ( S ) , the ray r will intersect this boundary at some point (see
Figure 3.2.4). Assume that it intersects with a facet F of the boundary between sites
QI

hrql

= ( ( ~ l I ~ 4 1 2 ~ - - - ~ q i)*d

& ={q217422,---?42d)Yr~)~----~d
=((qdl*qd29---*4ddkrqd
)-

Note that the case when the ray intersects the site Qithat belongs to the convex huil can
be proven similady.

Figure 3.2.4 Illustration for the proof of Theorem 3.2.1
Define a coordinate system ** with center in p and q; axis dong the ray r . Select a
site Qisuch that the sum

(& + rpi) kmmaximurn among all Qi, i = 1.d. Without loss of

generality, denote this site Q I . Note that if this maximum sum is less than or equal to the

radius of the site P. then site P is on the boundary of the convex hull C H ( S ) and this
contradicts the assumption. Thus, the foilowing inequality is m e : rp < q;l

+ rql .

Next, consider the distance between a point a = (a1,0,...,0)
and site P. Clearly,
d(a,p)=Yi- r n , and d(a,Q)=&i

-&12+(?&)2

+---+
(q;d)Z -'&

-

f

f

fiom some positive al when al z al

the point a becomes closer to Q than to P.

Consequently, a canoot belong to the EV'~(P), which contradicts the fact that the ray r
Lies completely inside EVor(P) .

Definition 3.2.5 A cone in R~ defined b y the apex a e Rd , axis n = (ni,n2 ,-..,nd ) and
aperture a é [ 0 . . ~ / 2is] the set of all points x a R~ such that the angle between vectors
x-a

and n is a.The apex a also belongs to the cone.

Note A cone in R' consists of apex only. A cone in R 2 consists of 2 rays onginating at

the apex. A cone with aperture a = 4 2 is a (d - 1)-hyperplane.

Assumption 3.2.4 Let Pl,P2,...,Pmbe 2 S rn 4 d spheres in R~ , d 2 4 . Construct an
(m - 1) -hyperplane H spanning the centers of spheres p1,p2,...,pm. Let CH be the
sphere in H inscribed between Pi,
PZ,...,Pm(if it exists). Denote the point where fi
touches CH by p f , i = 1.m. Then

pC

can not belong to an (m- 2)-hyperplane Hc in

H (see Fig. 3.2.5 for an example for rn = 4 ).

Figure 3 - 2 5 Assumption 3.2.4 is violated for m = 4.
Note I Let V E H be the center of the sphere CH.The Assumption 3.2.4 is not satisfied
if and only if pl ,p2,...,p, belong to acone in H with apex at v .
Note 2 For d 1 3 the statement of Assumption 3.2.4 foUows h m the Assumption 3.2.1

(non-intersecting spheres) :
rn = 2. H is just a h e and Hc is a single point. Since the spheres are not a h w e d to

intersect,

pF

and

pF can not both coincide with Hc .

rn = 3 . H is a plane and N c is a line (see Fig. 3.2.6). Hc intersects CH at 2 points at

most. Then at least 2 of p f , p:

C
and p3
must coincide, which cm not happen because

the spheres are not ailowed to intersect.

Figure 3.2.6. Assumption 3.2.4 for m = 3 .

Theorem 3.2.2 A vertex v of the EWVD is the common intersection of exactly d + l
Euclidean regions under Assumptions 3-2.1, 3.2.2, 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.

Proof Assume that v is the intersection of more than d + 1 Euclidean regions. Then v is
equidistant fkom more than d + l spheres (these spheres are the generators of the
Euclidean regions). But this contradicts Assumption 3.2.2Next, assume that the vertex v is the intersection of k Euclidean regions, where
k < d + 1. Assume k = d l the proof for the remaùiing cases when k c d is similar.

Since v is a vertex of the EWVD, it must be equidistant fkorn spheres P l , fi,--- ,Pd

.

Denote v = (vl ,v2 ,...,vd ) and r = d(v, P, ) ,then v is the center of a sphere with radius r
that is tangent to ail spheres P l , P2 ,...,Pd . The coordinates of this sphere satisw the
following equations

where pi = (xiI ,xi2 ,...,xid ) and 5 are the center and the radius of P;. ,respectively.
The foliowing system can be written

Obviously, this system has a solution
equation of the form
represents a function

(6,,c2,...,cd

Ck = B , where

,cd+1)= (0,0 ...,O$). Add an additional

k E {l.d+l). The LHS of the extended system

Fk :R ~ +~lZd+I' - Obviously, Fk(0)=0.

It is known fiom the mathematical analysis that if the Jacobean of a smooth function
~ ( x )is not equal to zero at some point xo then the function has an inverse ~-'(y)

defined in some neighborhood of y. = E'(xo) m g 691.
The function Fk is smooth (it is a polynomial) and the Jacobean has the following form

If for some k J(&)(O)#O

small neighborhood

then Fk is invertible in O, which means that there is some

< a i such that the system has a solution for every

E

in this

neighborhood. In this case, (v, r) is not a unique inscribed sphere.
Assume that J(& )(O) = O for every k . Then the fint d rows in the determinant do not
contain a non-zero d -minor, Le. they are linearly dependent. Since

points p l , p 2 , ..., pd and v must lie in the same hyperplane H .
Perforrn a coordinate transformation such that
the axis

xd

Y

becomes the center of coordinates and

is perpmdicular to H . Denote the new coordinates of centers of spheres by

y,, i, j = l . d , yid =O,i=l..d.

10)are linearly dependent, the folIowing determinant is

Since the first d rows of J ( F ~

zero :

Note that the i-th row in the determinant represents a projection of the point pi onto the
cone C in R~ d e k d by the equation yd = J Y I2 + y22 + ...+ y d2 - ~ . Denote this
projection by pf = (yii,yi2,...,yi,d-l ,q

+r ) ,

i = 1. d . Since the above determinant is
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and v = O must lie in a hyperplane H I . Thus, a i i

zero, aü points

belong to the

intersection of the cone C and the hyperplane H I.
It wiii now be shown that the projection of the intersection of the cone C and the
hyperplane H I ont0 the hyperplane H is a cone in H . Perform another coordinate
,l)
that the normal nl to
transformation: rotate the system around vector (0,0,0, ...such

H, lies in the plane y l y d . Denote the new coordinates by z . Then the equation of H I
transforms to zl = a z d , O L a 5 1 (note that the angle between H l and H is at least x/4
and at rnost n/2). The points pi are the projections of p; onto H . Their new
coordinates satise the foUowing equations:
2
2
zil2 + zi2
+...+ zi,dkl
= (Ti + r)* and zii = a(r;:
+r ) , i = 1.d.
2

2

A = zi2

2
+ ...+ 2i.d-1
, when cx > O, or

zii

= O when a = 0 .

Thus, it was shown that if J ( F )
~(O) = O for every k then the points pi must lie on a cone
in H with the apex at v , which contradicts the Assumption 3.2.4. Therefore, (v, r) is not
a unique inscribed sphere.
I

The dehition of the sphere inscribed among d + 1 spheres is now presented:

Definition 3.2.6 A sphere C = (6,

Nlscribed among d + 1 spheres P l . P2 ,...,Pd+l in

the Euciidean mevic is a sphere with center

5 = (ci,c2,--.,cd)

and radius p , such that

P = d(5,pl ) = d(5, P Z ) = --- = d(6, Pd+,).
Note. The existence of the inscribed sphere for a set of spheres in the Euclidean metnc is

considered in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.
Note that spheres Pl, 5 ,.--,
Pd + l will be called spheres cospherical to the inscribed
sphere C in the sequel.

Definition 3.2.7 An inscribed sphere C is called empty in the Euciidean metnc if no
sphere fkom S intersects its interior.

Theorern 3.2.3 (the empty-sphere property) Consider a vertex v of the ETWD
v = E V O ~ ( P E, )V~ O ~ ( P...~r i) E~V O ~ ( P ~ + Then
, ) . v is the center of a sphere C = {v,p)
inscribed between P I ,P2 ,...,Pd+l in the Euciidean metric and there is no sphere Q E S
different fkom P I ,PZ ,..-,Pd + * intersecting C (i.e. C is empty in the Euclidean metric).

Figure 3.2.7 Illustration for the proof of Theorern 3.2.3

Proof Assume that there exists such a sphere Q E S , which intersects the inscribed
sphere C (see Figure 3.2.7). Then d(v, Q) S p = d(v, 4 ) .If d(v, Q) c p then v is closer

..,Pd+l . But this contradicts the fact that v belongs
to Q than to any of spheres P l , Pz,.
to EVor(p1). If d ( v , ~=)p then the Assumption 3.2.2 is violated because more than
d + 1 spheres are cocircular.
O

The distance between two spheres in the Euciidean metnc is now defmed (see Figure

3.2.8).

Figure 3.2.8 The Euclidean distance between two circles

Definition 3.2.8 The distance between two spheres in the Euciidean meuic in R~ is
defined as d ( ~ . ~ ) = P - q l l - r- r, , .

Theorem 3.2.4 (the nearest-neighbor property) if Q S is the nearest-neighbor of P E S
then the Euclidean regions W o r ( Q ) and E V O ~ ( P have
)
a common facet.

Proof Assume that the sphere Q is the nearest neighbor of P and assume that E V O ~ ( P )
and EVor(e) do not share an edge. Consider the segment

K.Obviously, the endpoint

p belongs to E V O ~P( ) and the endpoint q belongs to E V O ~ ( Q .) Since E V ~ ~ ( P
and
)
must cross some Euciidean region E V O ~ ( S )

EV~~(Q
do) not intersect, the segment
(see Figure 3-2.9).
Denote the point of intersection of

IIx -si1 - rs c llx -qll-

with the bisector B(P,S) by x . Obviously,

rq since x E EV'~(S) and x

intersection of segment

EVor(Q). Denote the point of

and B ( P , S ) by y . CIearly, y is the point of the bisector

ciosest to P , i.e. lly -pl1 - rp I IIx -pl1 - rp.

Figure 3.2.9 Dlustration for the proof of Theorem 3.2.4

3.2.3 The Euclidean Delaunay Tessellation

The dual of the EWVD is now introduced.

Definition 3.2.9 An Euclidean Delaunay tessellation' (EDT) is a diagram such that for

) there is a simplex
each Euclidean vertex v = EKor(4 ) nEVO~(P,)n...nEVO~(P,+,

(Pi, p

,-.-,
pd+*) in the tessellation [Okabe et. al. 921.

The planar Euclidean Delaunay tesseiiation and corresponding Euclidean weighted
Voronoi diagram is shown in Figure 3.2.10. Uniike the Delaunay tesseiiation of points or
the power Delaunay tesseiiation, the EDT of spheres can contain duplicate and/or
intersecting faces. This is due to the fact that the Euciidean regions c m be non-convex.

Figure 3.2.10 The Euclidean weighted Voronoi diagram and the Delaunay tessellation.
A planar example of this phenornenon is presented in the Figure 3.2.11. The Delaunay
tesseliation (triangulation) of this set of spheres contains the foilowing triangles: pst ,

qst , psq and ptq . Clearly, edges

and

si of the triangulation intersect.

The term tessellation is used in [Okabe et. al 921 to describe the dual of the generalized

VD.

Figure 3.2.11 The EWVD and the corresponding Delaunay tesseilation

Property 3.2.3 The sphere inscribed between the sites that form a simplex in the
Euclidean Delaunay tessellation is the empty sphere (in terms of Definition 3.2.7).

Proof Consider a vertex v of the EVWD v = E V O ~ ( P ,E) V~ O ~ ( P ,...
)~
n EVO~(P,,).
According to Theorem 3.2.2 it exists and is uniquely defmed. Then v is the center of a
sphere C = {v, p) inscribed between

4 .Pz, ...,Pd+i comprising a simplex

(pi,pz, . . . , ~ d + )~ of the EDT. Then, according to Theorem 3.2.3 (the empty-sphere
property), the inscribed sphere C is empty.

3.3 The Weighted Voronoi Diagram in the Manhattan and the Supremum Metrics
This section presents properties of the additively weighted Voronoi diagrams in the
Manhattan and the supremum mevics for a set of spheres in d dimensions under the
assumption that the spheres do not intersect. The foilowing important properties are
established. The convex huU of the set of spheres in the Manhattan and the supremurn
metric is htroduced and the cnterion for whether the Voronoi region is bounded or
unbounded is presented. The fact that a vertex v of diagram is the common intersection
of exactly d + 1 Voronoi regions is proven. The empty-sphere and the nearest-neighbor
properties are established. Findy, the Delaunay tesseliation dual to the Manhattan and
the supremum weighted VD is discussed.
3.3.1 Defiifion of the Weighted VoronoiDiagram in the Manhattan and the

Supremm Metrit and Prelhinaries
The weighted Voronoi diagrams in the Manhattan ( LI ) and the supremum ( L, ) metncs
aiso belong to the class of the additively weighted Voronoi diagrams. It WU be shown
that they are s d a r in many aspects. The term rectangular weighted Voronoi diagram
wiil refer to these diagrams. The distance d(x,p) between two points x = (x, ,x,
d

,...,x, )

1

and p = (p, ,p, ,...,p, ) in ltd is defmed as d(x,p) = Clxi - pi in the Manhattan metric
i=l

and as d(x. p) = maxlq i=l ..d

1 in the supremum ( L,

) metric.

Thus, the sphere in the Manhattan metric is a diamond, and the sphere in the supremum
metric is a cube1(see Figure 3.3.1).

In the rest of the chapter the term sphere is used since it is used to represent the
topdogical rather than the geometrical object.

Li

L

Figure 3-3.1Spheres in the Manhattan and the supremum rnetrics in R
The additively weighted distance between a point x and a sphere P = {p,r,} can be
defined as d(x, P) = d (x, P)- r, , where distance is defined in the Manhattan or the
supremum metric (see Figure 3.3.2).

Manhattan distance

Supremum distance

Figure 3-3-2 Distance in the Manhattan and the supremum metnc
Note. A point x lies on or inside the sphere P if and only if the distance d(x, P) is non-

positive.

Assumption 3.3.1 The spheres of the set S do not intersect, Le. d(p,q) 2 rp + r, for any
two distinct spheres P = (p,rp} and Q = (q,rq} £ h m S in

& (L,) metric in R~ .

The weighted Voronoi region in LI and L, metrics is now defined:

Assurnption 3.3.2 No d + 2 spheres Pl ,P2 ,...,Pd+* are cospherical, Le. there is no

point x E R~ such as d(x, 4 ) = d(x, P z ) = ... = d(x, Pd+Z)in the Manhattan (supremum)
metric,

Definition 3.3.1 The distance between two spheres P = (p.rp) and Q = (q,r, ) in

4

An illustration of this defmition for the supremum metric in the plane is given in Figure

3.3.3,

Figure 3.3.3 Distance between two circles in the supremum rnetric

Assumption 3.3-3 No two facets of spheres (cubes in L, or diamonds in 15, metric)
belong to the same hyperplane (see Figure 3.3.4). No two pairs of spheres are equidistant
(see Figure 3.3.5).
Note. When facets of two cubes or diamonds belong to the same hyperplane, their

bisector c m become a region in Rd (see Figure 3.3.4).

Figure 3.3.4 L, bisector is a region in the plane

Figure 3.3.5 Two pairs of L, spheres are equidistant
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Definition 3.3.2 A rectangular Voronoi region R V O ~ ( Pof
) the sphere P E S in the LI
( L, ) metric in R~ is the set of points that are closer to P than to any other sphere

Q E S : R V O ~ ( P=)

E

1

R~ d(x7P ) < d(x, (31VQ E S -

{~}j,where the distance dC;) is

defked in the corresponding metric [Okabe et. al. 921.
Under Assurnption 3.3.1 each bisector B(P. Q) =

1 d (x, P ) = d(x, e)) ktween

two

distinct spheres P and Q divides the space into two quasi-halfspaces H ( P , Q ) and

P)-

~ ( e 9

Thus, an equivalent definition of a rectangular Voronoi region R V O ~ ( Pcan
) be given as:

Definition 3.3.3 A rectangular Voronoi region R V O ~ ( P of
) the sphere P E S in the L1
( L, ) metnc in R~ is the intersection of aU quasi-halfspaces H ( P , Q) :

R V O ~ { P=)

nH(P*Q ) [Okabe et. al. 921.
Q==P

Definition 3.3.4 A rectangular weighted Voronoi diagrarn in LI ( L,) metric (RWVD)
for the set of spheres S in Rd is the collection of ail Voronoi regions
RWVD(S) = { R V O ~),...,
( ~ R V O ~ ( P)}
, [Okabe et. al. 921.

Figure 3.3.3 shows the Manhattan Voronoi diagrarn for a set of sites (a) and the
supremum Voronoi diagram for a set of sites (b) in the plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3-6The RWVD in the Manhattan (a) and the supremum (b) metrics in the plane

The known properties of Voronoi diagrams in the Manhattan and the supremum metrics
for a set of points in the plane follow. The bisector of planar VD consists of at most three
straight-he segments and the Voronoi region is star-shaped region with respect to its
generator

me and Wong 801. The Voronoi region of a point site Iocated on the boundary

of the convex huii is an unbounded region in the Manhattan metrîcl [Lee 801. The ernptysphere property for Minkowski metrics was mentioned without proof in [Schaudt and
Drysdale 921. The properties about the form of the bisector and the Voronoi region were
generalized to higher dimensions in [Okabe et. al 921. The relationship between RWVD

and convex hulls in higher dimensions has k e n established in ~ o i s s o m a and
t Yvinec
983.
Other propeaies of the RWVD in R~ were not considered in the literature. They are
estabiished in the foiiowing section of the thesis. A few important observations can be
made. First, the definition of the rectangular hull (analogous to the definition of the
convex huii of a set of spheres in Euciidean metric) is introduced in order to obtain a
criterion for whether a Voronoi region is bounded or unbounded. The rectangular huii is
not convex, thus the proof of the criterion differs significantly fiom the proofs of the
similar properties for the previously considered metrics. The proofs of the empty-sphere

and nearest-neighbor properties are similar to the procfs presented for Euciidean VD.
This can be expiained by the fact that the Voronoi diagrams in both metrics belong to the
ciass of additiveiy weighted VD.

3.3.2 Properfies of the RWVD in d DUlrensions
The properties of the RWVD are similar to those of the Euclidean VD.

AU the properties in this section are proven under Assumptions 3.3.1, 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
The basic properties of the EWVD that describe the form of the bisector and the

' Note that converse statement was not proven even for 2D.

Euclidean region are f ~ s given
t
(note that they have aiso been Listed without proof in

[Okabe et. al. 921).
Property 3.3.1 The bisector B( P. Q) in LI ( L, ) consists of a set of hyperplane facets in
R~ under Assumption 3.3.3.

P m f The proof is presented for the LI case. The proof for the L, case is similar.
Any point x E B(P, Q ) satisfies the equation d (x, P) = d(x, Q).This equation can be
d

writtenas C I x i
i=f

-pil-&

d

- q i ( - r p +rq =O.
r=l

Note that for any site P the space can be split into 2d unbounded regions (quadrants),

each defined by a set of inequalities of the f o m (- 1)5' (xi- pi ) 2 O , si E {0,1), i = 1.d .
Inside each quadrant, the expression xi - pi does not change sign from negative to
positive or fkom positive to negative, and, therefore, lxi - pi [ can be replaced with the
(xi - p i ) .

expression (-

Consider the 22d regions obtained by intersecting quadrants corresponduig to P and Q
(note that some of them can be empty). W i t b each region, the bisector equation c m be
rewritten without absolute value signs. Under the Assumption 3.3.3 neither of the
equatiuns wili become degenerate. This can be shown as follows.
d

d

Assume that

C (- 1)1' (xi- p i ) i=l

rp =

x(-1)li(xi-q i ) - rg for alI points x within some
i=l

region, i.e. all xi 's can be cancelled fiom the equation. Then
d

bas same sign in both LHS and RHS) and
i=I

= t i , i = l .d (Le. each xi

Si

(- 1p pi + rp =

d

(- 1)'' qi + r, . Then the

i=l

two facets of P and Q , which are normal to the vector ((-1)~' ,(to the same hyperplane, which contradicts the Assumption 3.3.3.

IF,...,(-lp ), belong

Thus, if the equation has a solutioa, then it wiLl define a hyperplane. When this
hyperplane is intersected with the region where the equation is defined, a (d - 1)dimensional facet is obtained, which is a part of the bisector inside this region. Thus, the
whole bisector is a union of at most 4d such hyperplane facets.
I

Note The forms of the bisectors in the LI and the L,

metrics are very similar. In the

plane, the diagrams can be transformed into each other by 45O rotation (see Figure 3.3.7
and Figure 3.3.8 for an illustration). However, tfus transformation would not conserve the
radii of spheres, since they would change by a factor of

&.This simple relationship was

also established in [Okabe et. al. 921.

Figure 3.3 -7 Bisectors in LI in the plane

Figure 3.3.8 Bisectors in L, in the plane

The foliowing properties are proven for the supremum metric. The proofs for the
Manhattan metric are similar.

Property 3.3.2 Each rectangular Voronoi region R V O ~ ( Pi)s a connected region in lZd ,
containing the whoIe sphere P. The region is star-shaped relative to the center of the
sphere P.

Proof To prove that the sphere P lies entirely inside its rectangular Voronoi region
R V ~ ~ ( Pr e) c, d that the distance between any point x lying on or inside the sphere and
the sphere P is zero or negative. Furthermore, for any point lying outside the sphere the
distance is positive. nierefore, any point x lyhg on or inside the sphere P is closer to
P than to any other sphere Q , since x c m o t belong to both P and Q under
Assumption 3.3.1. Consequently, the sphere P lies completely inside its rectangular
Voronoi region R V O ~ ( P ) .
To prove the second statement, r e c d that the rectangular Voronoi region R V O ~ ( Pcan
)
be defined as the intersection of quasi-halfspaces H ( P , Q ) . Since each of the quasi-

halfspaces is a star-shaped region relative to p , their intersection is also a star-shaped
region relative to p .

Note. The rectangular Voronoi region is not necessarily convex, since the boundary of the

Voronoi region is fonned by bisectors, which in the general case are not hyperplanes.
hportant properties of the EWVD are now proven under the assumptions stated in the
beginning of this section. The notion of the rectangular huli in the Manhattan and
supremum metrics is introduced. It is andogous to the notion of convex huli in Euclidean
meuic. The definition of a k -quadrant is first given.

(c,,Pi, ,...,P,I ),

Definition 3.3.5 A k -quadrant Qk

c,,e2,...,qk,

15 k S d , constructed on sites

is an unbounded region defined by the intersection of k mutuaily

b

orthogonai halfspacesl H (4. j = I . k , such that H ( . .) is tangent to one of the facets of

Two halfspaces are said to be orthogonal if the hyperplanes representing their
boundaries are orthogonal. The set of halfspaces is mutudy orthogonal if any two
distinct halfspaces fiom the set are orthogonal.

the site1 4, and does not contain the site. The aris of a k -quadrant is the set of points
within the quadrant equidistant to all sitesc,
halfspaces

- ,...,ckand to the boundaries of the

~ [ q1j, = 1.k.

A l-quadrant is a haif-space tangent to a site. An example of two 2-quadrants R, and R,

corresponding to spheres P and Q in the supremum metric in the plane is given in
Figure 3.3.9. The axis of a d -quadrant is a ray, equidistant to all coordinate hyperplanes.
The axis of a k -quadrant, k 2 2 is a (d - k + 1) -dimensional haif-hyperplane, and the
axis of a 1-quadrant is a pyramidal region inside the quadrant.

Figure 3.3.9 Two quadrants with axes for spheres P and Q
Note. Because of Assurnption 3.3.3 no site Q E S distinct kom

,...,ek can be

(e,c*,...,Gk ).
Lemma 3.3.1 The k-quadrant Q, (cl,c2
,...,% ) is ernpty (Le. it does not intersect any
tangent to the boundary of the quadrant Q,, ,

other sites fiom S ) if and only if its axis is a part of an unbounded Voronoi facet
~ v o r ( 4)n
, f

or(& ...nl?vor(ek ).

' Site means sphere.

Pmof If Q,(c,,G,- ,...,ck
) does not contain any sites then it is claimed that its axis is a
part of a Voronoi facet because the points of the axis are equidistant kom

c,4

,...,~k

and they are further from all other sites which lie outside the quadrant. To prove this
clah, assume that there is a site Q e S distinct kom

el,&- ,...,ekand a point a on the

axis of the quadrant such that d ( a , ~=)p c d(a,% ). Then a is the center of a sphere
(a,p) lying completely inside the quadrant and tangent to Q . Then (2 intersects the

quadrant, which contradicts the assumption that the quadrant is empty.
Conversely, assume that a quadrant is a part of an unbounded Voronoi facet. Consider an
arbitrary point x on the axis. Then x is a center of an empty sphere iascribed between

el,e2,...,ck
- This sphere covers the corner of the quadrant. Since thc point x is selected
arbitrarily, the radius of the empty sphere is unlllnited, and thus, the whole quadrant is
covered by such empty spheres. Therefore, the whole quadrant must also be empty.

Definition 3.3.6 A complement of a rectangular hull RH'(S) of a set of spheres S is a
comected unbounded region in R~ obtained by taking the union of

empty

k -quadrants 1S k 5 d for the spheres fkom the set S .

The definition of the rectangular hull in L, ( L, ) rnetnc is given as a domain in R~
containing alI spheres fkom S (see Figure 3.3.10).

Figure 3.3.10 Rectangular huil for a set of spheres in the suprernum metric

Definition 3.3.7 A rectangular hull R H ( S ) of a set of spheres in L, (L,) metric is a
connected region such that RH(S) = fZd \ RH'(s).
Note 1. Equivalent definitions of the k -quadrant and the rectangular huil R H ( S ) in4

( L m) metric can be given in terms of the point dominance relationship [Preparata and
Shamos 861.
Note 2. A site P E S touches the boundary of the R H ( S ) if and only if it touches some

empty k -quadrant.

Theorem 3.3.1 A sphere P E S touches the boundary of the rectangular hull R H ( S ) if
and only if its Voronoi region R V O ~ ( Pk) unbounded.

Proof A site P E S touches the boundary of the RN(S) if and only if it touches some
empty k -quadrant Q(P,

e2,...,ck). By Lemma 3.3.1, this quadrant is empty if and only

if its axis is a part of an unbounded Voronoi face R V O ~ ( P ~) ~v o r ( c ~...)nn~ ~ o r ().f l ,
Therefore, R VO~(P)
is also unbounded.

The bisector B ( P , Q ) in LI (L,) consists of a set of hyperplane facets (see P r o p e q

m

f

i=l

i=I

Lemma 3.3.2 If two bisectors B(P, Q) = (J4 and B(S,T) = UGi (where P

;t

S andlor

Q + T ) intersect at a point v a Fk,then v can not lie on the boundary of Fk.

Proof Assume that v lies on the boundary of Fk. Note that d(v, P) = d(v, Q )= d(v, S).
Assume that P ;e S (Q might be equal to T ). Since v lies on the boundary of Fk,it also
belongs to the boundary of some other facet Fkl.Therefore, v is equidistant to two

distinct facets of either P or Q . Assume it is equidistant to two distinct facets of P

fpl

and fPî (see Fig. 3.3.1 1).

Figure 3.3.1 1 Proof of Lemma 3.3.2

are equidistant, Le. d ( ~Q), = d ( ~Q,) , which contradicts Assumption 3.3.3.

Theorem 3.3.2 A vertex v of a RWVD is the comrnon intersection of exactly d + l
rectangular Voronoi regions.

Proof Assume that v is the intersection of more than d + l rectangular Voronoi regions.
Then v is equidistant fiom more than d + l spheres (which are the generators of the
Voronoi regions). This contradicts the assumption that d + 2

spheres cannot be

cospherical (Assumption 3.3.2).
Next, assume that the vertex v is the intersection of k rectangular Voronoi regions,
where k < d + 1. Assume k = d ,the proof for the remaining cases when k c d is sirnilar.
Since v is a vertex of the Voronoi diagram, it must belong to the intersection of d -1
bisectors Bi= ~ ( 4 ,),q
i = 2.d . Recall that each bisector is a union of several
mi

hyperplanar facets Bi= U&j
j=l

. v belongs to the intersection of

(d - 1) bisectors:

. According to the Lemma 3.3.2, two hyperplanar facets can
not intersect by their edges. Then the intersection of (d - 1) hyperplanar facets defines a
part of an edge or a facet of RWVD (the proof is sirnilar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.2
for the power diagram). Therefore, v must lie on an edge or a facet, which contradicts
the fact that v is a vertex of RMrVD,

Definition 3.3.8 A sphere C = (6, p} inscribed among d + 1 spheres PL,P2, -.- ,Pd cl in

L, ( L, ) metric

is a sphere with center

5 = (ci,ez,---.cd)

and radius p , such that

p =d(6,P,)= d ( ~P,)=
,
...=d(c, Pd+,), where the distance is defined in the corresponding

metric.
Note. The existence of the Uiscribed sphere for a set of spheres in the

L, ( L , ) metric is

considered in Chapter 4, Section 4.6.

The spheres Pl ,Pz,. ..,Pd+l wiU be calied spheres cospherical to the inscribed sphere C

in the sequel.
Definition 3.3.9 An inscribed sphere C is called empty in the L, (Lm) metrïc if no
sphere f?om S intersects its interior.

Theorem 3.3.3 (the empty-sphere property) Consider a vertex v of the RWVD

v = ~ ~ o r ( 4RVW(P,
) n
) n ...nR V O ~ ( P ~) .+Then
,
v is the center of a sphere C = {v, p}
inscribed between P I ,P2 ,...,Pd .+ in L, ( L, ) and there is no sphere Q e S dBerent
fkom Pl. P2 ,--.,Pd+l intersecting C (i-e. C is empty).

Proof Assume that there exists a sphere Q E S that intersects the hscnbed sphere C (see
Figure 3.3.12). Then, clearly, d(v, Q ) is Iess or equal to d(v, P, ) , which is equal to the
radius of C . Therefore, v is either closer to Q than to any of P l , 4,...,Pd +i (which

contradicts the fact that v belongs to R V O ~ ( P , ) or
) Q and a i l PI,fi,-.-,
Pd+l are
equidistant to v (which contradicts Assumption 3.3.2).

Figure 3.3.12 Illustration for the proof of Theorem 3.3.3

Theorem 3.3.4 (the nearest-neighbor property) If Q E S is the nearest neighbor of P E S
then the rectangular Voronoi regions R V O ~ ( Q )and R V O ~ ( Phave
)
a common facet.

Figure 3 -3.13 Illustration for proof of Theorem 3-3-4

Proof Assume that the sphere Q is the nearest neighbor of P and that the rectangular
) ~ v o r ( Q do
) not share an edge. Consider the segment
Voronoi regions R V U ~ ( Pand

z.

Obviously, the endpoint p belongs to R V O ~ ( Pand
) the endpoint q belongs to ~ v o r ( Q ) .
Shce R V O ~ ( Pand
) R V O ~ @ )do not intersect, the segment
region R V O ~ ( S(Figure
)
3.3.13).

must cross some Voronoi

Denote a point of intersection of

with the bisector B(P,S) by x

'. Obviously, since

x c R V O ~ ( S )and x c~ Rvor(Q) then d(x,s)- r, < d ( x , ~) r, . Denote the point of

intersection of segment

and B ( P , S ) by y. It is easy to show that d(y,p)S d(xTp),

i-e. that y is a closest to point p of the bisector- Then, d ( y , p ) - rp S d ( x , p ) - rp .
Similarly, d(y,s)- r, S d(x,s)- r, and, therefore, dG.,s)- r, < d ( ~ , ~ r,) .Therefore, d ( ~ , ~ ) = ( d ( y , p ) - r ~ ) + ( d G , s ) - r , )(<d ( ~ , p ) - r ~ ) + ( d ( x , q ) - r , ) = d ( ~ , ~ ) ,
which contradicts the fact that Q is the nearest neighbor of P .

3.3.3 The Delarcmy Tessellation Corresponding to the Mmhatfan (Supremwn) VD
The dual of the RU'VD is now introduced-

Definition 3 3 9 A Delaunay tessellation corresponding to rectangular weighted Voronoi
diagrarn (RDT) is a diagram such that for each Voronoi vertex

v = R V O ~ ( P RVO~(P,)A
,)~
...nRVO~(P,+,)
there is a simplex (&, P ~ , . . . , P ~in
+ ~the
) tessellation [Okabe et. al. 921.

1

It can be shown that the segment

intersects the bisector B ( P , S ) at a single point

only. However, this fact is not required for the proof of Theorem 3.3.4 and thus its proof

is ornitted.

Figure 3.3.14 The weighted VD and DT in the Manhattan (a) and the supremum (b) metrics
Figure 3.3.14 displays the Delaunay tessellation in the Manhattan (a) and the supremurn
(b) metrics in the plane. Note that the RDT of spheres can contain duplicate a d o r

intersecting faces (see Figure 3.3.15).

Figure 3.3.15 R R V D and correspondhg Delaunay tesseuation
The following property follows fiom Theorem 3.3.3 (the empty-sphere property).

Property 3.3.3 The sphere inscribed between the sites that form a simplex in RDT is the
empty spbere (in terms of Definition 3.3.9).

Proof Consider a vertex v of the RMND v = R V U ~ ( P),nR V O ~ ( P),n...nRVO~(P,,,) .
According to Theorem 3.3.2 it exists and is uniquely defined Then v is the center of a
sphere

hlp

C = {v, p)

inscribed

between

comprising

a

simplex

, , p + l) of the RDT. Then. according to Theorem 3.3.3 (the ernpty-sphere

property), the inscribed sphere C is empty.

rn

Pi,4 , ...,Pd+*

The main results obtained in this chapter are now summarized. The concept of Voronoi
region and inscribed sphere in R~

W ~ unifed
S

for different rnetrics. Important properties

of the diagrams. including the nearest-neighbor and the empty-sphere properties, were
proven for d dimensions. Generalized Delaunay tessellations were also discussed.
The properties established in this chapter (in particularly, the empty-sphere property) are
used in Chapter 4 for incremental construction algorithms and to obtain fohulas for the
lNCrRCLE test. They are also used in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 for other techniques for

generalized VD construction. The methods for collision optimization presented in
Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 rely on the nearest-neighbor property established in this chapter.
Based on the results obtained, the conclusion that propenies of the generalized VD's in
considered rnetrics are similar under different definitions of distance function can be
made. An interesthg topic to discuss is the relationships between Delaunay tessellations

in different metrics. It c m be concluded that these triangulations are also similar, since
the Delaunay tesseilations represent a metric-independent closeness relationship among
the spheres. A more detailed consideration of relationships between Delaunay
tessellations in different metrics will be provided in subsequent chapters.

CaAPTER 4: THE INCREMENTAL CONSTRUCTION OF TEE
GENERALIZED DELAUNAY TESSELLAITON
The properties of generaiized Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay tesseilations, obtained in
the previous chapter, are now applied to the development of methods for the VD and DT
construction. This chapter outlines an incremental algorithm for the generalized Delaunay
tessellation construction and presents the formulas for the ZNCIRCLE test computation
for the Euclidean, po wer, Manhattan and supremum metncs in d dimensions [Gavrilova
and Rokne 96, Gavrilova and R o h e 981. The practical implementation of the incrementai
construction method for the power diagram using exact computation method concludes
this chapter.

The generalized scheme of the incremental construction method is ikst given for the d dimensional case. Note that this scheme combines results obtained in [Schaudt and
Drysdale 921 for the Minkowski metncs and in [Edelsbrunner and Shah 961 for power

The main contribution of this chapter, however, is in presenting the explicit formulas for

computation of the INCIRCLE test for the power, Manhattan, supremum and Euclidean
metrics for the 2 and 6-dimensional cases, which is the basic primitive for the
incremental method. Note that the divide-and-conquer algorithm vvinec 881 is also
based on the INCIRCLE test, thus the developed theory is applicable to the divide-andconquer method in higher dimensions. The INCIRCLE test is also used in dynamic VD
maintenance algorithms (see Chapter 9 of this thesis).
None of the papers surveyed have presented the explicit formulas for INCIRCLE test
computation or even mentioned that the implementation of the algorithm requires these
formulas. The formulas for INCIRCLE test for the ordioary V D in the plane were
published in moos and Noltemeier 921 and for d dimensions in moos 971.
There are only a few papers devoted to the incremental construction method in higher
dimensions. Inagaki successfdiy implemented the incremental method for Voronoi

diagram construction in 3D b a g a & et. al. 921. Choset considered a modification of the
method for arbitrary shaped objects in d -dimensional EucLidean space as part of the
motion planning problem [Choset 971. Schaudt and Drysdale outlined a scheme that
modifies Seidel's convex hull algorithm to compute Mïnkowski Delaunay tessellation in

~ ( n r ' ~ ~ ' ) 'tirne
~ l ) [Schaudt and Drysdale 921. Edekbrunner and Shah Edekbrunner and
Shah 961 presented an incremental algorithm for all regular tnangulations including the

power DT. The worst-case time cornplexity of their algorithm is O(nr(d+1)/211The divide-and-conquer technique in d dimensions remains pract icaily unexplored,
mostiy due to the cornplexity of the merge step. Hazelwood studied this problem in
[Hazelwood 881 and Gonzalez and Zheng discussed the divide-and-conquer
approximation algorithm for space partit ioning [Gonzalez and Zheng 931.

4.1 Chapter Overview
The scheme of the incremental algorithm for d dimensions is briefly outlined in the

beguining of the chapter. The formulas for INCIRCLE test for the power. Manhattan,
supremum and Euclidean metncs for the 2 and d -dimensional cases are then obtained.

The conditions for the INCIRCLE test for the power metric are obtained based on the
system of quadratic equations that defîne the coordinates and the radius of the sphere
inscribed among d + 2 spheres. The INCIRCLE function is written in a determinant form,
which is represented as a 4th order polynomial of time in the 2-dimensional case

[Gavrilova and R o h e 961.The equations for the CCW (Counter-Clock ~ i s e )orientation
'
test for the power metric are also provided.
An approach based on the standard hctional transformation in the complex plane, used
to obtain the INCIRCLE hnction for the Euclidean metric in 2D, is discussed next. The

formulas for an inscribed sphere in d dimensions are provided The important property
that for any given d + l spheres in d -dimensionai space, in general positions in the

' For definitions of the CCW see, for example, [Guibas 9 1, Dwyer 921.

Euclidean metric, the number of inscribed spheres can either be two, one or zero is
proven. The INCIRCLE function is obtained based on a set of quadratic equations. The
resulting condition for the INCIRCLE test is represented as a 8th order polynomial of
time in 2D [Gavrilova and R o h e 983.

The ZNCIRCLE test is obtained for the Manhattan and the supremum metrics for d

dimensions. The formula for the radius of the inscribed sphere is fxst obtained. Then an
incremental method for inscribed sphere construction based on the intersection of
families of inscribed spheres is presented. The solution is written as a system of linear
equations and inequalities. The formulas for the ZNCIRCLE test are aiso given.
The algorithm for the exact computation of the power DT in 2D using the fixed-precision
floating-point arithmetic is discussed next . The practicai implementation of the
incremental construction method for power diagram using the developed algorithm
concludes this chapter.
4.2 The Incremental Algorithm

This section briefly describes the general scheme for the incremental construction of the
generaiized DT suggested in [Schaudt and Drysdale 921 and @3dekbrumer and Shah 961.
However, the aigorithm description is not simply copied fiom these papers, but an
attempt to emphasize the similarities in application of the incrementai technique to
generalized DT construction is made.
The input for the algorithm is a set of spheres in R~ . The algorithm ad& spheres to the

diagram one by one. The correct Delaunay tesseHation is maintained by performing an

INCIRCLE test on sets of

d +2

neighboring spheres called

d -dimensional

quadriiaterals. The main scheme of the algorithm c m be outlined as foilows.

Prep rocessing

1. Create a simplex S, large enough to contain ail the sites of the input.
Main Zoap
2. For each site P of the input set:
2.1 Locate a simplex Si in the current diagram containing the center of P by
applying a point-location algorithm in a spatial subdivision;
2.2 lnsert site P into the diagram by comecting it to di vertices of the simplex Si;
2.3 Inspect the newly created d -dimensional quadrilaterals to ver*

if they satisQ

the empty-sphere condition by applying the INCrRCLE test;
2.4 Perform swap operation on the quadrilaterals that do not satisQ the empty-

spbere condition;
2.5 Repeat steps 2.3-2.5 for aii newly created d -dimensional quadrilaterais.

3. Delete the initial simplex S,, together with edges comected to it.
4. Report the constructed diagram

The worst-case time complexity of the algorithm is O(n

and the worst-case space

cornplexity of the algorithm is optimal 0(nrdtZ1).In the planar case, the algorithm runs
in 0(n2) time [Schaudt and Drysdale 92, Edelsbrunner and Shah 961.

1t is important to note that some algorithms based on tlipping technique can corne to
obstruction when the d-dimensional quadrilateral does not satisfy the empty-sphere
criteria but no f i p is possible [Joe 89, Edelsbrumer and Shah 961. However, it has k e n
established that when the sites are added one by one (i.e. in the incremental order) this
situation c m not take place and the above algorithm always works correctly under the

assumption of non-intersecting spheres [Schaudt and Drysdde 92, Edeisbrunner and
Shah 961."
4.3 The INCIRCLE Test

The incremental algonthm uses the metric-specific INCIRCLE test to correct the structure
of the diagram d e r inserthg a new site (Step 2.3 of the algonthm). The INCIRCLE test
takes coordinates and radii of d + 2 spheres beionging to a d -dimensional quacirilateral
and checks if the empty-sphere condition is satisfied.
Definitions of the empty sphere for all considered metrics are found in Chapter 3
(Definitions 3.1.6, 3.2.6,3.3.9)- The empty-sphere condition for d + l spheres States that
a sphere C = (6,p)

inscribed among d + 1 spheres which centers comprise a Delaunay

tetrahedron is an empty sphere with the center at the corresponding Voronoi vertex. 1t has
been proven that empty-sphere condition is satisfied for each simplex of the Delaunay

tessellation for aU considered metrics (see Chapter 3, Properties 3.1.3, 3.2.3, 3.3.3). Thus,
to check if the empty-sphere condition is satisfied for a d -dimensionai quadrilateral, the
inscribed sphere is built on the fust d + 1 spheres that belong to this quadrilateral and
then the distance fkom its center to the (d t 2) -nd sphere is caiculatedL.If this distance is
less than the radius of the inscribed sphere, then the empty-sphere condition is violated,
and a swap operation must be performed on the quadrilateral. Note that the distance fiom

the center of the inscribed sphere to the (d +2 )-nd sphere cannot be equal to the radius of

the inscribed sphere since no d + 2 spheres are cospherical in any metric (due to
Assumptions 3.1.2,3.2.2. and 3.3.2).

The INCIRCLE function is then written as ZNCIRCLE(fi,...,Pd+2)
= p -d(e, Pdi2)- The
INCIRCLE test computes the value of the INCIRCLE function and compares it to zero. If
the value of the function is positive then the empty-sphere condition is satisfied; if the

'

The construction of the inscribed sphere for each of the considered rnetncs wiU be

discussed in details later in this chapter.

value is negative then the empty-sphere condition is violated. If the value of the
INCIRCLE hinction is equal to zero, then this is the degenerate case (when d + 2 spheres
are cospherical in terms of the metric being used).
Formulas for the INCIRCLE test for power, Euclidean and Manhattan (supremum)
metrics are now obtained.
4.4 The INCIRCLE Test for the Power Metric

The formulas for the INCIRCLE and the CCW tests for the power metric are obtained
based on a system of quadratic equations that d e k e the coordinates and the radius of the
sphere Uiscribed among d + 2 spheres. First, a formula for the INCIRCLE function for
the power metric in R~ is obtained [Gavrilova and R o h e 961. The formula for lZd is
proven later.
4.4.1 The INCIRCLE Testfor the Power Metric in the Plane

An example of four circles cocircular in the power metric is given in Figure 4.4.1.

Figure 4.4.1 Four circles are cocircular in the power metric

Theorem 4.4.1 The 1NCIRC.E fünction for a Delaunay quadrilateral of four circles

P;. = {(%,

y,),

i = 1..4 in the power metric in the plane can be wntten as

where wi = x:

+

- r;.',i = 1..4 if the following condition is satisfiedL

Proof The system describing the inscribed circle C with center

6 = (xe, y < ) and radius

p îs given as foilows

M e r a substitution

(x

= p 2 - x$

-

the system is transfomed to a h e a r system in

&,yc .OC).The foiiowing solution is obtained for the enter of the inscribed circle using
Cramer's rule

Then, INCIRCLE(P,,P2 ,P3,P, ) can be written as

' If CCW(P,,P, ,P3) < O

then the sites can be renumbered so that CCW ( P l ,P, ,P2)
>O .

The case CCW(P,,P,, P3) = O
Assumption 3.1.3.

is the degenerate case and is impossible due to

The denominator of the resulting formula is the value of the CCW (Counter-Clock Wise)
test on the circles

4,P.,P3 . Imposing the requirement on the numbering o f these circles

in counter-clockwise order guarantees that the denominator will be positive.
Thus, the INCIRCLE function can be reduced to a single determinant

The theorem is proven.

4.4.2 The INCIRCLE Testfor the Power MehZc in d Dimensions

The proof presented in the previous section is now extended to the R~ case.
Theorem 4.4.2 The INCIRCLE function for a Delaunay quacirilaterai of d + 2 spheres

4 ={(*i,yi),c},

where

i = l . . d + 2 in the power metric in R~ cm be written as

2
2
= xi,,
+ q,
+...+xi,,2

- r;2, i = 1-d+2

if the foIlowing condition is satisfiedl:

Proof The system describing the inscribed sphere C = (6 = (6,.6,

...-.cd).P) ui R~

iS

given as

' SWarIy to the planar case, the numbering on spheres can be introduced so that this
condition is satisfied.

After a substitution a = p 2
system of

-5,2 -517 -.-.-62. the

system is transformed to a h e a r

(5,. 5, ,-.-,cd ,a).Then the solution of the system can be written as

5, =--1 Ai i

= 1.d , where

2 A

By moving the w column in Ai (d - i) places to the right, the foilowing representation is
obtained: Ai = (- l)d-i Bi,where

Bi=

The numerator of the obtained formula can be written in the determinant form (note that
it is the expansion of the following deteminant by the kst row).

By moving the first row d + 1 places d o m , the final form of the numerator is obtained as

Note that the denominator A of the obtained formula is the value of the CCW test on the
fxst d + 1 spheres. The denominator A is positive when the d + l spheres are numbered

in counter-clockwise order. In this case, the INCIRCLE hnction can be reduced to a
single determinant

The theorem is now proven.
I

4.5 The INCIRCLE Test for the Euclidean Metric

The INCIRCLE test for a set of spheres in Euclidean rnetric is now obtained. The
important property that for any given d + 1 spheres in d -dimensional space in general
positions in Euclidean metric the number of inscribed spheres can either be two, one or
zero is dso proven [Gavrilova and Rokne 981.
4-51 The INCIIRCLE Testfor the Euclidean Mefric in L e Plane

An interesthg approach based on a transformation in a complex plane is used to obtain

the ZNCIRCLE function for the Euclidean metnc in the plane.

Figure 4.5.1 Four circles are cocircular in the Euclidean rnetric
The condition to determine if four circles are cocircular is now developed (see Figure
4-51).

Theorem 4.5.1 The INClRCLE function for a Delaunay quacirilaterd of four circles

P, = {(xi,y,), r; }, i = 1..4 in Euclidean metric in the plane c m be written as

when the following conditions are satisfied

Proof Assume that r, is the smallest radius of four circles
of all circles by value r4 :

r;-'

4, P2, P3, P4. Reduce the radii

= r;. - r,, i = 1.3 . The resulting circles

6= kxi, Yi ), ;
1,

i = 1.-3 and circle P , = {(x, ,y, )O} are cocircular if and only if the original four circles
were cocircular (see Figure 4.5.2).
The standard fiactional transformation in the complex plane is now used (see [Manden
731 for more information on complex transformations). A point in the plane with
*
coordinates (x, y ) is associated with a complex quantity z = x + iy - A c k d e Pi is

associated with a circle Z =

=x i

that passes thro ugh point z, = x4 + iy,

+ iy j , rif1, j = 1..3 . If there exists a cîrcle (z, r)
and is tangent to (zi ,c* )i = 1..3 ,then the original

four circles are cocircular.

w
Figure 4.5.2 Circles with reduced radii
The transformation W = W ( Z )=

1
2-z4

maps the Z plane into a W plane [Grassmann

and Rokne 781. This transformation maps the circle (z, r) onto a straight line, and the

three other circles Zi=

Formulas

for

the

bi,r;=)i = 1..3 into circles y-= {w, ,pi} (see Figure 4.53).

centers

and

radii

of

the

new

circles

are

found

as

Figure 4.5.3 Complex transformation
Retuming to the original Z plane coordinates, the new circles can be represented as

Note that ail mi> O , since the original circles do not intersect. If there exists a line
1=

LU+bv +

c = O, a2

+b

= 1) that is tangent to circles

4,i = 1..3 ,then original circles

Ziare cocircular. The condition that 2 is tangent to circles W i,i = 1..3

c m be written as

The point in infiity is mapped into zero by transformation W = W(Z). The idimite point
and ali 2,,i = 1.-3 Lie outside of the ckcle (z, r) in Z plane (since the circle

(2,r)

is

inscribed between Zi ,i = 1..3 ). Thus circles Wi,i = 1..3 and ongin of the W plane must
also Lie on the same side of line 1. This c m be formulated as a requirement that

expressions aui +bv, + c,i = 1..3
au,+ bv, + c

and

a - 0+6 - 0 +c

> O,i = L.3. This condition can be written as

have the sarne sign, Le.
au, +bv,

>-1,i=

1..3.

C

C

Thus, line 1 exists if a system of h e a r equalities and inequalities

has a solution (a,b, c) and a

+b

= 1.

The system of equations can be rewritten in matrix form as Ax = b where

From this linear system, a solution column x is found as X=A-'b. By applying a

Cramer's rule the solution for the h e a r system is found as

Note that

I A ~ # O because it is assumed that the four original circies are cocircular and,

conseqüentiy, the system Ax = b has a solution.

The solution that satisfies the system of inequalities and condition a 2 +b2 = 1 is now
selected. Substituting the formulas obtained for a and b in this equation the foilowing
formula is obtained

Retuming to initial variables, it can be written as

The system of inequalities

au,+ bui

> -1, i = L.3 is written as

C

Thus, the condition of cocircularïty for four circles is proveo.

w
4.5.2 The Inscribed Sphere for the d-Dimensional Case NI the Euclidean Me&

A similar formula is now obtained for the d -dimensional case.

First formulas for a sphere ioscribed between d + I spheres in d -dimensional space are
obtained and a theorem giving the number of such inscribed spheres is proven.
Let P;. = bi =(xiI,xi,,..., xid ),&=

l..d

+ 1 be d + i spheres in d -dimensionai space. It

be shown how the coordinates and the radius of an inscribed sphere

C = (5 =

(cl,c2,..-,cd),PI
be obtained.
Cari

First, the radü of the d t l spheres are reduced by the radius of the srnaliest sphere.
Without loss of generaiity assume that the smallest sphere has index d + 1. D e h e a
coordinate system with the center of coordinates at point p,,, . Then the transformed
coordinates of the given spheres are
x,; = xii - x,,,,

j,

4''=$; = ( x i , x ~...,
, x ~ ) r ; . ' ] i = l . d ,where

i, j = 1.d , and f = r;: - rd+,. The last sphere is transfomed into a point

at the center of coordinates, i.e.
coordinates will change to

c,={(0,0,...,0),0}.The unknown inscribed sphere

65 = t j - x ~ + , ,j~ =, 1-d,and p* = p + rd+,-

The coordinates of the hscribed sphere satisfy the equations

Expanding the distance function, the foliowing system results

The Iast equation can be subtracted fiom the remaining equations to cancel the quadratic

ternis

The solution for the system can be obtained by the following steps. The fvst d equations
are linear in

(5,,5,.... cd.P)

by inspection.

This linear system has d equations and d + 1 variables. Denote the matrix of the system
by A , the column of unknowns by x and the right-hand side column by b .
The following 3 cases are possible:
Case 1. rank(A) = rank(A I b) = d .

This is the general case. The Linear system can be resolved for d of the variables leaving
one of the variables as a kee parameter. Assume that

5;

is left as a fieee variable. To

determine which variable is Iefi fkee, a variable that can be moved into the right-hand side
of the system must be found so that the determinant of the remauiing system is non-zero.

Thus, a non-zero

[&dl minor of rnatrix A must be found.

The remaùling unknowns WU al1 be linear functions of

the iast equation, which t-

4;.

into a quadratic equation for

They c m be substituted into

6 ; . It can have two, one or no

real solutions. Consequently, the following staternent is true:
Property 4.5.1 The number of inscribed spheres in the Euclidean metric for a given d + 1
spheres in d -dimensional space in general positions (i-e. rank(A) = d ) can be either two,
O E or
~ zero.

Note that even though the system can have up to two solutions. only those where the
radius of the inscribed sphere is positive must be selected.
Note. Each of the inscribed spheres corresponds to a distinct Delaunay tetrahedron in the

Delaunay tesselïation.

Case 2. rank(A) = rank(A I b) < d .

In this case, the h e a r system has an infinite number of solutions, and, consequently,
infinitely many inscribed spheres. An example of such a system is given in Figure 4.5.4.

Figure 4.5.4 Infinite number of inscribed spheres

Case 3. rank(A) < rank(A 1 6)Id

.

In this case, the linear system has no solutions, and consequently, there are no inscribed
spheres. An example of such a system is presented in Figure 4 - 5 5

Figure 4.5.5 Linearly dependent spheres
Note that cases 2 and 3 both represent degenerate sphere arrangements, because the
spheres are linearly dependent when rank(A) < d.
4.5.3 The LNCUCCLE Testfor the d-Drntensional Case in the Euclidean Metnc

The INCIRCLE function for d + 2 spheres can be obtained by determinhg the
coordinates of the inscribed sphere(s) for the fust d + 1 spheres, and then computing the
distance fkom the last sphere to the inscribed sphere(s):

where

(Si,52---,cd9
p)

are the coordinates of the sphere inscribed among the spheres

pi ,Pw..,P'*I

The INCIRCLE function is often used as a part of the condition INCIRCLE(...)= O . In
particular, this condition is used extensively for dynamic maintenance of Voronoi
diagrams of moving objects. This condition can be obtained in the explicit form as
follows.
The condition can be rewritten as the following system of equations
d(p,,k)= r; +p,i = 1.d + 2 .
If this system has a solution, then the condition is satisfied. Performing transformations
similar to those descnbed above reduces the radii of ali spheres by the radius of the
smaiIest sphere (assume that this is the (d + 2) -nd sphere). The center of the coordinates

is defmed as the center of the (d t2)-nd sphere. Then the second-degree terms in the
frst d + 1 equations can be cancelled

where w~

-(c)~,

+(X;)~+.-.+(XL)~

i=l.d+l.

The Eirst d + 1 equations represent a linear system

Assuming that the determinant of the hear system is non-zero1, the system will always
have a unique solution. It cm be explicitly written using Cramer's mle:

ci* =--21 AiA ,i=l.d; p* =--,21

Ad+l

A

where, retuniing to the original coordinates,

l

The assumption of non-intersecting spheres guarantees at least that no sphere (except

(d + 2) -nd sphere) transforms into a point at the center of coordinates (which would yield

a zero row in the determiriant).

and Ai is obtained by replacing the i-th column of A by the right hand side column

Then the solutions obtained are substituted into the last quadratic equation, arriving at the
condition

This condition is the generalization of the formula obtained for the planar case ushg the

transformation in the complex plane. The additional condition requiring that the radius of
the inscribed sphere must be positive must be imposed as weU

Note. The INCIRCU finction is ofien used to predict topologicd events in a dynamic

Voronoi diagram. When the spheres move by straight-line trajectories, the condition t u m
into an equation which is an 8th degree polynomial of time.

4.6 The Inscribed Sphere and the INCIRCLE Test in the Supremum Metric
This section discusses the construction of the inscribed sphere in the supremum (t_)
rnetric in d dimensions. Simila.considerations apply for the L, metric. The formula for
the radius of the inscribed sphere is obtained first. The method for inscribed sphere
construction, based on the intersection of families of inscribed spheres, is presented. The
formulas for the INCIRCLE condition are also obtained,
4.6.1 Radius of the Inscnbed Sphere

The distance between a point x = ( x , . ~ , ...,
. x d ) and a sphere P = $ = ( p l ,pz,.-.,p, )J,)
in the supremurn mevic is defined as d(x, P) = maxlx, - piI
i=I ..d

- rp- Geometrically, a sphere

in the supremum metric is a hypercube. A d-dimensional hypercube has exactly 2d
(d -1)-dimensional facets. Each of the d axes has exactly two facets perpendicular to it.

These geornetrical properties of the spheres will be used in this section.
The formula for the radius of the inscribed sphere is now obtained. Consider d + 1
spheres

Pi = (pi= (xi,,xi, ,...,xid ), I;. ),i = 1 . d + 1. Tt

w u be shown how the coordinates

and the radius of the inscribed sphere C = (5 = (6,. 5,

,...,cd ), p} can be obtained. Denote

the distance between two spheres by d ( 4 , Pi)= d(pi,pi )-

(>;.+ ri).

The formula is obtained under the non-degeneracy Assumption 3.3.3.

hoperty 4.6.1 The radius of the sphere inscribed among d + 1 spheres P;:,i= 1.d + 1
1

cari be obtained as p = -rnax d (4,Pj ).
2 i*j

Proof B y D e f ~ t i o n3.3.8 the inscribed sphere is tangent to each of d + 1 given spheres.
Therefore, the diameter of the inscnbed sphere is equal to the largest gap between any
pair of spheres, computed over ail pairs of spheres (see Figure 4.6.1).

I

Figure 4.6.1 Inscribed sphere in 2D
Nore. m e n the furthest pair of spheres is found (this can be done in ~ ( d 'time),
)
one of

the coordinates of the center of the inscnbed sphere is also determined. It is computed as
the mid-point between the two funhest spheres.
Because of the non-degeneracy Assumption 3.3.3, no two spheres can be tangent

to

the

same facet of the inscribed sphere and no two spheres can be tangent to opposite facets of
the inscribed sphere with the exception of the huthest pair of spheresl. Therefore, each of
the remaining d - 1 spheres is tangent to a facet, which is perpendicular to one of the
d - 1 remaining dimensions.

The foilowing section presents the aigorithm that c m be used to determine the inscribed
sphere for d + 1 spheres in d dimensions.
4.6.2 Determination of the 11'~scribed
Sphere

The incremental method for inscribed sphere construction based on the intersection of
families of inscribed spheres is presented. The solution is written as a system of linear
equations and inequalities.
Renurnber the spheres so that the radius-deterrnining pair of spheres (furthest pair of
spheres discussed in note after Property 4.6.1) is

(4,Pd+,) .

Remember that these spheres are cubes in the supremurn metrïc.

Definition 4.6.1 A sphere family F' , 1 S k ld , generated by the fust k spheres
,

P . ,P is the set of alI spheres {g =

(ci, ,...,cd ), p),

each sphere in the family is inscribed between spheres

such that radius p > O and

4, P,,..., P,

and is tangent to some

Consider f i s t the sequence of sets of sphere families S, , k = 1.d.

Definition 4.6.2 A set of sphere families Si =

kt,F~~,...,F; ) comprises all families of

spheres that can be inscribed into the first k spheres P, ,P, ,...,P, , 1 L k < d .
Note. A family of spheres contains an infinite number of spheres, while the set of sphere
famiLies contains a finite number of sphere families (Le. it is set of sets).
A planar exampie is presented in the Figure 4.6.2. The set of sphere famiiies S, contains

four families of spheres growing in four different directions p a r d e l to the coordinate
mis. Each of the spheres inside one family touches a facet of the sphere P, .

s,
Figure 4.6.2 Families of inscribed spheres for sphere P,
The addition of the sphere P, reduces the number of families of spheres inscribed
between P, and P, to two families.

Two possible configurations are presented in Figure 4.6.3.

Figure 4.6.3 FamiLies of inscribed spheres for spheres P, and P,
Consider now the d -dimensional set SIthat contains 2d sphere families, one for each of
the facets. Each famiIy has d free variables, i.e. it can grow in d independent directions.
Each f ' l y of spheres ~ i ( l ) = ( ~ = ( ~ , , ~ ~ , . - . , ~
j=1..2d
~ ~ p } , is described by an

equation in the form

plus a set of d - 1 double inequalities in the form

which constrain the position of the f h l y so that it touches the first sphere. A
requirement that the radius p is positive must be also added.
Next consider how the set of families S, changes into S,,, when the next sphere P,,, is
added. The families are constrained so that they o d y contain spheres touching Pk+,by
irnposing a condition on their coordinates. As a result some of the f d e s disappear
when the updated system of equations and inequaïlties does not have a solution. The
famüies where the radius p becomes fixed must also be exciuded fkom the consideration.
This is because representatives fiom the last family set S, with the predetermined radius

1

p = - d ( ~ , ,Pd,,) will have to be selected as inscribed spheres (based on Property 4.6.1)
2

The rernaining families

'.

FF+') are attributed with an additional equation in the form

plus a set of inequalities constraining the position of the family so that it touches the P,,,

sphere. Note that each family is attributed with an equation constraining a new
coordinate, i.e. ,,Z

a {Z, ...., ik }, otherwise it would i5.x the value of the radius p .

Thus, each family Ioses one £iee variable since the number of equations in each family
increases by one. Therefore, at step k each family is defmed by k equations and
2k(d - 1) inequalities plus the condition p > 0.

The procedure must be repeated d -1 times- At each step, each family gets constrained
by an additional equation, and a set of d - l double inequalities. As a result, the final set
S, wiU contain up to d! families of spheres each with one £iee variable - the radius of

the inscnbed circle p . Each of the families is described by d equations and 2d(d -1)
inequalities plus the inequality p > O . Now, a representative £iom each of the families
I
with radius p = - d ( ~ , Pd+,)
,
is selected, so that it touches the last sphere Pd+,.
2

Note. The number of spheres inscribed between d + l sites in R~ k bounded by 2

LyJ

for d 2 3 and by two for d = 2 m b e r t 941.

An illustration of the fact that in the plane the total number of inscribed spheres can be
zero, one or two is given in Figure 4.6.4.

Note that if a family fixes the radius, then this radius can not be equal to
1
p =-d
2

(c,Pd+,) due to the Assumption 3.3.3.

The inscribed spheres can be calculated by a detenninistic algorithm. Note that each of
the inscribed spheres corresponds to a distinct Delaunay simplex in the Delaunay
tessellation. From the algorithm descrïbed above the foiiowing theorem can be
formulated.

(a) one solution

(b) MO solutions

(c) no solutions

Figure 4.6.4 One, two or zero inscïibed spheres
Theorem 4.6.1 Each inscribed sphere C = (6 = (5,.5,
spheres

4=

= (Xil ,xi2,...,xid ), ri ),i= 1.d

+1

,---,cd), P) that exists for

d +1

in d dimensions c m be found as the

solution of the system of equations and inequalities of the form

1

p = - d ( 4 , P,,,), p > O, wheres, ,s,,..., sd E {0,1), and il ,i, ,...,id is some permutation of
2
d elements (42,. ..,d ).
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Note. The system of d linear equations and 2d (d - 1) inequalities fkom Theorem 4.6.1

describes a family of spheres. Each equation depends only on one variable

tij and this

variable does not appear in any other equation, i.e. the equations are linearly independent.
Thus, the system can o d y have one or zero solutions. If it has one solution, then an
inscrikd sphere C is found.
The INCIRCLE function is then simply calculated as the distance fiom the Pd+, sphere to

c2,...,cd 1

the sphere C = {g = (5,,

.

inscribed between d + 1 spheres P, ,P, .- - ,Pd+[, if

such a sphere exists. Then, the INCIRCLE function is written as

For the 2-dimensional case Theorem 4.6.1 can be written as

Theorem
=

4.6.2

The

inscribed

b, = (x,,,,q,)ri X i = L.3

sphere

C = (5 = (5,.5, ), p )

for

3

spheres

in 2 dimensions can be found as the solution of the

system of equations and inequalities of the form

1
2

p =-~(P,,P,), p >O. where q , s {0,1),
~
i, j~ (1,2}, i # j .
Then, the INClRCLE function in the plane for four spheres
INCIR~LE(P,, P,, P3, 4)= p -d ( c ,Pq) ,where C = (5 =
sphere for 3 spheres

1

4-, i = L.4

is represented as:

(cl,c2),p ) is the inscribed

4 ,P,,P, .

If there is more than one inscribed sphere, the INCIRCLE function can assume multiple

values, each correspondhg to a distinct inscribed sphere. Note that if the inscribed sphere
is empty then its center is a vertex of Voronoi diagram.

4.7 Exact Computation Method

Algorithm in computationai geometry are usually designed under the assumption that
numerical computation c m be done precisely. When the methods are implemented,
numericai computations are usually carrïed out in fixed length floating-point arithmetic, so
that fakifkation of the computation (numerical error) is inevitable [HoffÏnann 891. This
section discusses an example of an exact cornputation method. The method has k e n
implemented and tested for power DT construction [Gavrilova et. ai. 96, Gavdova et. al.
981.

A number of methods have been proposed for dealing with numerical errors, see for

example [Oishi and Sugihara 951. One of the approaches is to obtain symboiic bounds on
numerical errors so that the stability of computation c m be guaranteed Farouki 891.
Epsilon tolerance method employs a similar idea when two elements of the input set are
considered to be at the same location when the distance between them is less than a
tolerance

E

[Salesin 9 11. Topology-oriented rnethod ensures the consûtency of the system

topology during the process of computation [Sugihara 92, Sugihara and Iri 941. The
degeneracy-oriented method employs the idea of avoiding degenerate special cases that
can be achieved, for example, by conceptual perturbation of the input data [Edelsbni~er

and Mücke 88, Fortune 95, Yap 881.
The exact computation methods perform exact operations on the data [Jünger et. al. 91,

Karasick et-al. 91, Fortune and Wyk 931. This approach works under the reasonable
assumption that data items under consideration are originally represented as fixedprecision floating-point numbers. Then, in each step of the algorithm, the exact values of
ail the components are calculated, which leads to the correct result [Fortune and W y k 93,

Jünger et. al. 911. The oniy question is how expensive this exact computation can be
[Karasick et al. 911.
4.7.2 Main Scheme of the Algorithm

This section presents a new aigorithm for the exact construction of the power DT in 2D

using fixed-precision floating-point arithmetic. The approach is based on an algorithm for
detennining the sign of the sum of a finite set of real numbers matscheck and R o h e 981.
The numbers are represented by normalized binary floating-point numbers of fked
mantissa length (fixed precision floating-point numbers) [Knuth 681.
The power diagram is constructed using the incremental method outiined in the beginning
of this chapter. The method is based on the exact computation of the INCIRCLE test and
the CCW test for power metric (see Section 4.4.1). First, an algorithm for the exact
computation of the sign of a nnite sum of reai numbers is appiied to the computation of
the INCIRCLE test and the CCW test [Gavrilova et. al. 981. Since oniy the k e d precision
floating-point arithmetic is used, ail of the computations are based on fast hardware
operations. The method is modifïed by applying a fioating-point fiiter based on interval
analysis to improve the performance of the algorithm [Gavrilova et. al. 961. The worstcase performance of the exact algorithm is the same as one of the direct (inexact)

algorith, that is ~ ( )n. Tests have been conducted for various distributions of sites
including some degenerate distriiutions. Experiments suggest that the expected running
tirne of the algorithm is O(n).

The ESSA algorithm
This algorithm exploits the idea that it is not always necessary to compute the value of a

whole expression to get the value of its sign. The summands are represented as normalized

single or double precision floating-point numbers with k e d mantissa length [Knuth 681.
The algorithm takes two sorted h t s of floating-point numbers as an input: a Est of positive

summands al 2 a2 > ...2 a, > O. where rn 2 0 , and a List of absolute values of negative
summands b, 2 b2 2 ...2 bn > O , where n 2 0. The sum, the sign of which have to be
1

detemiined, is S =

rn

bi , where Z = rn + n is the total number of summands.

ai -

si =
i=I

R

i=I

i=l

The exponential part of ai,i = 1.m is denoted by E, and the exponentiai part of
b j , j = l . n isdenotedby F,.

The main idea of the algorithm is based on a fact that it is possible to deduct the same
value u
rn

fkom both

al

and

q

n

S = z a i - x b i =(al

so that
m

-MI-(&

the

surn S

remains the same:

n

-u)+ x a i - C b i .

By selecting the appropriate

u one

can decrease the length of the lists. The worst-case number of arithmetic operations
required to cornpute the surn exactly is 0(Z2Io&), where Z is the size of the List of
summands Batscheck and R o h e 981. The aigorithm is now applied for exact
cornputation of the CCW and INCIRCLE tests.

Exact computation of the CCW test
Let Pl, Pz, P3 be three circles in the plane such that the coordinates of their centers
pi = (xi,y, ), i = 1..3 are represented as single precision floating-point numbers. The CCW

orientation test is calculated as the sign of a 3x3 determinant
1 Xl
CCW(Pl,P2, P3 ) = 1 x2
1 x3

y1

y,

(see Section 4.4.1).

Y3

Expanding the determinant a sum is obtained as
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Since p i =(xi, yi ),i = L.3 are represented in single precision arithmetic. the products
appearing in this sum can be computed exactly using double precision arithmetic Fortune
and Wyk 931. Thus, a double precision version of ESSA when I = 6 is appiied to the sum

to obtain a correct sign.

Exact computation of the ZNCIRCLE test
The INCIRCLE test in power metric for four circles Pl, P2, P,,P, whose centers belong to
a quacirilateral p l ,p 2, p :,,p, is depends on the sign of a 4x4 detemiinant:

where pi = (xi, y, ), i = 1..4 are the centers of circles, and 4,i = 1..4 are the radü of the
circles.

result, where i # j

#

k and i, j,k = 1..4 .

First, consider the product of the form xiyjx;.

It requîres quadruple precision

representation for getting exact results with ESSA when the coordinates of points p i ,

i = 1..4 are single precision qumtities. However, those expressions could

&O

be

computed ushg four double precision quanties. This is done as follows. With xi, y ,xk

in single precision compute the products

XiYj

and

X
:

in double precision. Represent

each of the double-precision products a as a sum of two single precision numbers by

112

splitting each of the double-precision numbers into two single-precision halves

(4,+ (4
:

Fially, execute the four products of the form

in double precision, where v, p = 1,2 . Thus the exact sum xiYjxz is computed. This

required the addition of four summands.

The same operations are performed to cornpute products XiYjYk2 and xiYjrk2 exactiy. The
total number of products of the f o m xiY,Xk2 , q Y j Y k2 and

2

X i Y jrk

k 24 * 3 = 72. T ~ U S

the total number of double-precision quantities that need to be added to compte the

cietenninant is I = 72 * 4 = 288.

Interval methods
In order to achieve better performance, an interval arithmetic method is first applied to the
sum as a filter. Interval methods substitute the operands with their inclusions and then
perform operations on the intervals Moore 661. If

s

[a,b] is an interval then a and b

are the botinds of the interval, a is the lower bound and b is the upper bound.
The value of the first element of the sum is represented as an interval on the x axis. The
foilowing summands are sequentially added until the resulting interval

SR

is obtained. This

interval is an inclusion of the sum of the expression S E sR.The sign of the sum is
positive if both bounds of the interval sR are positive, the sign of the sum is negative if
both bounds of the interval s R are negative and the sum is equai to zero if both of the
interval bounds are equal to zero. When O E SR no decision c m be made about the sign of

the sum S Moore 661. Then the ESSA is applied to compute the sign of the determinant
exactly.
4.7.3 Implementiztion of the AZgorifhm

The meihod is now applied to the incrementai construction of the power DT. The input
for the aigorithm is a set of weighted sites on the plane. The coordinates of their centers
and their radii are given as double-precision floating-point numbers. The algorithm ad&
sites to the diagram one by one, maintaining the correct power DT. The worst-case

*

performance of the exact algorithm is the same as for the inexact algorithm, that is O (n ) ,
since the exact computation of each single primitive (Le. CCW or INClRCLE tests) takes
O(1) tirne (since 1 is a constant). The Quad-edge data structure is used to represent the

power DT and requires O ( n ) space @Achinski941.
The algorithm was implemented in Object-Orïented Pascal in the Borland Delphi
environment on IBM PC. The program runs under Windows 95. The experiments were
conducted on a 486DXU66 PC with 16 megabytes of RAM.

The program has a user-fiïendly interface. The coordinates of the centers of the sites and
radii of the input set can be obtained directly fkom a standard input or generated by a
special program. The user can set the parameters of this program to create the original
distnbution of sites. These parameters are the number of the input circles, disuibution of
their radii and the type of diçtriiution. The fïrst distribution considered is a uniform
distnibution of circles in the interior of a rectangle of the h e d size of 700 mm by 700 mm
(rnillimeters) (further referenced as Random distribution). The three degenerate
disuibutions were chosen similady to the degenerate distributions considered in Fortune
and Wyk 931 for exact VD construction. They are Circle distribution when centers of the
sites located on a boundary of a circle with 350 mm radius, Square distribution when
centers of the sites located on a boundary of a square of 700 mm by 700 mm size and Grid

distribution when the centers of the sites located at nodes of the rectangular grid (its size
is determined by the nurnber of sites). To ensure the degeneracy for the three degenerate

distributions the radius of one site can be selected by the user and the radii of ail other
sites are autornatically assigned to be equal to the given radius.
For al1 distributions, except for the random one, the user cm set the perturbation P of the
coordinates of the centers of the sites fkom their original positions. The value of P is
cnosen by user from IO-' mm to 0.1 mm. Then the program generates two random
numbers in the range fÏom O to P for each site and adds them to the x and y coordinates of
the center of the site.

Figure 4.7.1 Sample output for a set of 100 sites
When the process of input generation is completed, the exact computation algorithm

consüucts the correct triangulation and displays it on the screen. The direct algorithm is
&O

irnplemented and can be applied to the same input set to demonstrate the difference in

the resulting triangulations. The user has an option not to use the inexact algorithm. If
triangulations were constructed by both methods, two resulting triangulations are
displayed on screen. The wrong edges. produced by the direct aigorithm, are highlighted
by the thick lines. The exact aigorithm aiways produces the resulting diagram in the thin

lines. The example of the program interface for degenerate Grid distribution of 100 circles
with radü equal to I mm is given in Figure 4.7.1.
The statistics are shown in the interface window. For the exact aigorithm the statistics
hcludes the number of CCW orientational tests, the number of INCIRCLE tests, the
number of times when ESSA subroutine was called, the number of degenerate cases
encountered, and the elapsed t h e . For the direct algorithm the program counts the
number of CCW tests, the number of INCIRCLE tests, the number of degenerate cases
encountered, the number of incorrect edges constructed, and the elapsed Ume.
4.7.4 Test Results

The performance of the exact aigorithm is compared with the performance of direct
implementation of the incremental method for power DT construction. The number of
ESSA tests perfomed, the time required for the exact computation method in seconds
(Texact), the t h e required for the direct computation algorithm in seconds (Tdirect), and
the number of wrong edges produced by direct algorithm were recorded. The Ume ratio
between the direct and exact algorithms was computed as Tratio =

Texact
Tdirect

The £îrst series of experiments were perfomed on Random distribution of sites with radü

varying fiom 1 to 10 mm for 100 to 1 0 sites. The percentage of wrong edges computed
by the direct method was approximately 1% of all edges. The time required for the direct

method to construct power DT for 100 sites is 2.97 sec., for 500 sites is 5.98 sec. and for
1 0 sites is 11.09 sec. The value of Tratio grows slowly for Random distribution and

tends to 4, which can be justined since the interval filter implementation requires 4 times
more multiplication operation than the direct implementation.
The second series of experiments were conducted to investigate how the perfomiance of
the exact aigorithm on degenerate distributions is affected by the number of sites in the
input set (see Figure 7.4.2). The sites of the input set had the same radii equal to 1 mm.
The t h e required for the direct method to constmct power DT for 100 sites for ail
degenerate disuibutions was approximately 3 sec., for 500 sites was approximately 6 sec.
and for 1000 sites was approximately 12 sec. (the actual recorded values M e r fiom the
approximate values by no more than 15%). The time ratio for the Circle distribution is
much higher that that of the other degenerate disuibutions since the interval filter almost
never gives the concIusive answer for INCIRCLE tests-
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Figure 4.7.2 The time ratio vs. the number of sites
The percentage of wrong edges as a function of number of sites also tends to a constant
(see Figure 4.7.3). One can note that for the Circle distribution the percentage of wrong
edges is much higher than for other distributions.
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Figure 4.7.3 The percentage of wrong edges vs. the number of sites
The direct aigorithm sirnply faits to produce a reliaHe result, generatiog 30% of wrong
edges. Hence, the computatioaai expense of the exact aigorithm pays off by correcthg
more edges in the trianplation.

In the third series of experirnents the algorithm was tested on all four distributions for 100
input sites of the same radii equal to 1 mm. The value of perturbation parameter was

increased fiom

to 0.1 ma The time required for direct algorithm for any

perturbation value for ail distributions was = 3 sec. (the results recorded dinered fiom this
approximate value by no more than 5%). Figure 4.7.4 demonstrates the dependence of the
t h e ratio on the perturbation. It can be seen fkom Table 4.7.4 that the ratio practically

remains constant &ter perturbation reaches sorne value (1E-6).Another observation that

c m be made is that for Circle distribution the ratio is much higher than that of the other
distributions. This can be expIained by the fact that any four sites in Circle distribution are
"almost" cocircular, hence the interval filter gives the inconclusive result for almost ail

I W R C L E tests.
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Figure 4.7.4 The time ratio vs. the perturbation
Figure 4.7.5 demonstrates the dependence of the number of wrong edges (computed by
the direct algorithm) of the perturbation. The number of wrong edges increases

signincantly with decreasing of the perturbation parameter (since the direct algorithm
encounters more situations when the caiculation of the INCIRCLE test returns zero). The
number of wrong edges reaches alrnost 50% for

P = 1 0 - ~ mm in the Circle distribution.

Even though this distribution is the worst in the sense of the efociency, this pays off in
correcting of alrnost half of edges in the triangulation.
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Figure 4.7.5 The percentage of wrong edges vs. the perturbation

Thus, the foliowing conclusions can be drawn. The t h e required to perform the exact

computation is proportional to the time of direct algorithm and the factor depends on the
data distriïbution. For random distribution of input data this factor is approximately 4. The
exact aigorithm corrects on average 1% of edges for the random distribution and up to
50% edges for some degenerate distri%utions. The most time was required as weii as the

most wrong edges were corrected for the Circle distribution.
4.8 Conc1uding Remarks

This chapter presents the formulas obtained for the INCIRCLE test. These formulas can be

used not o d y for the incremental method, but

&O

for the divide-and-conquer algorithm.

In this thesis, the obtained formulas are used in Chapter 6 for the algorithm that
traosforms VD to power diagram in the plane. They are

&O

an important part of the

dynamic Voronoi diagram maintenance algorithm (see Chapter 8 and Chapter 9).

The last section of this chapter presents an incremental construction method for the planar
power diagram using exact arithmetic. This section gives an exampie of how one can deal
with degenerate situations by applying the exact computation method.

CHAP'IXR 5: THE SWEEP-PLANE ALGORITHM IN T E E MANHATTAN AND

THIE SUPREMUM METRICS
This chapter presents a new algorithm for planar Voronoi diagram construction in the
Manhattan and supremum rnetrics for weighted sites in the plane based on the sweepplane technique. It is shown that aigorithm run in optimal O(n1ogn) tirne. The
implementation of the algorithm and test results are presented at the end of this chapter.
The possibility of the extensions of the sweep-plane technique to weighted point sites
was ongioally discussed by Fortune in Fortune 861. The distance was defïned as the sum

of the weight of the site and the Euclidean distance from the point in the plane to the site.
This approach results in the construction of an additively weighted Voronoi diagrarn of
circles in the plane, i.e. the Euclidean Voronoi diagram. It was proven that it can be done
in optimal O(nlog n) time. Rosenberger Posenberger 9 11 modined Fortune's sweep-

plane algorithm to construct Voronoi diagrarn for additively weighted sites in Euclidean
space. Skyum [Skyum 911 studied the application of the sweep-plane algorithm to some
generalized Delaunay triangulations.
Shute [Shute et. al. 911 suggested an original sweep-iine algorithm that is different fiom
Fortune's sweep-plane method for L, Delaunay triangulations of point sites. The authors
introduced a sweep h e pardel to the side of a L, square (Le. parael to the coordinate
axis). It m e r s fkom Fortune's sweep-plane method, which introduces the sweep plane
that is related to the correspondence between a cone in 3D and its projection onto the
plane. Consequently, activation and deactivation events in Shute's method are different
fiom the site and break events of Fortune's method. FinaUy, the authors of [Shute et. aL

9 11 redefmed the Delaunay triangulation so that the inscribed circle (square in L, ) is not
the maximum inscnbed circle, which resulted in some edges missing on the boundary of

the triangulation. The claim was made, however, that those edges can be easily added.

The method has been generalized to Voronoi diagrams with any polygonal distance
function in WcAUister et. al. 93, McAUister et. aL 961. The Manhattan and supremum
distance functions can be considered as some specific case of polygonal distance

function, however the method requires some modifications to become applicable for the
construction of the Manhattan weighted Voronoi diagram There are sorne other
ciifferences that aliow considering the results presented in this chapter as a contribution.
Thus, the theorems established for the sweep-plane method in Manhattan metric in this
chapter are proven differently from the similar properties established in WcAUister e t al.

961. The implementation of the method is different: the speciai type of events - break
events - are introduced in this chapter; the wave fkont is stored as a collection of collision
points (opposite to the sweep fiont represented as a collection of arcs in WcAUister et.

al. 961 implementation). This decision also influences the attributes of the events £kom the
event queue (see Section for more details). Also note that results presented in this chapter
were obtained independentiy of the results presented in WcAUister et. al. 961.

5.1 The Sweep-Piane Technique
The method presented in this chapter is based on Fortune's sweep-plane technique. The
basic idea behind the algorithm for point sites c m be described by modekg the waves
that result fiom sbultaneously dropping n pebbles ont0 a calm water surface. The
position of each pebble at the moment when it hits the water represents a site of the
Voronoi diagram. Circular waves originating at each site travel with the same speed and
will fxst meet at a point equidistant h m two correspondhg sites. Further intersection of

correspondhg waves forms a line, which represents a bisector between two sites.
Therefore, a Voronoi vertex corresponds to a point where three waves meet. The
algorithm can more easily be described by adding a third dimension, which represents
t h e , dong the z a i s , thus transforming the circular waves to convex cones whose axes
are pardel to the z mis. The resulting Voronoi diagram is then obtained as the projection
of the intersection between the cones and a sweep plane, angled to be paralle1 with the

sides of the cones.
When generalizhg this algorithm to

L,

and L, metrics the cones are represented by

inverted geometric pyramids with square bases. Foilowing is the description of the

sweep-plane aigorithm for constmcting the Voronoi diagram in the

L, metric. The

algorithm for the Lw metric is very similar (see Chapter 3, Section 3.32).
5.2 The Sweep-Plane Algorithm in the Manhattan Metric for Weighted Sites in the
Plane
The sweepplane algorithm for VD construction in Manhattan mevics for weighted sites
in the plane is now presented. The waves are rnodeled in the L, metnc. The form of a

wave in the L, metric is a diarnond (i-e. a square with sides angled at 45" to the coordinate
axis). A curve traced by the intersection of two waves represents a bisector between two

sites in L, . It consists of two unbounded rays pardel to the coordinate axes and one line

'

segment angled at 45" to the x axis . Each Voronoi vertex corresponds to a point where
three waves meet2.
The rime is represented as a third dimension directed dong the z axis (see Figure 5.2.1).

Figure 5.2.1 Pyrarnids in 3D in Manhattan metric

1

Under the non-degeneracy assumption that the sites do not lie on a Iine slanted at 45" to

the coordinate axis.
2

The converse is not true. Three waves can meet at a point not corresponding to a

Voronoi vertex (this occurs when another wave has already passed through this point).

-
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The waves are transformed into pyramids, identical in size and d i f f e ~ gonly in their
positioning. Each pyramid originates fiom the xy plane at one of the sites of the Voronoi
diagram if the weight of the site is equal to zero or fiom below the xy plane in the
positions corresponding to the non-zero weight. The equation of the pyramid
corresponding to the wave originating at the site P is z = d((x, y), P), where

- rp in the Manhattan metric.
The edge of the pyramid is angled at 45" to the plane. The pyrarnîd corresponding to a
site P = {(xp,y p ), rp} intersects the xy plane at the boundary of the site P . Thus the

vertex of the pyramid is located at the point (x,, y, ,-r,). The waves at time t can be
obtained as the intersection of pyramids with the plane z = t .
Place an observer standing infinitely far below the xy plane. Assume that the pyramids
'are opaque. Then the observer sees only the lowest surface of the intersection of the
pyramids, i.e. the projection of their intersection on the plane. In the

L, metric the

projection of the intersection of two pyramids consists of two unlimited rays parallel to
the coordinate axes and one Iuie segment angled at 45" to the axes in the plane. For the
two corresponding sites this is just the bisector in the Manhattan metric (see Chapter 3,
Section 3.3). Since every Voronoi edge is a segment of such a bisector, every Voronoi
edge is contained in the projections of the intersections of the pyramids.

Lemma 5.2.1 AU Voronoi edges can be obtained by projecting the lowest pyramid
intersection visible to the observer tocated below the xy plane.

Proof Consider three pyramids originating at sites P = (p, r,

1, Q = (q, r, 1and R = k,r,}.

Consider the point w = (x, y, r p ) which belongs to the intersection of two pyramids
onginated by sites P and R and such that w does not belong to the lowest intersection
of pyramids (see Figure 5.2.2).
It WU be shown that the projection x = (x, y) of w on the xy plane does not belong to

any Voronoi edge.

Figure 52.2 Illustration for the proof of L e m 5.2.1
Since w does not belong to the lowest intersection of pyramids, it lies in the interior of
some pyramid Q. Consider a point w, = (x, Y J Q ) of intersection between the line
passing through points w and x and the pyramid originated at Q. By the derinition of
pyramid, z p = d (x, P ) = d(x, R) and

ZQ = d (x, Q).

Since zp < z p , point x is closer to

Q then to either P or R . Thus x lies strictly within the Voronoi region of Q and does
not belong to the Voronoi edge. Since every Voronoi edge is contained in the projections
of the intersections of pyramids, thus it c m be concluded that every Voronoi edge is
contained only in the projection of the lowest pyramid intersections.

Now, consider waves originated by the sites P , Q and R . When two waves fkom
neighboring sites first meet, they start a bisector, i.e. a set of points equidistant fiom both
sites. As the waves progress with t h e , they trace out an edge of the Voronoi diagram.
When two bisectors meet1, i-e. aii three waves fiom the sites P , Q and R rneet at some
point v , then this point becomes equidistant from al1 three sites. Thus point v represents

a vertex of the Voronoi diagram.

1

In some cases two bisectors do not meet, for example if p , q and r belong to the

convex hull of Voronoi sites and Voronoi edges defme the infinite Voronoi regions.

5.3 The Sweep Plane
Definition 5.3.1 A sweep plane p, is a plane in 3D that intersects the xy plane at a h e
paraiiel to the y axis, and is angled at 45" to the xy plane.

Dennition 5.3.2 A sweep iine I, is the Line obtained by the intersection of the sweep
plane and the xy plane.
The equation of the sweep line is x = x , , and the equation of the sweep plane is
x+z=x,.

Definition 5.3.3 A parabola in the L, metric defmed by a focus p and a directrix 2 is the
locus of points x in the plane equidistant (in the sense of L, metric) fiom p and 1 .

The parabola in

L, metnc with focus p

is shown in Figure 5.3.1.

Figure 5.3.1 The parabola in

L,

Lemma 5.3.1 The projection of the intersection between the sweep plane and a pyramid
corresponding to a wave originating at P = {(x,, y,),r,)

.

(x, y,

is a parabola with focus

) and directrix 2 :(x = x, + r, ) (see Figure 5.3.2).

Proof The equation of the pyramid corresponding to the wave orighathg at P is
E =d((x, y),~), where d ( ( ~ , ~ ) ~ ) = I x - x ~ I + l y - y p l -in
r pthe

Chapter 3).

b h h a t t a n meuic (sec

Figure 5-3.2 The intersection between the sweep plane and a pyramid
Thus, any point (x, y, z ) on the intersection of the sweep plane and the pyramid satisfies
two equations:

The projection of the point (x, y, r ) onto the plane xy is the point (x, y). From the above
equatioos it foilows that r +d((x, y), P) = x, and d((x, y),(x,, y,))= x, - x + rp .
Note that x,
1 :(x = x,

- x + r,

represents the distance between the point (x, y ) and the line

+ r, ), which is pardel

to the sweep h e . Therefore, d((x, y), P) = d((x,y), l ) ,

i.e. the point (x, y ) belongs to the parabola with focus (x,, y, ) and directrix Z .
Conversely, any point (x, y ) on the parabola in the xy plane is the projection of the point

(x, y, d ((x, y), P)).This point (x, y, d((x, y ), P)) belongs to the pyramid and to the sweepThus, any point ( x , ~ on
) the parabola is the projection of the point on the
intersection of the pyramid and the sweep-plane.
I

This can be easily shown by directly substituting the coordinates of this point into the

equation of the pyramid and a sweep-plane.

Consider now how the parabolas change d u ~ the
g sweep. The sweep plane moves kom
left to right. It starts with its intersection with the xy plane at the minimumy coordinate of

a center of the site. and finishes at the maximum y coordinate of a site. When the sweep
plane fust meets a pyrarnid, the parabola originates as a ray, Le. the parabola with the
focus located on the directrix,

Definition 5.3.4 An axis of a parabola is the iine through the focus p and perpendicular
to the directrix 1 .

AU of the parabolas have axes p a r d e l to the x axis. The parabola widens as the sweep
plane moves through the pyramid (see Figure 5.3.3 '). The foIlowing observations foilow
directly fiom the parabola definition. The tip of the parabola moves with a velocity which
is equal to the haIf of the sweep-plane velocity, since the tip a of the parabola is located

in the middle point of the segment pa' (orthogonal to the directrix 1 ) between the focus

of the parabola p and its directrix 1. The parabola widens with the velocity equal to the
sweep-plane velocity since the distance between the point b (located on the intersection
of the vertical line passing through the focus p and the parabola) and the focus of the
parabola p is equal to the distance firom the point b to the directrk 1 .
1
I

1
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1
1

1
1
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Figure 5.3.3 The parabola widens as the sweep plane moves through the pyramid

For simplicity, this figure presents two parabolas constructed for sites with zero weight.

The same is tme for Figures 5.3.4, 5.3.6, 5.3.7 and 5.3.8.
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Consider what the observer can see fiom below the xy plane. First of aU, the observer can
see oniy parabolas corresponding to sites already encountered by the sweep plane. He can
also see oniy portions of parabolas corresponding to exposed pyrarnid surfaces. He
cannot see the portions of the parabolas that correspond to intersection points of a
pyramid and the sweep plane that are in the interior of some other pyramid. Therefore,
only the wave Font remains visible to observer.

When two widening parabolas meet, they intersect by a ray. As they continue widening,
they WU have just one intersection point, which W U be c d e d a collision point (see
Figure 5.3.4). The arrow on the figure demonstrates the direction in which Voronoi edge
is growing during the sweep.

Figure 5.3.4 The collision point between two parabolas and the corresponding wave front

Definition 5.3.5 A wave front that exists at any moment of t h e during sweep in the L,
metric is d e h e d as the connected portions of the

L, parabolas that

1) correspond to sites already encountered by the sweep plane and

2) do not belong to the interior of any other parabolas.
The wave kont consists of portions of parabolas and collision points (see Figure 5.3.4).

Lemma 5.3.2 At any moment during the sweep every collision point belongs to some
Voronoi edge.

Proof Consider a point (x, y ) that belongs to the intersection of two parabolas originated
at sites P and Q . This point satisfies equations d((x, y), (x,, y,)) = x, - x + rp and
~((x,Y)&..Y~))= X, -x+rp
Therefore, x, -x=d((x,y)(xp.yp))-rp

=d((x,y)&,y~))-rp

i.e- Point ( & Y )

is

equidistant from P and Q . Note that during the sweep x, changes in the range
-O.

< x, < +- , and, thus, every point (x, y ) of the Manhattan bisector B(P, Q) satisfies

the equation for some value of x,. Consequently, the whole bisector is traced by the
intersection of parabolas during the sweep (but not necessarily by the collision point).
Since the collision point does not belong to the interior of any other parabola, it is faaher

nom ail other sites. Thus, the collision point belongs to Voronoi edge between P and Q .

Lemma 5.3.3 Every Voronoi edge is traced by a coUision point during the sweep.
Proof According to Lemma 5.3.2, as the sweep Iine moves ftom left to nght the collision
point between any two neighboring parabolas in the wave kont sweeps some Voronoi
edge. It must be proven that any point of the Voronoi edge will be a collision point during

the sweep.
Consider a point a = (x,, y, ) that belongs to the Voronoi edge between sites P and Q .
As two parabolas corresponding to these sites grow, they rnust intersect at the point x at

some moment of time, because the intersection of parabolas traces the whole bisector

B(P,Q)during the sweep (see proof of Lemma 5.3.2). It can be proven by contradiction,
that point a wiil be swept by a collision point, i.e. it does not belong to the intenor of
some other parabola.
Assume that point a belongs to the interior of the parabola p , corresponding to site R .
Consider a line through the point a perpendicular to the sweep line I, . Denote the point
of intersection between this line and the parabola p , by b = (x,, y,), and the point of

intersection with is by c = (x,, y , ) (see Figure 5.3.5). Note that x, = xs shce the point

c is located on the sweep ihe.

Figure 5.3.5 Illustration for proof of Lemma 5.3.3
From the definition of the sweep plane, the foUowing equalities are satisfied:

d(a,c ) = xs -x, = d(a,P)= d (a,Q). Therefore, a is the center of a sphere Ca with
radius r, = d(a,c) inscribed between c , P and Q . The point b that belongs to the
parabola p , satisfies the equation d(b,c)= xs - xb = d(b,R) , i.e. b is the center of a
sphere Cb with radius r, = d (b, c) inscribed between c and R .
Since the point a belongs to the interior of the parabola p ,

it follows that

d(a, c) > d(b, c ).Thus, the sphere C, lies within the sphere Ca. Therefore, R is closer to

the point a than sites P and Q . This contradicts the fact that a belongs to the Voronoi
edge between P and Q .
It

It will be now shown how the wave fkont change when a portion of the parabola appears
or disappears. The term podon of the parabola refers to the maximum comected part of

the same parabola, which entirely belongs to the wave fiont. The illustration is given in

Figure 5.3.6 (bold lùie illustrates the wave fkont).

Figiure 5.3.6 The portion of a parabola in the w ave front

Lemma 5.3.4 A portion of the parabola can appear in the wave fiont only when the
sweep line reaches a site.

Proof A new parabola appears as a ray p a r d e l to the x axis when the sweep Iine reaches
a new site. According to the observation following Definition 5.3.4, the tips of a l l
previously encountered parabolas move dong the x axis with the same velocity (which is
equal to the haif of the sweep-plane velocity) and the parabolas widen with the same
velocity (equal to the sweep-plane velocity). Therefore, none of the parabolas can enter
the wave fiont fkorn behind. This means that when the sweep line moves fiom one site to
another, no new portions of parabolas can appear in the wave fiont.

Figure 5.3.7 The site event in the wave &ont
A moment when a new portion of parabola appears in a wave fkont is called a site event
(see Figure 5.3.7).
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Lemma 5.3.5 A portion of parabola can disappear from the wave fiont only when a
Voronoi vertex is encountered by the wave fiont.

Proof Consider 3 consecutive portions of parabolas p , , p, and p, in the wave fiont.
The Voronoi edge e, is swept by the collision point x between p, and p , , and the
Voronoi edge e, is swept by the intersection point y of p, and p , . Only when points x
and y collide does the portion of parabola p, disappear fiom the wave fiont. According
to Lemma 5.3.3, two Voronoi edges e, and e, meet at a point equidistant nom three
sites1. By definition, this point is a Voronoi vertex (see Figure 53-23).
The o d y other case when a portion of parabola c m disappear fiom the wave &ont is
when it enters the interior of some other parabola and thus the portion of new parabola

will appear in the wave front. It was shown that none of the parabolas can enter the wave
ffont f?om behind and cover some portion of parabola h m the wave fiont (see Lemma
5.3.4). When the sweep h e reaches a new site, a new parabola appears as a ray, which

does not have an interior. Thus, neither of these events will lead to the disappearance of
an existing portion of parabola fiom the wave fiont.
I

Figure 5.3.8 The circle event in the wave fiont

* There are no four cocircular sites.

A moment when a portion of parabola disappears fiom the wave £?ont is c d e d a circle

event (see Figure 53-8)-

Lemma 5.3.6 The number of portions of parabolas in the wave fkont is ~ ( nwhere
)
n is
the number of sites.

Proof The number of portions of parabulas in the wave front is equal to the number of
collision points p!us one. At any moment of time each collision point corresponds to a
distinct Voronoi edge. S h c e the number of Voronoi edges in a planar VD is ~ ( n )the
,
number of parabola portions in the wave kont is also ~ ( n ) .

5.4 Events and Data Stmctures

A sweep-plane algorithm for the construction of the Voronoi diagram of a set of weighted
sites in

L, metric is now described. First. a classiI7cation of the events that can happen

during the sweep is now given.
A circle event is an event when three portions of parabolas intersect in a common point,

correspondhg to a Voronoi vertex, and one of the portions of parabolas disappears.
A site evenr occurs when the sweep plane reaches a pyramid and a new portion of

parabola is inserted into the wave fiont. Since pyramids start below the xy plane, the tip
of the parabola at the site event will have a larger x coordinate than the sweep line, Le.

the parabola will lie in fkont of the sweep line (see Figure 5.4.1).
A break event is an event when a coilision point moving dong the Voronoi edge changes
the direction of its movement. En this case no new portions of parabolas appear or
disappear. A break event is an event specifïc for Manhattan (supremum) Voronoi
diagram, The illustration of two break events during the sweep is presented in Figure
5.3.4.

Figure 5.4.1 illustration of the definition of the site event
The foiIowing data structures are msintained during the sweep:
Input.- Array of n Voronoi sites, sorted in ascending order according to the x coordinate
of their Ieftmost point (Le. by x, - r, , where x, is the abscissa of the center of the site,
and r, is the radius of the site).
Output: The Voronoi Diagram in a form of doubly-comected-edge-list [Preparata and
Shamos, 861.
Event queue: Every entry in the event queue consists of event type, time when this event
takes place and attnbutes of the event. The attnbutes for the events are:
1) For a site event: a pointer to a site, which the sweep plane passes through and where a
new parabola is originated.
2) For a circle event: pointers to two collision points that meet at a point corresponding
to a Voronoi vertex.

3) For a break event: a pointer to the collision point, moving along the Voronoi edge.
Wave front: A balanced tree of collision points during sweep, sorted by y coordinate.

For each collision point x the foliowing attributes are stored:
1) Pointers to two Voronoi sites that originate the bisector along which the collision

point x is moving during sweep,
2) A vector of speed of the collision point x : v = (v, ,v,

).

Note 1. Since the collision point moves dong the

4

bisector, only the direction of the

movement matters, therefore it is suficient to store only the sign of v , as positive,
negative or zero.
Note 2. Alternatively, pointers to three Voronoi sites in the case of circle event and

pointers to two Voronoi sites in the case of break event could be stored in the event
queue. However, this approach would require additional computations.
Thus, the coordinates of any coilision point at any given moment of time can be
computed. Since the value of the time variable gives the position of the sweep plane, only
the y coordinate of the collision point must be computed.

Having a balanced tree as a data smicture for wave front and event queue allows
perforrning insertion and deletion in Utlog n) tirne.

5.5 The Sweep-Plane Algorithm in the Manhattan Metric
The sweep plane moves with the constant speed in the direction from left to nght dong
the x axis. In order to make the description of the algorithm consistent, assume also that

-

there is a pseudo Voronoi site at (-0.0)that was encountered by the sweep plane at time
t=

-

. This gives a pseudo-parabola with focus at - . Assume that the intersection of

this pseudo-parabola with the parabola originated by the first Voronoi site set at a
moment of tirne t = O . As a result, two collision points appear at the same location on the
wave fiont.
The sweep-plane algorithm proceeds as following:
AZgo rithm 5.2.1

Prep rocessing
1. Schedule all site events for all Voronoi sites and place them into the event queue Q ,

sorted by tirne.

Main loop

2. While the event queue is not empty do:
2.1

Retrieve the next event from the event queue Q .

2.2

Advance the time to the t h e of this event t e .

2.3

Process the event

If the event is a site event do:

-

Compute the coordinates of the point where the new parabola £irst
penetrates the wave fkont;

-

Find the portion of existing parabla in the wave kont that is split by the
new parabola;

-

Insert two coilision points with the same coordinates corresponding to the
site event that start moving in opposite directions dong the bisector;

-

If a circle event was scheduled for the parabola portion that is split, then
cancel this circle event;

-

Schedule future break events or circle events for two new collision points.

If the event is a circle event do:

- Remove f?om the wave fiont two collision points that met on the wave as a
result of the circle event;

- Insert a new collision point;

-

Schedule new break event or circle event for this point;

-

Update the output data structure with the new Voronoi vertex.

If the event is a break event do:

-

Update the speed of the collision point that changes its direction while
moving dong bisector;

-

Schedule new circle event for this point;

- Update the output data structure with the new portion of the Voronoi edge.
3. Report the resulting Voronoi diagrara
Note that as sweep-plane algorithm progresses, the foliowing invariants are maintained.
The ordered list of collision points is always maintained in the wave front. The queue
contains precisely one site event for each site that has not yet been encountered by the
sweep-plane, one circle event for every two neighboring collision points in the current
wave fiont if these collision points meet, and not more than one break event for each
collision point.
5.6 The Complexity of the Algorithm

Consider first what happens when the site event is scheduled. The site event happens
when the sweep plane reaches a Voronoi site at sorne moment of t h e t, . A position
where the new parabola (a ray at that moment of time) fust penetrates the wave front
must be found. Thus, the coordinates of collision points at time t,must be computed.
This can be done by cornputhg the coordinates of portions of parabolas on the wave
front. This procedure is referred to as advancing the wave front. The straightforward way
is to advance the whole wave front and then compute the collision point coordinates.
However, it is enough to fmd only a y coordinate position to insert the point. Thus, a
binary search can be performed and only those collision points that are required for the
current cornparison must be advanced. This allows the procedure to be performed in
O(log n) instead of O ( n ) time.
Now the procedures associated with circle and break events are discussed. First, note that
only one break event or circle event is scheduied in advance for each collision point.
There is no need to schedule more than one event since the processing of the k s t event
scheduled for a collision point (for example, a break event) wiil cancel the second event
(circle event) scheduled for this collision point.
Circle events happen when two coilision points meet on the wave fkont. Since the
coordinates of the points and their speeds are known, this event can be computed in

advance. Break events happen when a point moving dong a bisector changes its
direction. This moment cm be computed kom the form of the bisector since the
references to two sites, fkom which the bisector is originated, are known.
FinaUy, the aigorithm complexity is estimated as follows. According to Lemma 5.3.6 the
number of portions of parabolas and, consequently, the number of collision points in the
wave fkont is O(n) . The main loop takes events fiom the event queue and processes them
until the event queue is empty. The total number of events in the event queue is O ( n ): n
site events, ~ ( n circle
)
events and ~ ( nbreak
)
events. At most OOogn) time is required
to process each event. Therefore, the resulting complexity of the sweep-plane algorithm
in the L, meuic in the plane is O(n log n) .
5.7 Implementation and Experimental Results

The initial generalued Delaunay triangulation and the VD are constructed by a sweepplane algorithm. The aigorithm has been hplemented in Object-Oriented Pascal in the
Borland Delphi environment. The program runs under Windows 95. The experiments

were conducted on a Pentium 166 cornputer with 32 megabytes of RAM.
The user cm manually enter the coordinates of the sites and their radii or he can run a
program to generate a specifed distribution of the input set of sites. The user can specify
the parameters of the distribution, such as the number of circles, the distribution of their
radii, and the type of the distribution: Random, Square, Circle or Grid (see Section 4.7 for
more details on those distributions). The program then constructs the generalized DT by
applying the sweep-plane method, displays it on the screen and reports the time required
for the construction. Note that the program c m constmct the Manhattan as weil as
supremum generalized VD and DT. The user can select an option to view the V D or DT
in the seiected mehic. Note that the mnning time of the algorithm does not depend on the

choice of these options. The interface of the program that constmcts the generalized VD

in the supremum meîric for 1ûûûû sites for the Random distribution with radii of the sites
in the 0.0 1 to 1 mm range is given in Figure 5.7.1.

Figure 5 -7.1Program interface

Experiments were conducted to detennine how the increase in the number of sites would
influence the time required to constnict the diagram for the Random and the three
degenerate distributions: Square, Circle and Grid with the radii of the circles selected
fkom 0.01 to 10 mm range. The experiments show that the algorithm's running t h e
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increases £kom about I sec. for 1000 sites for all distributions to about 34 sec. for
Random and Grid distributions for lûûûû sites and to about 27 sec. for Circle and Square
distributions for 10000 sites. It is interesthg to note that the tested distributions are split
by the two groups with similar performance rates. Random and Grid distnîutions belong

to the same group and Circle and Square to another. The slightly better performance of
the algorithm on the Circle and Square distributions can likely be attributed to the fact

that in those distributions the initial sites are Iocated on the boundary of the area, while in
the other tested distributions they are Iocated inside the rectangular area-
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Figure 5.7.2 The number of sites vs- tirne
5.8 The Sweep-Plane Algorithm for Spheres in the Power Metric

The final section of this chapter addresses the problem of whether it is possible to apply
the sweep-plane technique for the construction of the power diagram. It will be proven
that an application of the sweepplane technique wiU transform the onginal problem of

constructing the power diagram to the problem of constructing the power diagram for a
different set of sites. Note, however, that if paraboloids in the power metric are swept by

some surface other than a plane then it might be possible to constnict a wave fkont that
wdi consist of parabolas, and thus the sweeping technique can be applicable to solve the

problem pevillers et. al. 921.

In the power metric, the waves propagate with decreasing speed, thus producing
paraboloids rather than cones. Consider the equation of a wave originated at a site
{(x, ,y.

), r, }: z = ( x -

2

xo )

+ (y - y0 )2 - rO2,z 2 -rO. This is a paraboloid with the vertex

at (%, y,,-r, ) (see Figure 5.8.1).

Figure 5.8.1 Waves in the power metric
Thus, the power diagram can be obtained by projecting the fîrst intersection of the
paraboloids, as seen fkom below the xy plane, ont0 the xy plane. Assume that the
paraboloids are swept by a plane described by the equation z = t + 2 p x + 2qy, where t is
the time parameter and p and q are arbitrary parameters, controlling the slope of the

sweep-plane. Then the equation of the intersection between the sweep plane and a
paraboloid can be obtained as:

The projection of this intersection to the xy plane satisfies the equation

This equation can be transfonned into the canonicd form as

Le. it is an equation of a circie with center (x,

+ p, y,

t q ) and radius

Thus the wave fiont in the sweep-plane algorithm consists of a set of growing circles.
The circles grow dong paraboloids. The power edges are traced by the intersections of

these paraboloids and the fxst intersection of paraboloids as seen fiom below the xy plane
must be found. Therefore, a power diagram must be constructed for a set of circles, which
originates the paraboloids. This power diagram is exactly the same as the power diagram
for the onginal set of sites.

This result shows that the power diagram is an invariant for a family of input sets

In other words, if the original set of sites is transformed so that each center is translated
by ( p ,q ) and each weight is changed by 2pxi + p 2

+ 24y, + q 2 , then the power diagram

will not change.
5.9 Concluding Rernarks

This chapter presented application of the sweep-pIane technique for Manhattan weighted
Voronoi diagram and discusses the possibïlity of application of the method for power

metric. It was shown that the sweep-plane technique can be successfuily applied for the
construction of the Voronoi diagrarn for the weighted set of sites in Manhattan metric. It

was also shown that the straight-forward appiication of this technique to power metnc is
not recomrnended since it transforms the original problem of constnicting the power

diagrarn to the problem of constnicting the power diagram for a different set of sites.

CHAPTER 6: CONSTRUCTION OF lTE POWER DIAGRAM FROM THE
VORONOI DIAGRAM
in the previous chapters two methods, based on the hcrementai and the sweep-plane
techniques, were presented for the generalized Voronoi diagram construction. A third
method based on a swap technique between different metrïcs is presented in this chapter
[Gavrilova and Rokne 961. An important question is discussed: How close is the
Delaunay tessellation to other generalized Delaunay tessellations? 1s there is an algorithm
that can transfomi one into another? C m any tnangulation be transformed into any other
triangulation and what is the complexity of such a process? The e s t question is
addressed in this chapter, preparing the grounds for the generalized Delaunay tesseilations
and the set of al1 tessellations discussion in the following chapter.
6.1 Literature Review
So far, only a few deterministic algorithm are known for constmcting the DT from some
other triangulation. Usually, this other triangulation is very close in a topological sense to
the DT: it is either the DT of n - l

pouits to which a new site is added during an

incremental construction method or it is some approximation of the DT'. Then, the

method to constmct DT is based on swap operations, which ensures that every aiangle in
the diagram satisfies some local optimization criterion.
The local optimization criteria are usually based on DT properties such as ernpty circle,

min-max angle or equiangularity criteria (see Chapter 2). Lawson was one of the fkst
researchers to study this problem. He showed that the min-mm, empty circle and

' This approximation is often used in terrain models or GIS-systems.

niiessen cnterial in the plane are equivalent for DT construction Fawson 773. He aIso
proved that any triangulation of the interior of the convex h d l c m be swapped to any
triangulation in 0(n2) bawson 72, Lawson 77-J. Sibson showed that any convex hull
tnangulation can be converted to a DT by flipping diagonals in the quadnlateral
accordirig to the min-max criterion [Sibson 781. Cherfils and Hermeline proved that any

trïangdetion of the intenor of a non-convex polygon cm be swapped into a DT in the
plane [Cherfils and Hermeline 901.
A swapping procedure based on some Iocal optimization criterion is used as part of an

0(n2) incremental aigorithm for DT construction in the plane pischinski 941. A flipping
algorithm based on the empty sphere criterion with worst-case tirne complexity 0(n2)
for 3D is &en in [Joe 911.

The complexity of the flipping method for any local optimization cnterion in the plane
was analyzed in Lambert 941. Lambert proved that any planar triangulation of the
interior of the convex huIl can be swapped to a triangulation where every qmdrilateral
satisfies a local optimization cntenon2 in 0(n2) time and that the swaps can be
perfomed in any order [Lambert 93, Lambert 941. This result also ensures that no
obstruction can appear during swapping in the plane, i.e. it is atways possible to construct
locally optimum trïangulation starting frorn any triangulation in the plane in 0(n2) time.
However, it is not enough to know that one trimgdation can be transformed into another:
the d e s for such a transformation rnust be known, an algorithm shodd be developed and

' This critenon considers closeness of the regions on which ûïangulation splits the
quadrilateral.
See Preliminaries, Section 2.3.1.

tested. In this chapter a new algorithm, which constructs the power diagram from the
Voronoi diagram in R~ ,is presented.
6.2 Chapter Overview

The difference between the location of the power bisector for weighted sites and Voronoi
bisector for original point sites is first computed and the resulting properties of the power
diagram are discussedA new algorithm based on the swapping technique is presented [Gavrilova and Rokne

961. It constructs the power diagram for a set S of n circles in the plane fiom the given
Voronoi diagram for the set S , of centers of the circles. The algorithm is based on the
idea of inflating the point sites. Each of the edges in the original Voronoi diagram is
transformed to its new location. The INCIRCLE test (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4.1) is used
as a swapping criterion for the algorithm. A detailed outline of the algorithm is presented
dong with the implementation. The algorithm is tested and the observed time is
proportional to O@).
6 3 Relationships between the Power Diagram and the Voronoi Diagram

First, the relationship between bisectors of the power diagram and the Voronoi diagram is
established. Consider a set of point sites S , in die plane. A weight w, is associated to
each point p thus defïning a sphere P = (p, r, } with radius r, =

fi.The spheres £kom

the resdting set S do not intersect by Assumption 3.1.1. Assume that the Voronoi
diagram for the non-weighted sites in the plane is known. The degenerate cases, when
d + 2 spheres are cospherical in the power metric and when d + 1 spheres lie on the same

hyperplane are excluded fiom consideration (Assurnptions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3). The
relationship between the Voronoi diagram bisector and the power bisector can be
established as follows.
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Theorem 6.3.1 The bisector of weighted sites P =

6,w, ) and Q = (q,w,) in the power

diagram can be obtained by moving the bisector for point sites p and q in Voronoi
diagram by the distance A =

IVP

- wq

2m

towards q in pardlel to its previous location,

where rn is the distance between points p and q in R ~ .

Proof To prove the clairn, the power bisector between the Voronoi diagram sites P and
Q is constmcted. Denote the power bisector as B(P, Q) . Define a coordinate system with

center p and x axis directed dong the Iine segment

i.
Then

p = (0,0,0,
...,0) and

q = (m,0,0,...,0) (see Figure 6.3.1).

Fimpre6.3.1 The transformation of the power bisector

Fust? note that any point y on the power bisector by definition satisfies the equation
d ( y ,P) = d ( y ,Q) . Therefore, it is also true for the point x on the intersection between
segment

and the power bisector B(P,Q) , where x = (x,o,o,

the followiog equation is obtained:

x2

...,O). From this condition

- w, = (rn - x ) -~wq.

Tt

follows that

the point of intersection between the segment

pq and the bisector B(p,q) of the Voronoi diagram, then the distance between the
Voronoi bisector B(p, q) and the power bisector B(P, Q)

w

Note that the power bisector always intersects the line segment

under the assumption

that the power sites P and Q do not intersect (see Assumption 3.1.1).
6.4 Basic Idea of the Algorithm

The algorithm that constnicts the power diagram from a given Voronoi diagram is based
on the idea of infraring the point sites. This idea is explained in this section. Based on this
idea, the precise aigorithm that works in the terms of Delaunay triangulation and performs
swap operation on the quacirilaterais (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1) is presented in the
next section.
Weights are first assigned to the sites. Then the circles with the centers at each site are
simultaneously constructed, or inflated. The edges of the Voronoi diagram are translated
to the new positions corresponding to the inflations (see Figure 6.4.1).

The edge

corresponding to a pair of sites is translated fiom the initial bisecting position to the new
position according to Theorem 6.3.1. The new locations of the vertices are detemiined by
the intersection of the translated edges. Note that as a result of transformation the length

of the edge can change, the edge can possibly disappear fiom the diagram and then the
new edge appears.

Figure 6.4.1 The transformation of Voronoi edges

a non-zero weight to an arbitrary vertex of the quacirilateral (see Figure 6.4.2).

First,

assign a non-zero weight to Voronoi vertex pl (see Figure 6.4.2a). Consider a

transformation of the edge e of the Voronoi region Vor(pl).The edge e* of the
correspondhg power region P Vor(p ) is parailel to the edge e . Thus, there are no
changes in the corresponding power quadrilateral p ,p ,p3 p, , Le. it is the same as the

Delaunay quadrilateral for the non-weighted sites p I , p ,p and p (see Figure 6.4.3a).

Figure 6.4.2 The modification of the Voronoi diagram
Now. assign the non-zero weight to the site p, of the Voronoi diagram (while keeping al1

other weights equal to zero) (see Figure 6.4.2b). The edge e disappears fiom the resulting
power tnangulation and a new edge e* (orthogonal to the former edge e ) appears. The
power quadrilaterd p ,p 2

p1

~ disappeared
3
and

~ 3 is
~ now
4
different h

m the Delaunay quadrilateral (the edge

an edge p2p4 appeared (see Figure 6.4.3b).

Figure 6.4.3 The modification of the quaddateral
The algorithm starts fiom the Delaunay triangulation corresponding to the original
Voronoi diagram that has aIready been computed by one of the known methods. Then al1
the sites are simultaneously inflated and swap operations are sequentially performed on

the Delaunay tnangulation. For each intemal edge in the triangulation INCIRCLE tests
are caiculated. If the vaiue of the LVCIRCLE function is positive then the swap operation

will be performed on the quadrilateral. E this vaiue is negative then Delaunay
quacirilateral should not be changed.

6.5 Main Scheme of the Algonthm
The algorithm that transforms the ordinary Delaunay triangulation into the power
Delaunay trïangdation in the plane is now forinally written. This algorithm sequentially
checks that every quadrilateral in the onginal Delaunay tnangulation satisfies the empty
circle criterion for the power metric. This can be established by performing the

NCIRCLE test for the power metric on each quadrilateral of the triangulation and
performing swap operation if the vaiue of the INCIRCLE function is positive (see Chapter

2, Section 2.3.1 for swap operation definition). The formula for NCIRCLE test for power
rnetnc in the plane is given in Chapter 4, Section 44.1.

1. Put al1 edges of the Delaunay triangulation into the edge queue.

2. While the edge queue is not empty do:
2.1 Extraci an edge ei =

6,- ,pi, ) from the edge queue.

2.2 Calculate the sign of ITNCIRCLE for quafiMeral pi, p 12- pi, pi, containhg the
edge ei(see Figure 6.5.1).
2.3 If LWCIRCLE test is positive do

- pefiorm swap operation on the edge e, ;

- hsefiedges (pi,,pi2),

(Pi17pi3)andbq7pi4)intotheendofthe

( ~ j ~ y ~ i , ) ?

edge queue.
3. Report the resuiting diagram.
I

Algorithm 6.5.1 constmcts the triangulation where every quadrilateral satisfies an emptycircle criterion for the power metric. The ciaim that if a triangulation (tessellation)
satisfies the empty-sphere criterion for the power metric then it is a power triangulation (a
power tessellation) in Jtd was proven in @delsbninner and Shah 961. Thus, Algorithm

6.5.1 reports the power triangulation. It is essential to show that the algorithm will dways
arrive to the po wer triangulation without corning to Obstmctions.
Definition 6.5.1 An obstruction in a planar geometrical flipping algorithm is a non-

convex quadrilateral, which does not satism a local optimization criterion (LOC).

P
Figure 6.5 -2. Non-convex quacirilateral

An exampte of non-convex quadrilateral is presented in the Figure 6.5.2.

Note. Obstructions never appear in topologicd flipping schemes (see Chapter 7) because

curvilinear edges are allowed in trïangulations. As a result, any quacirilateral can be
flipped.
It will be shown that obstructions can never appear in a planar geometricd flipping
algorithm leading to the Delaunay tnangdation of point sites (based on the Delaunay
triangulation LOC). Also, it will be shown that the same is tnie for a planar geometrical
flipping algorithm leading to the power trimgdation of circles (based on the power
triangulation LOC). Note that obstructions can appear in flipping to a DT for circles
under Euclidean, Manhattan and supremum metrics.

It will be shown that any non-convex quacirilateral is optimal, i.e. it satisfies the local
optimization criterion (Le. it need not be flipped).
Theorem 6.5.1 Any non-convex quadnlateral is optimal under the Delaunay triangdation

LOC.
Proof Note that the point t is located inside the triangle pqs (see Figure 6-52}. This
triangle lies Uiside of its circumscribed circle. Therefore, the point t is located inside the
circumscribed circle as well. Then NCIRCLE(~,q,s, t) 2 O ,i.e. the quacirilateral satisfies
the empty-circle criterion, i.e. it is not an obstruction.

Consider the power triangulation LOC. It wil1 be shown that if the center t of circle

T = (t,r, ) is located inside the triangle pqs then the condition NCIRCLE(P, Q, S,T )2 O
for the power distance is satisfied as well (under the assumption that the circles do not
intersect).

Lemma 6.5.1 Consider three circles P = (p,rp ). Q = (q, rq ) and S = (s, r, ). Let
O = (o,r,) be the circle inscnbed bebveen P , Q and S under the power distance

function. Then O does not belong to the interiors of P , Q or S.
Proof Note that

O

lies on the bisector B(P,Q). Since the circles do not intersect, the

bisector does not intersect the interios of P and Q. Therefore

O

does not belong to

either of them as well. The proof for the third circle S is identical.
Theorem 6.5.2 Any non-convex quadrilaterd is optimal under the power hianguiation

LOC.
Proof Consider the circles P , Q, S and O. The center of the inscribed circle

O

c m Lie

either inside or outside the triangle pqs (see Figure 6.5.3).

Figure 6.5.3 Two possible configurations for the center of the inscribed circle
Denote the projections of

O

.

ont0 segments ps pq and qs by c . d and e , respectively.

Note that in both cases the triangle pqs is contained within the union of 6 nght triangles
poc , pod , qod , qoe , soe and soc. Note that fiom Lemma 1

O

does not belong to the

interiors of P , Q and S.
Consider a circle T = (tg-,) such that t belongs to the triangle pqs ,i.e. the quadnlateral

PQST is non-convex. It will be shown that lot1 S r, under the assurnption that the sites
do not intersect.
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Obviously, t must belong to at least one of the triangles poc , pod , qod , qoe , soe and
soc. Assume that it belongs to the triangle poc (see Figure 6-54}.

Figure 6.5.4 Proof of Theorem 6.5.2
Note that the angle ope is acute. Therefore, it is possible to constnict a segment oz
tangent to P such that it intersects the segment pc . Denote the point of intersection by
y . Note that

1021 = r,

, lpzl= r, . Denote d = lopl 2 O .

Since the sites are not allowed to intersect, the point t m u t belong to the shaded area in
the Figure 3. The convex hull of this area is the polygon oabc .

The following inequalities are true:
1.

IOCI<

Ioy/ Ilozl= r, .

( d - r , p ~ ( d - ~ X d + r ,since
) , d - r p > O and d + r p 2 0 . Therefore,
loal I1021 = ro

3. From the cosine theorem
loz12 = d 2 +

(Obl

2

= d2

+ r j - 2drp cos ope,

IOCI , cosopz = 104 and (see
ri -2drpcos opz .Note that cosopc = d
d

inequality 1) loci 2 [oz1. Therefore, lob(s lozl = r, .

10

Thus, it was shown that loals ru, bl < r, and [oc/r r, . Since t belongs to the polygon
oabc lot1 5 ru as well.

'

The power distance d(O, T) = lot1 - r,' satisfies the following inequality:
3

d(ozT ) 5 lot12 5 r; . Consequendy, NCIRCLE(P, Q,S,T)r O, i.e. the non-convex

quadrilateral PQST satisfies the empty-circle criterion, i.e. it is not an obstnictioa

The worst-case ninning tirne of the algorithm is 0 ( n 2 ) since the algorithm based on
some local flip d e cm require at most 0 ( n 2 ) flips to constnict a Locally optimum
triangulation regardless of the order in which the flips are done Lambert 941. The space
complexity of the algorithm is O(n), since the edge queue does not contain duplicate
edges at any moment of time and the totai number of edges in the diagram is O@). The
Quadedge data structure used to represent the triangulation also requires O(n) space
&ischinski 941.

6.6 Implementation of the Algorithm

The initial Delaunay ûiangulation is constnicted by the incrementai aigorithm described
in Chapter 4, Section 4.2. The algorithm is implemented in Object-Onented Pascal in the

Borland Delphi environment on PC. The program nins under Windows 95. The
experiments were conducted on a 486DXZ66 PC with 16 megabytes of RAM.

The program has a user-Eendly interface. The user c m create a new distribution of sites

m a n d y by using an integrated editor. He can also use a program for automated
generation of the distribution, where the user can specm the parameters of the
distribution, such as the number of circles, the distribution of their radii, and the type of
the distribution: Random, Square, Circle or Grid (see Section 4.7 for more details).

Figure 6.6.1 Program interface
M e r the desired mode1 is created, the Delaunay trimgdation for point sites and the
power Delaunay trimgdation for the circles are constnicted (see Figure 6.6.1). The
number of swaps that occurred during the transformation and the elapsed t h e are
reported. The edges of the original DT, where the swaps appeared, are highlighted by a
different color. The distribution can be saved for the following tests or modifications.

6.7 Experimental Results
Experirnents were conducted for various distributions of sites (Random, Square, Circle
and Grid), for different number of sites (fiorn 100 to 3000) where the radii of circles were

chosen from 0.0 1 to 10 mm range.
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Figure 6.7.1 The number of swaps requirrd vs. the number of sites

In the first series of experiments the number of circles in Random distribution was
gradually increased fiom 100 to 3000, with a number of independent experiments
conducted on each step. The number of the swap operations and required time for the
transformation were rneasured. The graph in Figure 6.7.1 demonstrates that the number of
swaps grows as a Iinear function of the number of sites, gradually increasing f?om
average of 4 swaps for 100 circles to 150 for 3000 circles.
The tirne, required for the transformation, also grows as a 1inea.r fûnction of the number of
sites. Figure 6.7.2 shows the time, obtained as a resuit of the nunber of independent
experiments for the same number of sites, versus the number of sites. It demonstrates that
the algorithm performed the transformations in the tirne proportionai to O(n) with only a
constant number of swap operations required for Random distribution.
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Figure 6.7.2 The elapsed tirne vs. the number of sites

In the second series of experiments the t h e and the number of swap operations were
measured for other distributions such as Circle, Square and Grid for variable nurnber of
sites. The experiments show that the test results are Very similar" to those obtained for
Random distribution. T'us, for any fixed number of sites and for any distribution the
difference in the recorded time never exceeded 8% and the difference in the required
number of swap operations never exceeded 15%.

6.8 Concluding Remarks
This section presented the method for planar transformation of the Voronoi diagram for
point sites into the power diagram. The worst-case time complexity of the aigorithm is

0(n2) while the mrmkg time is proportional to O(n) based on the experimentai results.
The expected number of swaps is a s m d constant, which normaily does not exceed 5%
of the number of the input sites.

CEFAPTER 7: SPACE OF TESSELLATIBNS
The space of tessellations for a set of sites and its relationship to the generalized Voronoi
diagram in different metrics is considered in this chapter. The space of tessellations is the
set of al1 tessellations that can be constructed for the given set of sites. It will be shown
that there is a notion of proximity among objects, which is independent of the metric, It
will also be proven that the generalized Delaunay tessellation c m be constnicted fiom
any tessellation in the plane. In other words, the swapping distance between any two
generalized tessellations that partition the plane is estimated and the total number of
tessellations in the space of tessellations is evaluated. This is a new result achieved by
introducing the curvilinear Delaunay tessellations. Another novel idea is that by
introducing curvilinear edges the obstructions (i.e. locally non-regular quadrilaterals
which cannot be swapped) are completely eliminated.
There are only a few articles related to this subject and they al1 discuss the straight-line
tnangdations of the intenor of some convex or non-convex polygon. Lawson [Lawson
721 estimates the swapping distance for the specific class of trian,dations in the interior

of a convex hull. Dey p e y 931 cotmts the number of triangulations of points on a
sphere. Sleator cornputes the number of triangulations of a polygon and a maximum
swapping distance between two tnangulations of the polygon as O(n) [Sleator et. al.

871. Sugihara proves that any triangulation of a polygon is a DT of some set of sites
[Sugihara 941. Recently, it was demonstrated that there exists a mapping of edges
between any two tnangulations in the plane such as the mapped edges either intersect or
coincide [Aichholzer et. al. 951. Cherfils and Hermeline show that any tnangulation can
be swapped uito the Delaunay triangdation in the plane and leave the possibility of doing
it in higher dimensional space as an open problem [Cherfils and Hermeline 901. The only
paper that considers the VD fkom the graph-theoretical point of view is paper by
McAllister and Snoeyink, where spoke diagrams, which can be viewed as a graphtheoreticai dual of the VD, are introduced and studied WcAllister and Snoeyink 941.

7.1 Chapter Ovewiew

A large class of tessellations is considered in this chapter. The preliminaries on abstract

Voronoi diagmms m e i n et. al. 931 and axiomatic VD [Stifter 971 are given. Then a
defulltion of a class of weU-behaved Voronoi diagrams is introduced. It is s h o w that
power and Minkowski Voronoi diagrams belong to this class, as weil as abstract Voronoi
diagrams and axiomatic Voronoi diagrams.
Next, the definition of a d -dimensionai Delaunay tessellation corresponding to a well-

behaved Voronoi diagram is introduced in the graph-theoretical sense. Note that this
tessellation represents a partitionhg of the whole space, not just of the interior of some
convex figure.
Two modifications of the definition are made to study Delaunay tessellations in different
metrics in a generalized manner. First, the Delaunay tessellation is extended with an
infinite point. nius a d -dimensional extended Delaunay tessellation is obtained. The

total number of edges in a regular Delaunay tessellation depends on the number of the
edges of the tessellation, which varies for different metncs. Adding an infinite point
guarantees that the number of edges on the lowest boundary is always d + 1 for any
tessellation.
Then the extended Delaunay tessellation is considered fiom the geometrical point of
view. It is represented by a curvilinear Delaunay tessellation, where the sites are
connected by c w e s , rather than by straight lines. The Literature on the subject norrnally
considers the standard way of embedding the Delaunay tessellation in the plane by
connecting appropnate sites with straight-line segments. As a result, the constmcted
straight-line Delaunay tessellation can contain double or intersecting edges in some
mettics and obstructions during swapping can appear. The introduction of the curvilinear
Delaunay tzssellation guarantees a planar embedding of the Delaunay tessellation without
crossing or intersecting edges and also guarantees that there are no obstruction during

swapping. Any extended curvilinear Delaunay tessellation can be transfonned to any
other extended cunrilinear Delaunay tessellation using a finte number of swap

operations. The fact that for any two generaiized DT there exists a sequence of at most

0(n2) swaps transforrning one into another is estabfished in the end of this chapter.

7.2 The Abstract Voronoi Diagram

The d e f ~ t i o nof an abstract VD is now given. The concept of an absirucf Voronoi
diagram was introduced by Klein w e i n 891. It is based on the concept of bisecting

curves. Let S be a h i t e set in the plane with some total ordering < defined on it.
Assume that for each pair (P,Q) of sites fiom S there exists a bisecting curve J(P,Q)

that divides the plane into two unbounded regions D(P, Q) and D@, P ) . The c u v e itself
is adjoined to one of these regions based on the site ordering:

Definition 7.2.1 An absiraci Voronoi diagram is defined as a collection of d l abstract
Voronoi regions AVor(C-)=

R ( 4 , Pi),i,j

= 1.a w e i n

891.

j#i

Now, consider a system of bisecting curves generated in some metric. Suppose that the
following properties are satisfied: the intersection of bisecting curves consist of finitely
many connected components, the Voronoi region is connected and is not ernpty, and the
Voronoi regions do not intersect and cover al1 space. Then the abstract Voronoi region

'

contains site P for aU P , the abstract Voronoi region is simple-comected, and the
abstract Voronoi region is star-shaped relative to P [Klein 891.

' This is true only if P

E D(P,Q),VQ

.

Stifter [Stifter 973 introduced the class of mriornatic VD's. A set of axioms is stated for a
set of cuves and points in 3D so that the resulting VD possesses some good properties. It
is also proven that properties of axiomatic VD7sare close to those of abstract VD's'.

7.3 The Space of Generalized Delaunay Tessellations
The class of well-behaved Voronoi diagrams is now defined:
Defmition 7-3.1 The class of well-behaved Voronoi diagrams is a sub-class of the class
of al1 Voronoi diagrams such as each Voronoi diagram is a collection of Voronoi regions,
where each Voronoi region Vor(P) satisfies the following properties:
1) each Voronoi region Vor(P)contains site P ;

2) each Voronoi region Vor(P) is simple-connecteci;

3) each Voronoi region Vor(P) is star-shaped relative to the center of P.
According to the definition, a Voronoi region of a well-behaved Voronoi diagram is nonempty, simple-connected and does not contain hoIes, Le. it cannot encircie another
Voronoi region2.
Definition 73.2 The class of well-behaved rnetrics L is the sub-class of al! metrics, such
that the Voronoi diagram in this metric is a well-behaved Voronoi diagram.

In the previous chapters, the properties of the generalized Voronoi diagrams in Euclidean,
power, Manhattan and supremum metrics were investigated. It can be concluded that:

The VD with convex distance fimctions and polygonal distance functions (Minkowski
distance functions among others belong to this class, but the power distance fiuiction does
not) are also considered in the literature [Chew and Drysdale 85, Schaudt and Drysdale

92, McAlIister et. al. 961. They can be ciassified as abstract VD.
The fact that the Voronoi region cannot contain holes follows fiom the fact that it is
star-shaped relative to p.

Property 7.3.1 The Euclidean, power, Manhattan and suprernurn metrics belmg to the
class of well-behaved metrics L .
Proof A generalized Voronoi region in the Euclidean, power, Manhattan or supremum
metrics contains the site P ,is simple-comected and star-shaped relative to the center of

P according to Properties 3.1.2,

3.2.2 and 3.3.2 (Chapter 3). nius the considered

generalized VD's belong to the class of well-behaved VD7s.

Note. The class of abstract Voronoi diagrams and the class of axiomatic Voronoi
diagrams also belong to the class of weil-behaved Voronoi diagrams, based on their
properties descnbed in N e i n and Wood 88, Klein e t al. 93, Stifter 971.

An example of an U-behaved Voronoi diagram is the multiplicatively weighted Voronoi
diagram, whose regions may contain holes [Okabe et. al. 921.
Al1 of the results presented in this chapter are obtained for the class of well-behaved

metrics L under the following non-degeneracy assumption on the set of sites S.
Assumption 7.3.1 The sites of a d -dimensional Voronoi diagram are located in nondegenerate positions, i.e. no d + 2 sites are cosphencal (in tems of the specinc rnetric),
and the sites do not intersect. No d + 1 sites lie on the same hyperplane. For any k sites,
where 2 < k < d , the set of points of R~ equidistant firom these sites is a cuve or a
hypersurface in R~ (not just a single point)1.
Assumption 7.3.1 guarantees that any Voronoi vertex is the intersection of exactly d + 1
Voronoi regions.
The Delaunay tessellation and the extended Delaunay tessellation in d-dimensional
space are now introduced. These definitions are given in the graph-theoretical rather than

1

This requirement can be formulated in tems of the Jacobean of a vector h c t i o n not

being equal to zero (see the proof of Theorem 3-2.1).

geometrïcal sense. Thus, the tenn k -dimensionalface is used to denote a (k t 1) -tuple of
sites. The notion of simplex is replaced by (d + 1) -tuple.
Defmition 73.3 A well-behuved Delaunay tessenation (WDV of a set of sites
S = {4,P2,...,P, } corresponding to a well-behaved Voronoi diagram in d -dimensional

space is a diagram DT = (s,= V ,SI = E, S, = F , S, ,...,Sd ) where:
S, = V is the set of original sites S ;

S, = E is the set of edges, such as the edge

(4,P,) E S, if the Voronoi diagram contains

a d - 1 dimensional facet between regions

or(^, ) and VW(P, );

S, , k = 2..d - 1 is the set of k -dimensional faces where face

(Pil, 5- ,...,ek+[
)E Sk if the

Voronoi

face

diagram

contains

voTor(ei) vor(4,- )-W.
vor(ck,

a

d- k

dimensional

between

regions

);

S, is the set of (d + 1) -tuples where a tuple

contains a vertex between regions

~'r(e, )V

(4,,c7
) E S,
- ,...,ed+,

b.,

~ (I t P

if the Voronoi diagram

or(^- )
ld+i

Note that in 2D the definition for the well-behmed planar Delaunay tessellation is a
particular instance of a well-behaved Delaunay tesseilation. The definition of the set of
edges S, = E states that Voronoi regions share an edge. The definition of Sd = S,
represents the set of the Delaunay tessellation faces (3-tuples) and states that each of
them corresponds to a Voronoi vertex.
Consider the d -dimensional well-behaved Delaunay tessellation corresponding to a wellbehaved Voronoi diagram. It can be extended with the infinite point, thus obtaining the
d -dimensional extended weil-behaved Delaunay tesseuation. In the rest of the chapter

the well-behaved Delaunay tessellation will be referred to as Delaunay tessellation for
simplicity.

The total number of edges in the Delaunay tessellation depends on the number of the
edges on the outermost boundary of the tessellation, which c m be different for different
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metrics. Adding the infinite point guarantees that the number of edges on the boundary is
always d + 1 for any tessellation.
Definition 7.3.4 An extended Delaunay tesselZation (EDT) of a set of sites
S=

{e,Pz,...,P, } correspondhg to a weil-behaved Voronoi diagram VD(S) is a diagram
)

EDT = (si,
S; ,...,S; which is a superset of Delaunay tesseilation, where:

Si

is the set of vertices of WDT extended with the so-called Nifinite point:

Se is the union of the set SI of edges of WDT and the set of infnite e&es

those P, whose Voronoi region

V O ~ ( P , ) is

(4, Pm) for

unlimited;

S t , k = 2.6 is the union of the set Sk of k -dimensional faces of WDT and the set of

[el,P- ,..., ,Pm ), such as there is an ualimited (d -k + 1) -dimensional
face between regions vor(c1
), or(^- )...,VO~(P, ).
infnite faces

'2

12

The Delaunay tessellation for a set of sites is the topological dual of the Voronoi diagram
for the same set of sites. Any vertex of the Delaunay tessellation corresponds to the
Voronoi region of site P ; an edge of the Delaunay tessellation corresponds to a facet
((d -1)-dimensional edge) of the Voronoi diagram; a k-dimensional face of the

Delaunay tessellation corresponds to a (d -k) -dimensional face of the Voronoi diagram;
and a (d + 1) -tuple of the Delaunay tessellation (a triangle in 2D) corresponds to a
Voronoi vertex.
Consider now the planar extended Delaunay tessellations in well-behaved metrics L .

In the previous chapters embedding the Delaunay tessellation in the plane by connecting
appropriate sites with straight-line segments was considered. This is a standard way of
Delaunay tessellation representation, usually considered in the iiterature on this subject
[Okabe et. al., 921. As a result, the constructed straight-line Delaunay tessellation can

have double or intersecting edges in some metrics (see example in Chapter 3, Section

3.2.3 for the Euclidean VD).
A curvilinear Delaunay tessellation that represents a geometrical interpretation of the

extended Delaunay tessellation is now introduced.

Defmition 7.3.5 An edge of the curviheur Delaunay tessellation is a planar acyclic
curve connecting sites P and Q and passing through a point on the intersection of two

adjacent Voronoi regions Vor(P) and Vor(Q) (see Figure 7.3.1 ).

Defmition 7.3.6 A curvilinem Delaunuy tessellation (ECDT'J is the planar embedding of
the Delaunay tessellation in which sites are connected by curves according to Definition

7.3 -5. An extended curvilinear Delaunay tessellafion (ECDT) is the planar embedding of
the extended Delaunay tessellation in which sites are connected by curves according to
Definition 7.3 S.

Figure 7.3.1 The curvilinear Delaunay edge
This definition allows obtaining a planar embedding of Delaunay tessellaiion without
edge intersections. The introduction of the swap operation on this tessellation leads fiom
the curvilinear Delaunay tessellation to a wider class of curvilinear tessellations. The
introduction of the extended curvilinear Delaunay tessellation eoUaraLltees that there is a
sequence of swap operations that will transform any tessellation fiom the space of
tessellations into any other tessellation fiom this space.

The following example demonstrates that the curvilinear Delaunay tessellation for points
and the curviiinear Delaunay tessellation for circles in the Euclidean metric (the
Euclidean tessellation) cm contain daerent numbers of edges. The Delaunay tessellation

has five intemal edges, while the Euclidean tessellation has seven internai edges, two of
them connecting sites A and B (see Figure 7.3.2).

(a)

Ib)

Figure 7.3.2 CuMlïnear Delaunay (a) and Euclidean (b) tessellations

The introduction of the infinite point makes the total number of edges in both
tessellations equd to nine (see Figure 7.3.3)

(b)

Figure 7.3 -3 Extended curvilinear Delaunay (a) and Euciidean (b) tessellations

In the planar case for the class of well-behaved metrics L the following lemmas are true
under Assumption 7.3.1.

Lemma 73.1 The planar Delaunay tessellation can be embedded in the plane without
edge intersections.
Proof For ail well-behaved metrics, the Voronoi region V O ~ ( Pis) a simple-comected
) a sequence of
star-shaped region, containing the site P . The boundary of V O ~ ( Pis

Voronoi edges, by which VO~(P)intersects neighboring Voronoi regions. Thus, if
V O ~ ( Pintersects
)

var@) b y a Voronoi edge e (note that because of the Assumption

7.3.1 e cannot be a single point), then a point x E e can be selected and a path fiom P to

Q as two straight-line segments (P,x) and (x, Q) c m be constructed (see Figure 7.3 -4)This path represents the edge (P,Q) of the Delaunay tessellation.

Figure 7.3.4 Embedding an edge of Delaunay tessellation into the plane

The path lies completely inside V O ~ ( P ) VVO~(Q).Obviously, this path does not intersect
any other paths inside

VOT(P)

going fiorn P into other neighboring Voronoi regions.

Consequently, no two paths c m intersect other than at their endpoints, since no two
Voronoi regions can intersect by their interior (based on Definition 7.3.1). Thus, a planar
embedding of the Delaunay tessellation has been obtained.

Lemma 73.2 The planar extended Delaunay tessellation can be embedded in the plane
without edge intersections.

Proof. The extended Delaunay tessellation contains the regular Delaunay tessellation as
its subgmph. According to Lemma 7.3.1 the regular Delaunay tessellation is a planar
graph. Consequently, a planar embedding for the edges of the EDT, corresponding to the
infinite Voronoi regions, must be obtained. Select an infinite ray coming out of the site

P inside each unlunited Voronoi region VO~(P).Obviously, none of these rays will
intersect with other rays or with edges of the regular Delaunay tessellation.
Now, point Pa can be embedded into a point inside one of the unlimited regions. The
rays are transfomed into curves so that they corne into P, (see Figure 7.3.5).
done without intersecting the rays.

This can be

Figure 7.3 -5 Ernbedding infinite edges into the plane

In the rest of this chapter, the terminology "Delaunay tessellation" and "extended
Delaunay tessellation" d l refer to the curvilinear Delaunay tessellation and curvilinear
extended Delaunay tessellation, respectively, that is, the word "cuMlinear" will be
omitted for brevity.

Lemma 7.3.3 For the planar EDT of a set of n 2 2 sites in the plane, the following
expressions for the number of vertices v , the number of edges e and the number of faces

f aresatisfied: v = n + l , e = 3 n - 3 , and f = 2 n - 2 .
Proof Obviously, the number of vertices of the EDT is n + 1, because they include the
original sites as well as the infinite point.
Since EDT is a c o ~ e c t e dplanar graph, Euler's formula is satisfied: v - e t f = 2
[Behnke et. al. 831. Al1 of EDT's faces are triangles1, consequently, 3f = 2e. Therefore,
2
2
f = -e and (n + 1)- e + -e = 2 . Resolving for e ,the equation e = 312- 3 is obtained.
3
3

Substituting into the formula for f conforms that f = 217- 2 .

Note 1. A generai set of relationships for the number of edges and faces of a planar EDT
was obtained. These relationships are true in any metric.

This follows f?om the Assumption 7.3.1.

Nore 2. Similar estimates for regular DT can be obtained. However, they will depend on
the number of unbounded regions in the corresponding \'D.

Note 3. It is conjectured that it is possible to obtain similar strict relationships for the
number of faces of the d -dirnensionaI EDT, d > 2 .
7.4 The Space of All Tesseilations

The general definitions of the tessellation in the plane are now introducedDefmition 7.4.1 A tessellation for a set of sites S in the plane is a planar, simple-

connected diagram T = (v,E, F), which consists of the set of vertices V = S ,the set of
edges E comecting pairs of elements fkom the set V and the set of faces F such that
each face consists of exactly three vertices and three edges fiom the sets V and E .
Similady to the Delaunay tessellation case, this definition can be extended by adding the
infinite point Pa.

Defmition 7.4.2 An extended tessellarion for the set of sites S in the plane is a planar,
simple-connected diagram ET = (v, E, F), which consists of the set of vertices
V = S u {P, ] extended with an infinite point, the set of edges E connecting pairs of

elements fiom the set V and the set of faces F such that each face consists of exactly
three vertices and three edges fiom the sets V and E .
Such a graph cm be represented by a doubly-connected-edge-list data structure
[Preparata and Shamos 851.
Defmition 7.43 The space of ressellafions W2(s)is the set of dl extended tessellations

of the set of sites S in the 2 -dimensionai space.
It will be s h o w that the extended Delaunay tessellation in a well-behaved metric belongs
to the space of tessellations

W', which means that dl of the theorems and properties

introduced for the space of tessellations are also applicable to the extended Delaunay
tesseilation.

Theorem 7.4.1 The extended Delaunay tessellation of a fixed set of sites Sin the plane
belongs to the space of tessellations W7for the same set of sites.
Proof To prove the statement of this theorem it must be dernonstrated that EDT is a

planar, simple-comected graph, such that each face has exactly three edges. According to
Lemma 7.3.2, the EDT can be embedded in the plane, Le. it is a planar graph. For a wellbehaved metric L each region of the Voronoi diagrarn cannot contain holes, which
means that the Voronoi diagrarn covers the whole plane

R ~ In. other words, for any two

sites P and Q there is a sequence of neighboring Voronoi regions starting at V O ~ ( Pand
)
ending at V O ~ ( Q )Then
.
there is a path connectuig P and Q dong the correspondhg
edges of the Delaunay tessellation. Therefore, EDT is a simple-connected graph. Finally,
according to non-degeneracy Assumption 7.3.1, each vertex of the Voronoi diagrarn is
the intersection of exactly three edges, which means that each face of the EDT is bounded
by exactly three edges (Le. it's a curvilinear triangle).

Consider now a planar tessellation A E W, for a set of sites S and take a pair of
neighboring faces s, = ( 4 ,P,,P, ) and s2 = (4,P,,P,) .

Defmition 7.4.4 A swap operation

sWAP(A,s, ,s, ) transforms tessellation A E W' into

tesseHation B E W2 by rernoving s, , s, and the edge e = (4, P,) fiom A and including

2 new faces

<

= (4,P, ,P4 ) , s; = (P2,Pj ,P4) and an edge e* = (P,, P,) (see Figure

7-4.1).

Figure 7.4.1 Swap operation in the plane

Note 1. For each swap operation B =swap(~,s,,s,) there is an inverse swap
A = swa-(B,s;,si).

Noie 2. For a tessellation A. there are exactly 3n - 3 swaps, which can be applied to A .
This is because each of the 3n-3

edges is shared by two neighboring faces, and

therefore can be swapped.
The space of planar tessellations W2 of a fixed set of sites S will now be discussed First,
it will be shown that for any two tessellations A, B E w,(s)there exists a sequence of at
most O(nL)swaps transfomiing A into B .The definition of the tessellation in canonical
form is first introduced.

Defimition 7.4.5 A tessellation C E W,(s),
contains the following three faces:

IsI 2 3 is said to be in canonical form,if it

(4, Pz,P,), (4, Pm,P,) and (P,,Pm.P,)(Figure 7.4.2).

Figure 7.4.2 The canonical subgraph
Note. In the canonical tessellation the site

P, is connected only to sites 4 , P, and Pm.

Lemma 7.4.1 Any tessellation A E W2(s)can be transformed into canonical form in at
)
most ~ ( n swaps.

Proof The tessellation can be trausformed to the canonical form in two stages. First, three
edges (P, ,P, ), (P,,P,) and (P,,P, ) are constmcted as descnbed below. Then al1 other
edges coming fiom P, are removed. If the edge (P,, 4 ) does not belong to the original
tessellation, then it c m be constmcted as follows. Constnict a cuve between two sites

and

P, ,for example, as a straight-line segment (see Fig. 7.4.3a).

4

Figure 7.4-3 Edge transformations

The new edge will intersect a number of triangles and edges. Then these edges are
swapped one by one, starting Eom the fïrst one (see Figure 7.4.3b). The edge (P,,4) will
be obtained as a result of the last swap (see Figure 7.4.3~).The total number of swaps

cannot exceed the number of edges in the tessellation, Le. ~ ( n. )
The edges (P,, P, ) and (P,,Pa)can be obtained in a similar marner with at most ~ ( n )

swaps. Note that no edges out of Pn are removed during the construction, therefore, the
edge

(P', 4 ) cannot be removed. As the result of the fïrst step, the configuration shown

in the Figure 7.4.4 is obtained.

p'

.

Pr

Figure 7.4.4 The configuration after the fist step

nie site Pn is now comected to a sequence of sites P; ,...,P',...,P,,... . Now dl edges

coming fiom P, except for (P,,P, ), (P,,Pz)and (P,,P, ) are swapped. The resdting
tessellation will contain the required canonical subgraph (represented in Figure 7.4.2).
The second step requires no more than ~ ( n swaps,
)
because the total number of swapped
edges carmot exceed the total number of edges in the tessellation.
1

Theorem 7.4.2 For any two tessellations A, B E W2(s)there exists a sequence of at rnost

0(n2) swaps tlansfomiing A into B .

Proof This theorem is proven by induction for the number of sites n . First, note that for
n = 2 only a singie tessellation exists (see Figure 7.4.5). T~LLS,
the theorem c l a h is

satisfied for the induction basis,

Figure 7.4.5 The basis of induction
Assume that the theorem is satisfied for sets Si = (4, P, ,...,4).i = 3.n - 1. Now, it can

.

be proven that the theorem daim is satisfied for the set Sn = (4, P, ,..., Pn-,Pm).
Because of Lemma 7.4.1, the tessellation A can be transformed into the canonical
)
Similady, tessellation B c m be transformed into the
tessellation Ac in ~ ( n swaps.

canonical tessellation B, in ~ ( n swaps.
)
Now, the canonical subgraph is removed fiom
the tessellation Ac by removing triangles

( 4 ,P, ,Pn), (4,Pm,Pn) and (pz,Pm,P, ) and the

site P, . The resdting tessellation A: is a tessellation of the reduced set of sites Sn-,
.
Similady, the canonical subgraph cm be removed fiom B,. Thus the tessellation B: is
obtained. Note that the B: is also a tessellation of the reduced set of sites S,

. By

induction, A: c m be transformed into
following

sequence

A

,-.

O(,,)>Ac,A;

of swaps B

of

B: ,Bc

BI

in.at most ~ ( ( -n1)') swaps. Therefore, the

transformations

can

be

performed:

,B . The last step is the inverse of the sequence

+ B, .The total sequence has a length of 0(n2).

CHAPTER 8: COLLISION DETECTION OPTIMIZATION
Properties of the fundamentai data structures in computational geometry that c m be used
to efficiently store proximity information for a set of objects were studied in the previous
chapten. The algonthms for the construction of generalized Voronoi Diagram for a set of
objects under different distance functions were developed. The relationships among DT
in different metrics were examined. The general property of closeness of objects, which

is an invariant of the metric, was also considered. This knowledge will now be applied to
obtain efficient solutions for collision detection problems that occur, in particular, during

the simulation of dynamic systems [Sun et. al. 94, Gavrilova e t al. 961
Collision detection problems arke in many applications, such as motion planning, solid
modeling, rnolecular dynamics, robotics, and computer graphics [Okabe et. al. 921. When
simulated objects move in space they can collide with each other or with the boundarïes
of the space and these collisions must be detected and handled in an appropnate manner.

In a straightforward approach, each pair of moving objects must be checked for collision,
which leads to 0(n2) collision checks to detect the next colliding pair. When the nurnber
of objects is very large Sien collision detection sIows down the simulation so that the
nurnber of objects that c m be simulated becomes restncted. Because of this real time

implementations are only feasible for a small number of objects. More sophisticated
approaches, taking advantage of computational geometry tools, are essential to speed up
the solution and thus to ùnprove such simulation p a h n 88, Lin 931.
However, only a few papers fiom the field of computer simulation deai with the
optimization issue even though there exist some dynamic data structures and algorithms
developed in the field of computational geometry and computer graphics suitable for the
collision detection problem pasch et. al. 97, Held et. al. 96, Lin 931. Mostly, this is due

1

The algorithm was fist proposed by the thesis author in [Sun et. al. 941 and then

extended in [Gavrïlova et. ai. 961.

A

to the fact that during real simulations the physicd mode1 of a natural phenornenon is
investigated and the collision detection problem becomes only a secondary issue.
The studies conducted in the fields of robotics, cornputational geometry, cornputer
graphics and cornputer animation describe various data structures that can be applied to
represent a dynamic system. The general property of these structures is that the t h e
required for dynamic updates (insertioddeletion) is O(1ogn) . Various algonthms to
perforrn such operations are considered in detail in p i n 93, Paterson and Yao 92, Torraz
901. Methods for animation of the rigid body simulation are considered in paraff 90,

Hahn 881.

8.1 Chapter Overview
The contribution of this chapter is a generalized algorithm for collision optimization for a
system of moving objects in real-time simulation that c m be adapted with some
modifications to paaicular computational geometry data structures [Sun et. al. 94,
Gavrilova et. al. 961.
The problem of collision optimization for a set of moving objects is stated and the data
stnictures and the types of the events that can happen during the simulation are described.
A general algorithm is developed for collision detection optimization for systems where

the trajectories of the objects are given as analytical fiuictions of tirne. The problems
arising during real-time simulation of physical systems, where system of dgebraic or
differential equationsl have to be resolved at each time step to predict the state of the
system at next time step, are considered next. The types of events are defined and the
algorithm for system update in the-step simulation is described. The algorithms
developed cm be used for collision optimization in d dimensions.

In the following chapters data structures for collision detection for a set of moving
objects are investigated. The implementation of the algorithms and experimental resdts

' See, for example, [Kamat 93, Vinogradov 921.

for the applied problem fiom the field of granular-type materid simulation are also
presented.
8.2 Collision Detection between Two Arbitrary Shaped Objects

The problem of detection of collisions between two arbitrary shaped objects is defined as
follows: given two objects of arbitrary shape, and their spatial coordinates as functions of
t h e , h d the t h e when the objects collide.

For objects of arbitras. shape moving dong a r b i t r q trajectones the calculation of
collision time can become a very cornplicated problem that c m only be solved
numerically. The general approach used to simulate the behavior of such a system is to
recdculate the positions of the objects at each time step. Then the motion of an object
between the two time points can be approximated by a spline (in the simplest form, by a
straight Line).
When the time of collision between two objects is being computed, the two points where
objects wiIl collide with each other or with the boundary c m be found, for example, by
decornposing the object or boundary according to some d e . The grid method, the k - d

tree method, surface decomposition method, sweep-pme method and OBB-tree methods
are some of the methods that are used for this purpose [Held et. al. 96, Gottschalk et-al.
961.

Voronoi diagrams are often featured as one of the data structures used in this process.
The application of Voronoi diagrams to detect the collision between two polyhedral
objects in 3D is discussed in [Lin 931. The method is based on decomposing the 3D
object into a union of convex polyhedra, coastructing the Voronoi diagram of the space
surroundhg each convex piece and then fïnding the closest pair among al1 pieces.
Hubbard applies the Voronoi diagram to approximate polygonal objects with spheres and

thus to optimize collision detection between these two objects. His method finds
application in interactive graphics and computer animation [Hubbard 951. An incremental

algorithm for collision detection between two complex polygons, based on the

construction of the Voronoi diagram for polygons' contour, is described in [Ponamgi et.

ai. 971.
8.3 Collision Detection between Two Spherical Objects

The problem becomes easier to solve if only specific types of objects, for example disks

in 2D or spheres in 3D, are considered. This does not Limit the domain of consideration
since spheres are often used as simple and effective models to represent physicai bodies.

For example, spheres are used in the simulation of grain and ice particles, bdls and
beads, plants and their leaves, atoms and molecules m
z
t 93, Lubachevsky 91, Marin
et. al. 93, Mech and Prusinkiewicz 96, Milenkovich 96, Szeliski 921. Some other objects

can also be approximated by bounding spheres [Basch et. al. 97, Hubbard 95 (Ph. D.
Thesis), Kim et. al. 97, Reynolds 871. For example, polyhedral objects can be represented

as hierarchies of spheres wubbard 95' O'Rourlce and Badler 791. This approximation is
ofien used in the literature because it allows easier manipulation and faster collision
detection Fubbard 951.
When spheres move dong trajectories described by some analfical functions, the tirne of
their collision can often be found analytically. The t h e of collision for any pair of
objects can be determined as the minimal positive root of the equation
d(object, (t), abject, (t)) = O ,where d(;-) is a distance function.

For example, when spheres move in

and

the distance is defined as a general

Minkowski distance function, this equation can be written as:

where

ci, (t),i = l ..d

are the coordinates of the center of the sphere, with radius r, and

bi (t),i = 1. d are the coordinates of the center of the sphere, with radius r, .

For the power distance the distance between two spheres in the power mehic is defined

as ~ ( s ~ h e r(te),,sphere, (t)) = (ai(t ) - b, (t))' -

ri - rf

(see Chapter 3). Thus the time of

the collision can be determhed fiom the equation
d

1(a,( t )-bi( t ) )

= r,Z + r,Z .

i=l

For example, when two disks move in Euclidean space, finding the time of their collision
requires the solution of a quadratic equation with real coefficients:

which can be transformed to

If the disks move dong straight-line trajectories, then a(t) = a o
where the velocity v a = (v,,

v,)

+ var, b(t) = b, + v,t ,

and initial position a, = (a,,,a,, ) are given for the

,

disk a and the velocity v = (vbx,vby) and initial position b, = (box,b,, ) are given for
the disk b . Then the equation can be written as

If this quadratic equation does not have a root, or if all roots are negative, then the two
disks will not collide.
Note that a similar equation must be solved for the power metric when disks are moving
dong straight-line trajectories. The solution for the Manhattan or supremum metrics in
the plane can be obtained f?om a system of linear equations.

When objects move in a bounded domain the time of collision between an object and a
boundary is determined by solving a similar equation. If a boundary is represented by a
simple curve, the solution can be found analytically in some cases.

in higher dimensions, the degree of the polynomial function of time representing the

equation will remah the same, while the formulas will become more complex. The
complexity of the computations dso increases if the trajectories are represented by higher
degree polynomiais of t h e . If the trajectory is not very complex (for example, if it is
described by a parabola) then the solution can be found anaiytically in some cases. Note
also that in the Manhattan or supremum meîrics the solution is found fiom a system of
linear equations.
When the movement of two spherical objects cannot be described analytically, the

position of the object can be recalculated at each time step and the movement can be
described by piecewise linear trajectories generated by solving differential equations.

8.4 Collision Detection for a Set of Objects
Consider the problem of optunizing the collision detection for a set of moving objects,
generally of arbitrary shape. n i e collision check is performed to detect the collision time
for a pair of objects.
n i e problem can be stated as follows. A set of n moving objects is given with the
equations of their motion in d-dimensional space. The simulation space is limited by
straight-line boundaries represented by rn hyperplanes (straight-line segments in 2D).
Assume that rn «n . It is necessary to detect and handle collisions between objects and
between objects and boundaries. Al1 collisions are considered to be instantaneous and
one-on-one only. Handling of a collision requires updating of the velocities of the objects
participaihg in the collision and detecting new collisions for the updated objects. In the
general case, each time an object's velociw changes due to the collision or due to the
influence of the extemal forces, collision checks with ail other objects shouid be
performed.
A straightforward solution of the coilision detection problem can be descnbed as follows.

At the start of the simulation, al1 collisions are detected by checking each pair of disks for
collision. This requires 0(n2) collision checks. After each velocity update (due to a

collision) the disk participating in the collision is checked for collisions with each of the
other disks. This requires O(n) collision checks. There is no additional t h e or space
overhead associated with the algorithm. There is also no special data structure to

maintain. However, for a large system the application of this method is computationdly
expensive.
The task is to improve this complexity by using cornputational geometry methods. In
order to optimize the collision detection between objects a data structure to store the
proximity idormation for the set of moving objects has to be created. Then the colIisions

c m be computed only for a subset of the objects closest to the given one. The approach to
the solution of this problem is based on maintaining a data structure so that it represents
the topological S o m a t i o n about the set of objects. Changes in the data structure happen

ody at discrete moments of t h e . In the following sections the tasks associated with the
maintenance of data structures will be considered and the algorithms to decrease the
required number of collision checks will be discussed.
8.5 Cornputer Simulation

The simulation task c m be defined precisely. At the time r, = O the state of the system is
known. The problem is to simulate the behavior of the system in t h e I

E (to,tend],where

te, is the t h e of the end of the simulation run. The simulation is continued as long as

the time te is smaller then the given tirne boundary for the end of the simulation &,

The following tasks will be now discussed:
choosing the appropnate data structure;
constructing the data structure;

maintaining the data structure;
reporting collisions;
c

esturiating the complexity of the algorithm.

.

Various data structures that can be used for collision detection optimization are presented
in the next chapter. The choice of the data structure depends on different parameters of
the simulated system such as number of bodies, density of their packing, physical
characteristics of the system etc. The choice of the data structure will be discussed in
Chapter 10.

8.6 Data Structure Maintenance
Consider a problern of dynamical maintenance of the data stnicture associated with a set
of n moving objects. The object trajectories are described by analytical functions of
t h e . Call the simulation of such a system a reduced-mode1 simulation.
As an object moves, the spatial position of the object changes continuously in time.
However, the data structure that represents the topological information about objects
changes only at discrete moments of time.

Defmition 8.6.1 A topoZogicaZ event e is a specific moment of time when the topology
of the data structure changes.

During the motion, objects can collide with each other and with the boundaries. Handling
a collision requises updating of the velocities of the objects participating in the collision
and detecting new collisions for the updated objects. The velocity update event c m be
defmed as follows.

Defmition 8.6.2 A velocity update event u is some specific moment of tirne when the
velocity of the object changes.

In simulation of physical systems the velocity of an object can change if the trajectory by
which the object travels is defïned by a piecewise function, e.g. it is obtained by
numerical integration of a differential system. In this case the velocity update events are
scheduled periodically with some time step in addition to the velocity update events
related to collisions. This leads to the tirne-step simulation scheme described later.
Note that velocity update events are related to the simulation of the physicd system and
are present in the event queue no matter which collision detection optimizration approach

is used (or even if none is used). Topologicd events are the events related to the data

structure and aigorithm used for the collision detection optim'iation. AI1 of these events
are stored in the same queue in order of increasing time of event.

Definition 8.63 An event queue Q is a data structure that stores topologicai events and
velocity update events in order of increasing time of event.

The AVL tree is used to represent the queue. Algorithms for updating the event queue in
O(1ogn) time can be found in [Cormen et. ai. 921.

After the data structure is constructed and methods for detection of topologicd events are
defined, maintenance of the data structure between events is trivial since it is enough to
update the corresponding data structure only at the t h e of the event. The data stnicture
update during the topological event is a very important tep since it determines the
efficiency of the method. New events should be scheduled. During this step the actual
optirnization of the collision detection takes place.

8.7 Algorithm Description
The general scheme of the algorithm for the dynamic maintenance of the data structure
c m be characterized as follows:

Preprocessing
1. Constmct the topological data structure at the starting position. Scheduie velocity
update events for al1 objects at time t, = 0 .
Main loup

2. While the event queue is not empty do:
2.1 Extract the next event fiom the event queue Q and determine the type of the
event (topological event, velocity update event);

2.2 Advance the simulation dock to the time of this event
2.3 Process the event:

te;

-

rnodfi the topology of the data structure if the event is a topological event
ei;

-

change the velocities of the objects participatiog in a collision if the event
is a velocity update event ui;

2.4 Update the event queue:

-

deiete topological and/or velocity update events that become invalid fiom

0;
- schedde new topological and/or velocity update events;

-

insert new events into the event queue.

Note 1. Velocity update events for al1 objects are initially scheduled for the time r = 0.
By processing each of these events during the algorithm iteration, new topological and
velocity update events can be obtained. nius the need for scheduling any topological
events during the preprocessing stage is eliminated.
Note 2. The processing of the velocity update event ui always leads to the scheduling of
new topological and velocity update events and to deleting previously scheduled events
invalidated by the event u, .
Note 3. The processing of the topological event ei ofien leads to scheduling new velocity
update events since the topological structure representing nearest-neighbor relationships

is changed. It also leads to scheduling of one or more new topological events. Invalidated
topological events may be deleted fkom the queue. These operations are specific for
different data structures.

The complexity of the construction of the topologicd data structure, time required for its
modifcation and for scheduling new events will be examined in the next chapter. The
time required to insert the velocity update events for d objects during the preprocessing
step is O(n), since the events do not need to be sorted. Changing the velocity of the
object due to a velocity update event takes constant time. Insertion and deletion fiom the
event queue can be done in OOogn) time. The structure of the event queue allows

accessing a l l the events scheduled for a given abject directly. The deletion and insertion
events require O(1ogn) time. A complexity table for Werent data structures will be
presented in the next chapter.
The algorithm can be used not only to efficiently maintain data structure during the
physical system simulation, but also to perfom various dynamic queries on the set of
moving objects, such as h d i n g a nearest-neighbor, reporthg al1 nearest-neighbors,

finding the closest pair or predicting the next collision at any moment of time t . It is d s o
possible to gather some information about the system during some period of time. Al1
collisions that took place over some time interval [t, , t 2 ] can be stored in the collision listThe list of closest pairs can be created to analyze how the proximity relationships change
during simulation. These problems will be discussed in the next chapter.

8.8 Imptementation Details
For the above algorithm the foIlowing data structures should be maintained:

Set of objects. The list of objects with the attributes such as:
1) object identification number;
2) mas, radius;
3) position, velocity, extemal forces;

4) reference to the element of the topological data structure (for example, a ce11 in a
regular spatial subdivision) to which this object belongs;

5) list of references to the events in the event queue scheduled for the object.
Topological data structure. The following data structures are considered: dynamic
Delaunay triangulation, regular spatial subdivision, regular spatial tree or set of segment
trees. The topological data structure allows storage of the proxirnity information for a set
of moving objects efficiently and optimization of the collision detection. It has references
to the objects, which allows accessing any object associated with an element of the
topological data structure in constant time.

Event queue. For each event the event queue stores the time of the event, event type, list
of elements participating in the event @ointers to two objects for velocity update, and
pointers to the elements of the topologicd structure for topology update).
Cross-references fkom the topologicai data structure and the event queue to the objects

are used. It is convenient for the algorithm and inexpensive in terms of memory. Note
also that if a dynamic Delaunay ûiangulation is used as a data structure, then objects and
their attributes can be stored directly at the DT vertices. Thus the need for the separate
iist of objects is eliminated.

The number of the objects in the object list is O(n). The worst case number of the events
in the event queue is 0(n2), since up to O(n) collision events can be scheduled for each

object'. For al1 the data structures being considered, only one topological event per object
is scheduled. Insertion and deletion operations will still require O(1og n) time. The size
of the topoiogicd data structure depends on the choice of data structure and is discussed

in the following chapter.
8.9 Time-Step Oriented Simulation
A more complex scheme of the-step oriented simulation that is used to represent

complex physicai systems is now described.
During the simulation, the state of the system at time t is "knownyy.A system of algebraic
or differential equations, which describes the evolution of the simulated system, is
constructed Famat 93, Vinogradov 921. For example, in mechanical simulation of
granular-type matenals, these systems of differential equations are based on general laws

of ngid body mechanics. Such parameters as positions of the bodies, their velocities,
types of contact (for example, plastic or elastic) between bodies and boundaries, groups
of bodies (clusters or quasi-rigid bodies), internal forces and external force fields are

' Note that the total number of topological events in the queue never exceeds O(n) (see
the following chapter for detailed analysis).

considered to evolve to the next simulation step (see Chapter 10, Section 10.4 for
additional information). By solving the dflerential system nurnencally it is possible to
predict the behavior of the system in a time interval (t,t + A t ] for some selected time step
A t . The solution of the system descnbes, in particular, the trajectones of bodies in the

tirne interval (t,t +&] and the velocities of the bodies in the next time step. The
trajectories can be approximated by curves, or, in the simplest case, by straight lines
[Vinogradov 921.

The velocity update can happen for two reasons: because bodies collide or because the
velocity is changed as a result of the trajectory calculation at the next time step.

Defmition 8.9.1 A predict frajectory event p in a tirne-step onented computer
simulation happens when the velocity of the body is updated due to the calculation of the
system state at the next time step.
Defmition 8.9.2 A coZZision event c in a time-step oriented computer simulation happens
when two bodies collide or a body collides with a boundary.

The velocities of the bodies are updated on each time step. The collision events are
scheduled as needed. During time interval (t, t + At] several topological or collision
events can happen. Al1 events are put into the general event queue Q in sorted order.
8.10 Aigorithm Description

The general scheme of the algorithm for the dynamic maintenance of the data structure
during time-step oriented simulation is follows.

Preprocessing
1 . Construct the topological data structure at the starting position. Schedule predict

ûajectory events for al1 bodies at t h e to = 0 .

Main Ioop
2. WhÎle the event queue is not empty do:

2.1 Extract the next event from the event queue Q and determine the type of the

event (topologicai event, predict trajectory event or collision event);
2.2 Advance the simulation clock to the time of this event te ;

2.3 Process the event and update the event queue:

if the event is a topological event ei:

- mod@thetopologyofthedataj~cture;

-

schedule new topological events;

-

check for new collisions;

ifthe event is a collision event ci:

-

change the velocities of the bodies participating in a collision;
delete events that becorne invalid t?om Q ;
schedule new events and insert them into queue in sorted order;

if the event is a predict trajectory event pi:

-

compute the trajectory of the body;

- delete events that become invalid fkorn Q ;

-

schedule the next predict trajectory event at time

te

+

;

- schedule new topologicai and collision events and insert them into the
queue in sorted order.
This algorithm is similar to Algorithm 8.7.1. The main ciifference is that this algorithm

has an additional event due to the specincs of the time-step simulation. A systern of
dgebraic or differential equations m u t be solved and the velocities of ail bodies must be
updated at each time step. This operation can take Q(n) time since the changes should be
recorded for each body. This overhead is unavoidable in a real system simulation since
the trajectories of the bodies and their velocities are computed at each the-step in the

numerical integration algorithm anyway. Only one predict trajectory event and one
topology update event should be stored for each body. The maximum size of the queue is

CHAPTER 9: DYNAMIC DATA STRUCTURES
This chapter studies the specifics of the application of some dynamic data structures to
the collision detection algorithm described in the previous chapter. Note that properties of
the generalized VD and DT as well as the formulas for DVCIRCLE test computations,
obtained in the earlier sections o f the thesis, will be used in the aigonthms suggested for
dynamic DT construction.
Al1 of the methods presented in this chapter, includhg the novel idea of application of the
dynamic generalized VD for collision detection optimization in the computer simulation
of a system of moving objects, were first descnbed in [Gavrilova et. al. 961. Other
computational geometry data structures discussed in this chapter, such as regular spatial
subdivision, the regular spatial tree and the set of segment trees, were also considered in
dynamic settings and modified specifically for the purpose of collision detection
optimization in computer simulation. The comparison analysis of these data structures
together with their experimental studies on the example of rigid-body simulation mode1 is
the main contribution of this chapter.

The outline of the chapter is now presented. The field of dynamic computational
geometry is described and the classification of the dynamic data structures suitable for
collision detection is presented. Dynamic generalized Voronoi diagrarns and Delaunay
tessellations are introduced and their properties are studied. The regular spatial
subdivision, the regular spatial tree and the set of segment trees are considered as
alternative data structures.
The algorïthms for data mcture construction, definition of the topological events,
updating of the event queue and the data structure are presented for 2 and d -dimensional
cases. The required number of collision checks is reduced in comparison to the
straightforward approach and the cornplexity of the algorithrns is estimated. So far, this is
the most comprehensive cornparison of collision detection optimization methods that uses

various computational geometry data structures and also performs experimental studies of

these data structures. The experirnents are conducted on the example of the applied
probiem of granular-type matenai simulation.
9.1 Dynamic Computational Geometry

Dynamic data structures, used when a set of objects is assumed to be continuously
changing, have been considered in the literaîure. Atallah introduced the field of dynamic
computationai geometry by considering probiems whole inputs are not static objects but
moving objects [Atailah 851. He defined the term of k -motion to describe the geometric
propeaies of sets of moving points:
Defmition 9.33 A k -motion in d -dimensional space is the motion of an object defined
k

by a function p(t) = x ~ ~ where
t ' . t is t h e and Ci E ~ ~ , i = O are
. k constant vectors
i=O

The motion of the points is therefore a polynomial function of tune of maximum degree

Davenport-Schinzel sequences, which will be used later in this section, are introduced as
follows.
Definition 93.4 Let A(n) = {a,,
a, ,...,a,) be an alphabet. A Davenport-Schinzel

sequence L n , is d e h e d as the set of al1 strings over the alphabet A(n) that do not
contain any a,a, as a substring and do not contain any
where

5;

5; (i + j) as

is an alteniating string of length s + 2, defined as follows:

a subsequence,

= aiajai,

Let h, (n) be the maximum length that the string L,,, may have. Then, As(n) < cn log n ,
where c is a constant depending on s [Atallah 851. This function is used to obtain
estimates on the nurnber of intersections of n real continuous functions of tirne and to

estimate the number of times the closest (furdiest) pair of moving points changes as t
increases to f i t y (see, for example, [Roos 9;rl).
These results are used in most papers about Voronoi diagrams for moving points. Ataliah,
however, did not consider Voronoi diagmms themselves. He obtained results for dynamic
convex hull maintenance and some steady-state problems (when t = ).
A number of other problems in dynarnic computational geornetry, such as fmding

minimum spanning trees, maintainhg the closest pair, computing minimum diameter,
proximïty queries and range searching under the k-motion model were considered in
[Basch et. al. 97, Chan 97, Devillers et. al. 94, Golin et. al. 92, Schwerdt et. al. 971. An
aigorithm to maintah a closest pair of polygon edges when the polygon undergoes
dynamic transformation was suggested in @2ppstein and Erkkson 981. The possibility of
application of this method to pool simulation was also discussed in this paper.
9.2 Dynamic Data Structures

This section briefly discusses the data structures suggested for collision detection
optimization in this thesis and gives an extensive literature review of the sirnilar
computational geometry data structures that c m be applicable to solve various problems
that appear in dynamic systems. These data structures were originally considered in
[Gavrilova et. al. 961.
The dynarnic generalized Vo'oronoi diagram is the first data stmcture suggested for
optimization of collision detection in this chapter. More and more applications of
Voronoi diagrams to dynamic problems Eom various fields c m be found in the literature.
Voronoi diagrams are used to represent highly detailed geometnc models in computer
grapwcs [Hoppe 961 and cornputer animation Park and Fuse11 971, for surface
reconstruction and mesh simplification in geometric modeling [Algom and Schmitt 961

and computer aided geometric design wamann and Tsai 981In robotics, the VD is used to decide whether a robot can follow the path without
colliding with obstacles [Canny et. al. 91, Dunlaing and Yap 851. Some applications of

VD to motion planning are found in puniahg and Yap 85, Rohnert 91, Roos and
Noltemeier 921.

The regular sputiul subdivision' method is the second data structure considered in the.
thesis. It is based on the partitionhg of the whole simulation space into subdomains. In
the simplest form, the space is subdivided into ais-paralIe1 rectangles in 2D or cubes in

3D, called cells. Each ce11 contains references to the objects that intersect it. Each object
is associated with the cell where its center currently resides. Collision detection is
performed on the objects residing in the neighborhg cells.
The space ocnrpancy method for computer animation based on a similar idea is found in
[Uchiki et. al. 831. The cell method which is also based on the same idea is used in
molecdar dynamics Warin et. al. 931, computational physics mpaport 931, computer
simulation of granular systems m
t
z 931 and multibody systerns [Lubachevsky 91,
Lubachevsky and Stillinger 901. The problem of choosing the cell size in a molecular gas
mode1 for spheres with uniform radius was considered in

et. ai. 971.

The regular spatial tree is the third data structure that is proposed for the modification of
the regular spatial subdivision method in this chapter. The cells are stored in a balanced

binary tree. Only those cells that actually contain objects are stored. Each node of the tree
is associated with a ce11 and implicitly with a set of objects intersecting the cell. The celis
are ordered according to their coordinates: by the fust coordinate, then by the second
coordinate, etc. This method decreases the space requirements at the expense of
efficiency.
The reguiar spatial tree has a structure sunilar to the binary space puriitioning tree (BSP).
The BSP tree represents a space, partitioned by hyperplanes that are usually orthogonal to
the coordinate axes Fuchs et. al. 80, Samet 901. In the simple case the plane is divided by

1

The reguiar space subdivision method was introduced in [Gavrilova et. al. 961
specifically for the purpose of collision detection optimization independently of the

similar research presented in [Agarwal et. al. 97, Kim et. al. 971.

hyper-rectangles with their sides parallel to the coordinate axes. Each node of the tree is
then associated with a hyper-rectangle. BSP trees are considered for detectuig the first
collisions between two polygonal objects (not for the collision detection optimization in

the system of moving objects) F i n 93, Held 981, to represent the dynamics of moving
segments [Agarwal et. al. 971, for hidden-surface removal in solid modeling Paterson
and Yao 921 and for visualization of dynamic scenes [T'orraz 901. These references are
concemed with algonthms for modification of the tree when a node is inserted or deleted

due to the movement of the objects and usuaily do not study the BSP tree as a data
structure for collision detection optimization in a mdtibody dynamic system.

The set of segment irees method is the Iast method presented in this chapter. In this
approach, each of the objects is projected ont0 each of the coordinate axes. A set of
sorted segments is then represented as a set of balanced segment trees, which store the iist
of segment's endpoints in the sorted order. The segment endpoints that belong to the
same segment are each attributed with a reference to each other and it is easy to
determine the next intersection between a pair of segments. Collision between objects is

only possible if al1 of the projections on coordinate axes are intersecting.

Each of the segment trees could be implemented as an intemal tree [Cormen et. al. 921.
The interval tree is dso mentioned in [Lin 931 as a data structure appropriate to detect a
collision between two polygonal objects. Some other data structures, for example, range
search trees pasch et. al. 971, were also suggested for collision detection optimization in
a dynamic system. OBB-trees and some other data structures were suggested for efficient
collision detection between polygonal objects in [Gottschalk et. al. 96, Lin 931. A heap,
which contains pairs of objects sorted by the distance between objects, is used for the
same purpose in wirtich and C m y 951.

In this chapter, the methods based on regular spatial subdivision, regular spatial trees and
sets of segment trees are discussed with application to the collision detection problem.
Note that spherical objects are considered for simplicity, but the methods are in general
applicable to arbitrarily shaped objects if these are approximated by spheres. Algorithms

for data structure maintenance are described for reduced model simulation to keep the
explmation of topological and velocity update events clear. The generai scheme of the
time-step algorithm can be used as well, since additional predict trajectory events depend
on the simulation system and not on the collision optimization data structure. The
complexity of each rnethod is estimated and a comparison of the cornplexity of the
methods is based on their efficiency, memory requirements and extendibility of approach
for various inputs is conducted. An experimental comparison of the methods is conducted
for the time-step simulation model.
9.3 The Dynamic Generalized Voronoi Diagram

The data structure discussed in this section is the dynamic Voronoi diagram and the
corresponding Delaunay tessellation in generalized metncs, such as power, Manhattan
( L, ), supremum ( L, ) and Euclidean in 2 and, in general, d -dimensional space.

Defmition 9.3.1 A dynamic generaked Voronoi diagram is a generalized Voronoi
diagram of a set of sites that can change their spatial positions in time.
Defktion 9.3.2 A dynamic generalized Delaunay tessellution is a generalized Delaunay
tessellation that corresponds to the dynamic generalized VD.
The problem of maintainhg dynamic generalized Voronoi diagram and Delaunay
triangulation in 2D is addressed in the following sections. Note that the different problem
of dynamic maintenance of staîic Voronoi diagrams when sites are uiserted or deleted
over time is sometimes referred to as dynamic Voronoi diagram maintenance in the
literature P obrindt and Yvinec 931.
9.3.1 AIgorithms for the Consfructionof Dynamie VoronoiDiagram

Most of the algorithms for construction of the dynamic Voronoi diagrams and
corresponding Delaunay trimgdations have been developed for point sites in the
Euclidean metric in the plane.

A topo logical-event-oriented maintenance algorithm for Voronoi diagrains was first

introduced by Bajaj and Bouma pajaj and Bouma 901. They d e h e d topological events
assZlIlZing a constant motion of the points in the plane. Their algorithm requires O(1og n)
time to process each topological event. They also estimated the maximum number of
topological events that can happen during a time step within which points can move into
at most a single neighboring Voronoi ce11 as O(n) topologicai events.
A more general step-by-step maintenance algorithm for VD diagrarn of moving points in

the plane was developed iater by Guibas, Mitchell and Roos [Guibas et. al. 911. The
number of topological events that c m happen between two collisions is bounded by
0 ( n 2h, ( n ) ), where h, (n) is the maximum length of an (n,s) -Davenport-Schinzel

sequence and s is a constant depending on the motion of the points. The function l,(n)
is slightly superlinear for any constant s .
Similar estimates were obtained for d dimensions. The number of topological events in

VD of moving points that c m happen between two collisions is bounded by O ( n d x , (n))
moos

97. Roos

also gave a clear definition of a topological event and studied the

topological structure of M of rnoving points p o o s 901. He described an alg0nt.h for
dynamic VD maintenance, performing the update of data structure in O(logn) time per
topologicai event. Voronoi diagrams for moving points have also been studied in
[Aunuma et. al. 90, Fu and Lee 9 1, Huttedocher e t al. 921.
A worst-case number of topological events that c m happen between two collisions is

CI(n2) p o o s 901. This bound is obtained by considering n / 2 points placed on a

straight line that moves parallel to the x coordinate axis and passes by n / 2 of fixed points
located dong x axis. The intervals between point are taken so that the new point enters
the VD for static points after the previous point already left it [Roos 901.
There is a gap between the best known upper and lower bounds for the maximum number
of topological events. Some recent results that narrow this gap have been obtained for the

case when k out of n points are moving F o o s 971. The studies in this direction are
continuuig.
9.3.2 Algorithm for the Dynamic Generalked Vuronui Diagram Construction

The problem of constnicting and maintaining a dynamic Voronoi diagram for set of
moving objects other than points has rarely been addressed in the literature. However,
situations often &se, in cornputer simulations as well as in other fields, where it is
necessary to study and monitor the behavior of rnoving objects in the plane or in higher
dimensions.
Studies seeking efficient algorithrns to solve the collision detection problem for moving
geometric objects have been performed by Gupta, Janardan and Smid [Gupta e t al. 941.
They studied the dynamic Voronoi diagram for a set of points, luies or hyper-rectangles
moving with constant velocities in the plane. They developed efficient aigorithms for
several problems, such as detecting the nearest collision between two objects and
computing the time when such an event occurs. The time complexity of the algorithm for

n points in the plane is 0(n2) .
Abramowski and his colleagues directly addressed the problem of moving circles in the
plane. As a solution they suggested that circles be replaced by regular k-gons moving
dong piecewise linear trajectories, so that the next collision can be determined in
~ ( k n ~
t h-e ~
, where
)

E

is a positive constant [Abramowski et. ai. 881.

A related problem sometirnes addressed in the literature deals with planning the motion

of a disk between polygonal obstacles. Methods suggested by OYDunlaingand Yap

[O'Dunlaing and Yap 851 as well as by Rohnert mohnert 911 give an O(nlog n)
algorith, where n is the total complexity of the obstacles. The more complex problem
of planning the motion of the disk between moving sites was discussed in Roos and
Noltemeier [Roos and Nolterneier 921. Canny suggested construction of the L, VD to
plan an obstacle avoiding motion of the object [ C m q et. al. 911.

Recently, the generalization of dynamic VD to other metrics was considered. Chew
considered Voronoi diagram for moving points in L, and La metncs and bounded the
number of topologicai events that can happen between two collisions by 0(n21,(n))

[Chew 931. b a i K. and Imai H. studied dynamic multiplicatively weighted Voronoi
diagrarns in Euclidean space and established that the upper bound on the number of
topological events is the çame as for the ordinary dynamic Voronoi diagram: 0(n21,(n))

@inaiand Imai 931.
9.3.3 Dynaniic GenerafizedDelaunay TrimgulationAlgorithm

Consider the dynamic generalized VD and the corresponding DT in Euciidean,
Manhattan, suprernum and power metrics in the plane. When the Delaunay trîangulation
is maintained for a system of moving disks, it is possible to only check collisions between

those disks that are neighbors i
n the Delaunay triangulation. At the time of collision the
distance between two disks becomes zero (in any metric), and therefore the disks
constitute a nearest-neighbor pair at this moment in time. Hence, there must be an edge in
the Delaunay triangulation comecting these two disks, so the collision will not be

missed. Each time a new edge appears in the Delaunay trimgdation, the pair of disks
connected by the edge m u t be checked for a collision (see Figure 9.3.1). Thus the
collision checks only need to be perforrned between disks that are neighbors in the
dynamic Delaunay triangulation.

Figure 9.3.1 Neighbors in dynamic Delaunay triangulation
The dynamic DT stores the objects at its vertices. Each object has a Iist of its neighbors
represented as edges of the DT fiom this vertex. The data structure that is used to

represent a dynamic DT is the Quadedge data structure Fischinski 941. Each edge of the

DT stores pointers to its vertices, pointers to the next counterclockwise edge around each
of the vertices, and to two facets on both sides of the edge. The space required to store the
data structure is O(n).
Suice at tune r, = O the set of sites is static, it is possible to construct the static DT for a
set of points in O(n1ogn) time in the plane or in 0(n2) time in 3D (see methods
described in Chapter 2). The methods to construct the generalized DT in optimal
O(n log n) t h e in the plane and O(nrd'2Fi ) in d -dimensional space have been presented

in Chapter 4.
In the planar case, the modification of Fortune's sweep-plane method for the Manhattan
and supremum metncs and the swap method for the power metric can aiso be used (see
Chapters 5 and 6).
9.3.4 The Topohgical Event

Consider the problem of maintaining the dynamic Voronoi diagram over a period of t h e .
When the sites move, a dynamic generalized VD undergoes constant changes. However,

moa of the time only the location of vertices and the lengths of Voronoi edges change,
while the proximity relationship between Voronoi sites remains the same. The
topological structure of the VD changes oniy when a transformation of Voronoi edges
takes place. It happens when some edges gradually shrink to zero and disappear and new
edges appear and start to grow due to the site movements. The following definitions are
generalization of definitions given in [Roos 901 for the ordinary dynamic VD.

Definition 9.3.3 A topological event in the dynamic generalized Voronoi diagram
happens at discrete moments in tirne when the topological structure of the VD is modified
and proximiw relationships are altered.

Now, consider the DT corresponding to the VD. One of the properties of the Delaunay
trimgdation is that each triangle is defined by three sites, such that there exists a circle

tangent to these sites wtuch does not contain any other site (see Chapter 3). The
topological event in the DT happens when the correspondhg edge of the Voronoi
diagram gradually shrinks to zero and then a new edge appears and starts to grow.
Definition 9.3.4 A topological event in the dynamic generalized Delaunay triangulation

occurs when four movhg sites in a quadrilateral, compnsing two neighboring triangles of
the Delaunay triangulation, become cocircular according to the metric being usedl.

The handling of a topological event requires swapping of the diagonal in a quadrilateral
consisting of two n e i g h b o ~ gDelaunay triangles and the scheduling new topological
events for the new quadrilaterals (see Chapter 2 for definition of the swap operation).
This takes O(log n) since the events are stored in a priority queue represented by an AVL
tree.
Consider an example. Figure 9.3.2 represents a topological event in a Voronoi diagram of
four circles P,,P,, P, and P, in the Euclidean metric. For simple geometric illustration,
consider the case when the circle P, moves towards the other circles (as shown in Figure
9.3.2a). At sorne moment of time t four circles become cocircular which results in a
degenerate Voronoi diagrarn when the edge between sites P, and P, is reduced to zero
(Figure 9.3.2b).

1

There exist degenerate situations when the fourth site just touches the circle inscribed

between the fïrst three sites without acîually entering it. Such situation corresponds to a
double (or quadruple, etc) root of the BVCIRCLE function (see Section 9.3.9, i.e. when

the b c t i o n reaches zero without actually changing sign. In this case, topologicd event
should not be scheduled.

Figure 9.3.2 'The dynamic Voronoi diagram transformation
As the circle P, continues to move it intersects the circle inscribed between sites P,, P,

and P, thus contradicting the empty-circle property. Therefore, the topology of the
Voronoi diagram is changing and a new edge between sites Pl and P, is constnicted
(Figure 9.3.2~).

(4

(b)
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Figure 9.3.3 The swap operation in the dynamic Delaunay tnangulation
Figure 9.3.3 demonstrates the changes in the DT corresponding to the above VD. Figure
9.3.3b represents the swap operation, when the edge of the DT quadrilateral between sites

P, and P, is deleted and a new edge between sites P, and Pj is constructed. This
example illustrates the topological event for four circles with the same radii; thus the
resulting Voronoi diagram has straight-line bisectors in the Euclidean metric. In case
when circles with different radii or line segments are considered in the Euclidean or
power rneûics, the swap operation will remain exactly the same; only the shape of the
Voronoi regions will change.

The above results can be fomalized as the following statements, similar to ones proven

in p o o s 901 for the ordinary Voronoi diagram.
For a finite set of sites S the topological structure of the dynamic generaiized VD is
locally stable. That is, only continuous deformations take place, under small continuous
motions of sites. The topologicai changes in the structure of the dynamic generdized VD
are characterized by swaps of adjacent triangles in the Delaunay tnangulation.

Noie-Finding an upper bound on the number of topological events is a complex problem.
From the known results, a conjecture about the complexity of the VD for moving circles
in the plane in the Euclidean, power, Manhattan and suprernum metrics can be drawn. It

is conjectured that the upper bound on the number of the topological events is equd to
o(n2k, (n)) and that this can be proven by applying an algorithm similar to one
described in [Guibas et. al. 911. A proof of this fact is beyond the scope of this thesis.
9.3.5 Determination of the Topologicai Event

The determination of the time of a topological event requires finding the minimal positive
root to of the equation INCIRCLE(P,, P2&, P,) = 0

', where 4 = P,(t),i = L.4

are the

moving sites and where their coordinates are given as andytic functions of time (the
proof c m be found in [Roos 901). This result is directly applicable to any weighted
generalized DT, where weights of sites are fixed and the coordinates of centee of sites
are analjlical functions of tirne.
Denote the coordinates of the four weighted sites of the DT involved in a swap as

4 = {(xi = xi(t),

= ri(t)), r i } , i = i ..4 . The RVCIRCLE function is transformed into a

polynomial function of time. Formulas for the NCIRCLE fiinctions for the power,
Euclidean and Manhattan Voronoi diagrams are found in Chapter 4 (see Theorems 4.4.1,

1

Multiple roots with even rnultiplicity are excluded fkom consideration, Le. the

topological event is only scheduled when the NCIRCLE h c t i o n changes sign in t , .

4.5.1 and 4.6.1). Note that a method for the exact cornputation of INCIRCLE test based

on floating-point arithmetic is considered at the end of this chapter.
For straight-line disk trajectories in the power metric the determination of the time of a
topologicai event requires the solution of a 4th order polynomial equation. Although the
roots of a 4th order polynomial of time can be computed explicitly they are usually
computed numencally using iterative methods such as Newton's method due to the
complexity of the explicit formulas (see [Burden and Faires 971).
For straight-line disk tmjectories in the Euclidean metric the detemination of the time of
a topological event requires the solution of an 8th order polynomial equation, which
requires the application of numerical methods purden and Faires 971.
For straight-line disk trajectories in the Manhattan or suprernum metric the time of a
topological event can be computed by solving a system of iinear equations.
Note. This approach can be extended to d dimensions. The topological and velocity

update events c m be described in a manner sirnilar to the 2-dimensional case. Foxmulas
for the NCIRCLE test in d dimensions in the Euclidean, power and Manhattan metrics
are obtained Li Chapter 4. A d -dimensional swap can be defined as by Boos 971. It is
conjectured that the nurnber of the topological events is O ( n d l , ( n ) ) for al1 metrics
considered. It will be demonstrated that the other data structures for coilision detection
optimization show much better complexity. Thus the d -dimensional dynamic VD
method is generally not recommended for collision optimization in higher dimensions.

9.3.6 The AlgoritIzmfor the Dynamic Generalized DT Maintenance
The aigorithm for dynamic generalized DT in the plane for motion descnbed by

anaiytical functions will be descnbed in this section.
Algorithm 9.3.7
Preprocessing
1. Constnict the DT and schedule the veiocity update events for each object at t , = 0 .

Main loop
2. While the event queue is not empty do:
2.1 Extract the next event kom the event queue Q and determine the type of the

event.

2 2 Advance the simulation clock to the t h e of this event,
2.3 Process the event:

-

in case of a topological event ei perform the necessary swap operation;

-

in case of a velocity update event ui change the velocities of the objects
participating in a collision and record that the actual collision detection
took place;

2.4 Update the event queue:
if the event is a topological event:

-

cancel swaps (topological events) planned for the four quadrilaterals that
disappeared;

- compute and schedule swaps for the four new quadrilaterals and insert
them into the event queue;

-

check for collision between two objects connected by the new edge;

if the event is a velocity update event:

-

cancel swaps planned for quadrilaterals conraining the two objects which
are colliding;

- cancel any velocity update events planned for these two objects;

-

compute new swap events for each quadrilated containing two objects;
check for possible collisions involving d l neighbors defined by the DT
edges and schedule the velocity update events for detected collisions.

Estimates are obtained for the 2-dimensional case. During the preprocessing stage the DT
c m be constmcted in O(n log n) by using one of the known methods (see earlier chapters

for more details). The space required to store the DT is O(n) (when the quad-edge data
structure is used [Lischinski 941).
The swap operation takes O(1) tirne, insertion and defetion fiom the sorted queue O(1ogn) (since the queue is implemented as an AVL-tree [Connen et. al. 921). When a
topological event happens, O(1ogn) time is spent for scheduling new topological and
velocity update events, i.e. to insert an event into the queue in sorted order. One collision
time calculation is perforrned. When a velocity update event happens, O(1ogn) time is
needed to schedule new topological and velocity update events, and O(1) time is needed
to cornpute the collision time. The maximum nurnber of topological events in the event
queue is ~ ( n )since
,
one topological event is scheduled for every DT edge (and the
number of edges is ~ ( n ) )The
. maximum size of the event queue is 0(n2),since for each
edge of the triangulation there is at most one scheduled topologicd event at any moment
of t h e and there c m be up to 0(n2)collision events in the event queue at any moment
of tirne. The maximum number of events is, however, undetemiined, since the trajectories
of the bodies are irregular.
The maximum number of collision checks per velocity lrpdate can be estimated by the

maximum number of neighbors of an object at any moment of t h e . This number is ~ ( n )
in the worst case (when a site in the DT is comected to al1 other sites). However, for

planar DT's, the average number of neighbors of a site is only a constant [Preparata and
Shamos 86, Section 5.5.11. The total number of collision checks per topological event is
equal to the number of new neighbors of an object d e r the topological event occurs. For

the dynamic DT, this number is exactly one (since one new edge appears in the DT due to
a topological event).

The number of collisions between objects during the simulation cannot be bounded since
the simulation time can be generally d i m i t e d and because the objects move in a
bounded space (Le. unless the objects stop moving, the collisions will keep occurring).
Hence, the overhead associated with the use of a particular DT algorithm is usually

estimated by the maximum number of topological events that can occur before a collision
happens [Roos 901. For a planar generalized DT this number can be as large as
0 ( n 2 k , ( n ) ) . However, this number can be as Low as O(1) for densely packed systems
[Chew 93, h a i and Irnai 931.
9.4 Regular Spatial Subdivision

This chapter describes the algorithm for optirnization of collision detection using regular
spatial partitioning. The proposed approach is based on the partitioning of the simulation
space into subdornains (see Figure 9.4.1).
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For simplicity, the space is subdivided into axis-parallel hypercubes in d -dimensional
Euclidean space (squares in 2D or cubes in 3D). These are generically called cells in the
sequel. The cells are stored in a multi-dimensional array and are accessed directly in
constant t h e . Each sphere P, = ( p j , r j ) is represented by a pair, including the
coordinates of its center p i =

(t) and the radius ri. Assume that the size of the

simulation domain is such that there are k cels in each direction.
Consider a d -dimensional box with a diameter Z as a domain. The size of a ce11 must not
be smaller than the maximum diameter of a sphere. The value k can be detemiuied as the
diarneter of the simulation space divided by the maximum diameter of sphere

M = max(2q), Le. k = [ z / M ~ .
4 6

Denote the minimum diameter of a sphere by rn = min(2ri) .
P,d

Assumption 9.4.1 The ratio y = M/rn is a constant,which does not depend on n .
Under Assumption 9.4.1 the maximum number n, of spheres within each cell is bounded
by a constant (since the volume of a cell is M~ and the volume of a sphere is at least

am d , where a > O is some constant depending on d ) pehnke et. al. 831.
At any discrete moment of time, each object is attached to the cell where its center is

located. Each ce11 conïains. a List of objects, which currently reside in this ce11 (note that
the length of this List is not greater than a constant due to Assumption 9.4.1). Collision
checks need only to be performed between disks that reside in neighboring cells of the
regular spatial subdivision.
9.4.1 The Topological Evenr

Definition 9.4.1 A topological event in a regular spatial subdivision occurs when the
center of a sphere moves fiom one ce11 to another.
Note that on the fust simulation step t , , possible collisions should be scheduled for a
given object with al1 objects fiom al1 neighboring cells. A topological event occurs when

an object moves into one of these neighboring cells. Collisions with objects fiom some of
these cells were aiready cornputed and only those objects in the 3d-1 nav neighboring
cells must be checked for collisions. For example, there are only three new neighboring
cells in the plane.
The t h e of a topological event c m be determined exactly by computing the time when
the center of the sphere passes the boundary of a cell. Handling of the topological event
requires a constant number of operations in order to update the data structure: changing

the ce11 coordinates of the object, and moving the object f k m one ce11 to another. It is
also necessary to schedule the topological event for the object. This takes O(1ogn) tune.

For each object o d y one topological event can be scheduled at any particuiar moment of
time.
9.4.2 The Algorifhmfor fhe Regdar Spatial Subdivkion Maintenance

An algorithm for regular spatial subdivision in d dimensions for motion described by

analytical fiinctions is presented.

Preprocessing
1. Construct the regular spatial subdivision and schedule velocity update events for thne

&=O.
Main loop
2. While the event queue is not empty do:

2.1 Extract the next event fiom the event queue Q and determine the type of the
event.

2.2 Advance the simulation clock to the Gme of this event.
2.3 Process the event:

-

in case of the topological event ei change the cell coordinates of the disk,

and move a disk &om one cell to another;

-

in case of the velocity update event ui change the velocities of the objects
participating in a collision;

2.4 Update the event queue:
if the event is a topological event:

- schedule a new topological event when the object will leave the ce11 that it
just entered and insert this event into the queue;

-

check for collision between the object and all objects in the new 3d-'

neighboring cells;
if the event is a velocity update event:,

- cancel topological events for each of the collidhg objects;

-

cancel velocity update events planned for theni;

-

compute two new topological (cell change) events, one for each object;

- check for possible collisions with all object neighbors residing in the
neighboring cells ( 3d cells in total);

- scheduie the velocity update events for objects that participated in the
collision.

Since an object can cross o d y O(k) cells during motion without collisions (because it
cannot leave the simulation domain), the maximum number of topological events before
a collision happens is O(nk) .
The space requirement for the meîhod is û(kd -+ n). The regular spatial subdivision can
be constnicted by first allocating kd cells and then placing each of the objects into the
appropriate ceIl based on their coordinates at the moment t = O . The data structure is
initialized and constructed in 8(kd + n) t h e .
Under Assumption 9.4.1 the total number of neighbors for each object is bounded by a
constant. Therefore, the total number of collision checks per velocity update is also 0(1).

The total number of collision checks per topologicd event is equal to the number of new
neighbors of an object after the topological event occurs. Thus, this number is aIso 0(1).
The efficiency of this method strongly depends on the distribution of diameters of
objects- For the algorithm to perfom well, the maximum number n, of objects that can
fit into a ce11 must be significantly smaller than the total number of objects n .If a system

contains one large object and many small objects, then it is possible that a single cell
contains al1 of the objects, and the efficiency of the collision detection is no better than
that of the straightforward algonthm (Le. each pair of objects must be checked for a
collision). However, when al1 of the objects in the system have approximately sarne size,
then each topological event requires only a constant number of collision checks.

9.5 The Regular Spatial Tree

It is possible to improve the space requirement for the previous approach by storing only

those cells that contain objects (see Figure 9.5.1).
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Figure 9.5.1 Sectors stored in regular spatial tree
The ceIls are stored in an AVL tree. Each node of the tree is associated with a ce11 in d dimensional Euclidean space and implicitly with a non-empty set of spheres

(el,c2,..-,c,} whose centers belong to the cell. The ordering is introduced among cells
such that they are ordered by their fvst coordinate (for example, the coordinates of the
ce11 can be taken as coordinates of the left lower corner). The cells with the same fUst
coordinate are ordered by the second coordinate, etc. For example, in the planar case the
ceils are sorted e s t by the x coordinate, and then by the y coordinate. Then it is
possible to store al1 occupied cells in an AVL tree, sorted according to the proposed
orde~g.

The algorithm complexity is estimated for the d -dimensional case, where d is a

constant. The method reduces the storage to 8(n), since the number of occupied cells
cannot exceed the total number of objects in the system. On the other hand, each ce11
access requires O(1ogn) tirne in the worst case, since cells are stored in an AVL tree. A
query to report d l objects residing in a particular cell requires a search in the binary tree

to be performed. If the requested ce11 is found, then ail of its contents are reported. If the
ce11 is not found in the tree, then an empty set is reported.
The estimates for the number of topological events are the sarne as for the previous
method. However, any operation involving modifications of the data structure (such as
moving an object fiom one ce11 into another) will require O(1ogn) t h e compared to
O(1) direct array access used in the previous method. Hence, each topological event

requires O(1ogn) operations on the tree. The initial construction of the data structure
requires O(n1ogn) time, because n objects are inserted înto the binary tree. This is
u s d y leçs than 8(n t k

) time required for initialization of a regular subdivision.

Similady to the previous method, under Assumption 9.4.1 the total number of neighbors
for each object is bounded by a constant. Therefore, the total number of collision checks
per velocity update and the total number of collision checks per topological event are also
O@)9.6 Sets of Segment Trees

A set of sorted segment trees can be aiso used for optimization of the collision detection
(see Figure 9.6.1).

Figure 9.6.1 The set of segment trees
The segment tree representing the projections of the disks onto an axis c m be represented
by a sorted sequence of segment endpoints, which is stored, for example, in a balanced

binary tree. Note that the size of the tree is fixed, since the total number of objects does
not change over tirne.
The data structure used for this method is a set of d balanced binary trees each
containing the set of segments dong one coordinate a i s . The initiai data structure
construction requires O(n logn) time, since 2n segment endpoints are inserted into each
of the binary trees.
9 - 6 1 The Topological Event

Definition 9.6.1 A topological event occws when two segment endpoints on one of the
axes collide.
When a topological event happens, the bounding boxes (that contain objects in their
interior and have size equal to diameter of the object they contain) of the two
corresponding objects are tested for intersection. If they intersecf then a collision check
is performed between the two objects. Note that a maximum of one collision check is
performed per topological event (and none in most cases).
As the objects move, it is necessary to maintain the sequence of segment endpoints in
sorted order for each coordinate axis. Therefore, it is required to detect collisions between
segment endpoints. When two neighboring endpoints in the sequence collide, they are
exchanged in the tree. Note that in the implementation of this method it is not required to
rebalance the tree, but just to exchange references to segment endpoints in two
consecutive nodes in the tree. When two segment endpoints collide, it is dso necessary to
schedule new collisions (a maximum of two new collisions can be scheduled). This
requires O(1ogn) time since it .involves insertions into the event queue.

The number of topological events scheduled for an object at any moment of time does not
exceed 4d, since two topological events are schedded for each segment endpoint on
each of the coordinate axis.

9.62 The Algorithm for the Set of Segment Trees

An algonthm for segment trees in d dimensions for mohon described by analytical
functions is presented.

Algorithm 9.6.2
Preprocessing
1 . Constmct the set of segment trees and schedule the velocity update events for each
object at t, = 0 .

Main loop
2. While the event queue is not empty do:
2.1 Extract the next event fiom the event queue Q and determine the type of the
event.

2.2 Advance the simulation clock to the thne of this event.
2.3 Process the event:

-

in the case of a topological event swap two neighboring segment endpoints
in the tree;

-

in the case of a velocity update event change the velocity of the object;

2.4 Update the event queue:

if the event is a topological event:

- schedule possible collisions for the two swapped segment endpoints and
insert the events into the queue;

- if the bounding boxes of the two correspondhg objects intersect then
perform a collision check for the two objects.
if the event is a velocity update event for an object:

- cancel topological events for the object;

-

schedule new topological events for the object (a maximum of 2d events);
check for possible collisions based on the intersections between the
projections of objects onto one of the coordhate axes.

Algorithm complexity estimates are given for the d-dimensional case, where d is
assumed to be a constant. Half of the collisions between segment endpoints, when two
segments start to intersect, rnight result in collision checks between objects. The
remalliing collisions correspond to topological events, when two segments stop
intersecting (no collision checks are required for these events).
The segment tree is constnicted initially by sorting the endpoints of the segments in
O(nlogn) t h e . The space requirement is 8(n) since for each object two segment
endpoints are stored in each of the segment trees.
The maximum number of topological events before a collision happens is the number of
endpoint collisions in ail segment trees. Assurnhg that the disks move along straight-he
trajectories, it c m be estimated by 0(n2), which is the total number of intersections in a
set of n lines. Consider how segment points on one of the coordinate axes move in time.
Since the objects move along straight-line trajectories, an endpoint movement can be
described by an equation xi([) = x, + v i t , where x,

is an initiai position of an endpoint

and vi is its velocity. This is an equation of a line in the plane. The collision between two

segment endpoints corresponds to the intersection between two lines. Consequently, the
maximum number of endpoint collisions c m not exceed the maximum number of

intersections between 212 lines in the plane, i.e. it is 0(n2)[Roos 901.

The maximum number of collision checks per velocity update for an object is 0(n), since
it is the maximum number of the collision checks that can be performed for an object
with ail other objects in the system. This bound can be achieved when the bounding

boxes of al1 objects intersect (an illustration is given in Figure 9.6.2).

Figure 9.6.2 The worst-case example on the nurnber of collision checks
However, under Assumption 9.4.1 a bounding box of an object (a sphere) can intersect
only a constant nurnber of other bounding boxes, i.e. the total number of collision checks

per velocity update is O($ Consider a bounding box B, of an object

4

with center at

p l , which has the maximum diameter M . Consider some other bounding box B2 (see
Figure 9.6.3).

Figure 9.6.3 The worst-case example on the number of collision checks

If BI and B,- intersect, then B,- must lie within a cube C centered at pl with diameter
3M (see Figure 9.6.3). The volume of C is ( 3 ~ and
) ~under Assumption 9.4.1 it can
contain only a constant nurnber of sites in its interior because the volume of each other
object is at ieast a m d ,where a is some constant and rn is the minimum diameter of an
object (see Section 9.4).
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Note, however, that the total number of cornparisons between bounding boxes perfomed
per velocity update can still be e(n) in the worst case since it is possible that al1
projections of objects intersect on one of the coordinate axis.

9.7 Performance Anaiysis
The complexities of algoriths for 2 and d dimensions are now sumrnarized.
The performance of the described dgorithms for the planar case under Assumption 9.4.1
is presented in the following table, where n is the number of objects in the simulation
space and k is the maximum number of cells dong each of the coordinate axes in the
regular spatial subdivision and regular spatial tree methods (this applies to Table 9.7.1

and Table 9.7.2).
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A

B

c

D

E

F

G

Straightforward

8(n)

-

-

-

-

-

-

Dynamic DT

O(n)

1

O(1ogn)

O(log n) 0(n2h, (n)) O(n logn) 0(n)

Subdivision

O(1)

O(1)

O(1ogn)

O(1ogn) e(nk)

0(n+k2) û ( n + k 2 )

Spatial tree

O(1)

Q(1)

O(1ogn)

O(1ogn) e(nk)

O(n1ogn)

0(n)

O(1)

O or 1

O(logn)

~ ( n ) e(n2)

O(n1ogn)

8(n)

Algorithm

trees

'

A - Collision checks per velocity update

B - Collision checks per topologicai event

C - Time overhead per topological event (excluding collision checks)
D - Time overhead per velocity update event
E - Worst case number of topological events thai can happen between two collisions

' This number is only 0(1)on average preparata and Shamos 861.

F - lnitialization
G - Space

Table 9.7.1 Algorithm efficiency cornparison table for planar case
Note that the worst-case number of collision checks that can be performed between two
velocity update events is O(n) for VD while for other data structures it's O(1). The
number of collision checks per topological event is a constant for al1 methods. The worstcase number of topological events that can happen between two collisions is also the
largest for the VD - it's 0 ( n 2 k ,(n)) . The subdivision method is the rnost space
consuming method.
The implementation of these methods and test results presented in the next chapter allow

a detailed cornparison of these data structures and also allow a recornmendation to be
made on the selection of the most appropriate method for some applied problems based
on the properties of the simulated system.
The following table displays the performance of the algorithms under Assmption 9.4.1
for d -dimensional case, d 2 3 , where d is considered to be a constant.

Subdivision
Spatial tree
Segment trees
A - Collision checks per velocity update

B - Collision checks per topological event
C - T h e overhead per topological event (excluding collision checks)

D - Time overhead per velocity update event
E - Worst case number of topological events that c m happen between two collisions

F - lnitialization
G - Space
Table 9.7.2 Algorith. efficiency cornparison table for d dimensions
Note that the constant d participates in some of the estimates. For exampie, the tirne
required for topological event and for velocity update event in the dynarnic VD is

))

n) = 0(iog n).
0(log(nrdi21 = O@ / 2110~

The cornplexity of the M method is the highest among al1 data structures in d dimensional case. Thus, the spatial subdivision, the spatial tree and the set of segment
tree are more appropriate data structures for collision optimization in higher dimensions.

CHAPTER IO: APPLICATIONS TO GRANULAR-TYPE MATERIAL
SIMULATION
The application of the algorithms developed for collision detection problems in the
cornputer simulation of granular-type matenal systems is discussed in this chapter.
First, the implementation of the collision detection optimization algorithm (see Chapter

8) for d l of the discussed data structures (see Chapter 9) is considered. The experimental
studies are conducted for the example of shaker mil1 simulation model. The efficiency of
the methods is compared to that of the straightfonvard implementation of the collision

detection method. The criteria for the choice of the most appropriate data structure are
presented based on the experimental results.
10.1 Definition of Granular-Type Materials

GranuZar-type marerials (GTW are physical systems consisting of a number of
interacting ngid bodies moving within fixed or moving boundaries. GTM include grain,
sand, broken ice, avalanches, and other physical systems.
A granular-type materiai is represented by a set of interacting rigid bodies moving within

fixed or moving boundaries [Cundail and Strack 79, Vinogradov 921. The motion of such

a system can be defined in terms of rigid body dynamics. The system is simulated in 2D
space. Assume that each body moves independently of other bodies. The simulation can
be used for such systems as broken ice, billiards, gas, sand or shaker mill. At any
particular moment in t h e the position and veiocity of each body, as well as forces acting
on the bodies, are cdculated.
One of the topics that must be addressed when a GTM system is simulated is the
optimization of collision detection. This topic is p d c d a r l y important for the GTM
system due to the large nurnber of objects being simulated and due to an expensive
overhead associated with recalculating the collisions for al1bodies of the system.

10.2 Shaker Mill Mode1

The shaker mil1 simulation is one of the widely used granular-type materials modeled. A
shaker mil1 is a device for producing mechanically alloyed materials [Gavrilov and

Vinogradov 981. It is represented as a cylinder filled with steel balls. The cylinder is
oscillated in a vertical direction (see Figure 10.2.1). The bdls are moving dong parabolic
trajectories. The collisions between the balls and between the balls and the cylinder are
assumed to be central and fictionless, that is, the tangentid velocity component of
colliding balls is conserved. The cylinder is assumed to have an infinite mas, so that its
velocity is not a e c t e d by the collisions.

Figure 10.2.1 The shaker mil

The balls move in a gravitational force field. The general equation of motion of a body in

a force field is given according to the 2nd Newton's law as
I
m

x = -F(x, r ) [Goldsmith 601,
where x(t) is the position vector of the body, rn is the mass of the body, and F(x,t) is
the force field. For the gravitational field (which is independent of x), this equation can
be solved analytically. The solution is

where v(i) is the velocity vector of the b d , and g is the gravitational constant-

The time of collision between two balls c m be found by fmding the minimal positive root
t, of the equation

where x, ( t ) , i = L12 are the positions of the centers of two balls, and r,,i = 1,2 are the
radii of the balls. For parabolic motion in the gravitational field, the root is determined
exactly by solving a second degree algebraic equation. If the root does not exist, the balls
will not collide.
When collision takes place, the velocity of the bals participating in the collision changes
ùistantly. The energy loss due to a collision can be expressed through the coefficient of

restitution E :

where vibefore ,i = 1,2 are the normal velocities before the collision, and vpJer,i = 1,2 are
normal components of velocities d e r the collision [Johnson 851. A restitution coefficient
E =1

represents an absolutely elastic collision (no energy loss), and

E =O

represents an

absolutely plastic collision (velocities of bodies are the satne after collision, with
maximum possible energy loss).
The new normal velocities are calculated using the formula
('+

[Gavrilov and Vin

where ml,ml are the masses of balls. The velocity change in a ball-to-boundary collision
is calculated by similar rules.

10.3 Shaker Mill Model as a Multibody Dynamics Model
A mutribody dynamics model represents a GTM as a system of bodies (or b d s ) mowig

together in a force field [Gavdov and Vinogradov 97, Gavrilov and Vinogradov 98, Sun
et. al. 941 (see Figure 10.3.1). This system is subdivided into a set of clusten of bodies. A
cluster is a set of objects, which move in contact with each other pinogradov 921. This

simulation technique is appiied to the shaker mil1 simulation [Gavrilov and Vinogradov
981.

Figure 10.3.1 The multibody dynamics model

The motion of a cluster is described by a system of ordinary differential equations,
possibly coupled with some algebraic constraints [Vinogradov 921. The equations for the
MBD mode1 can be denved by a variety of techniques. One of these is a modification of
the Newton-Euler's method [Sun et. al. 941. This approach is based on the classical laws
of rigid body mechanics

Newton's second law, where Z F is the total force acting on the center of mass of a
body, a is the acceleration of the center of mass, and

where

M is the total linear momentum relative to the center of mass, I is the moment

of inertia and o is the angular velocity of the body. A nurnericai solution can be obtained
by solving a system of second order differential equations. An iterative method c m be
used for this purpose p e g e r t 901.

An explicit generation of equations can be a very cornputationally expensive operation.

In a simulated system, the topoiogy of the cluster may fiequently change: links inside the
cluster can break and some others may appear. A cluster can split into a couple of new
clusters, or two clusters rnay merge into one. Each of these changes in topology requires
the re-generation of the ODE systern. An approach, where the goveming equations are
not generated explicitly, but are embedded into a data structure? representing the GTM
system in a natural way, is used Vinogradov 921.
The tirne-step collision detection algonthm presented in Chapter 8 is applied for the
collision optirnization of such a system. The equations are solved numerically in order to
determine the state of the system on the next time step. nie solution of the dflerential
equations descnbes, in particular, the trajectories of bodies in the t h e interval (t,t t Ai]
[Gamïlov and Vinogradov 981. These trajectones are approxirnated by straight lines.
Then, the velocity update events can be scheduled in each simulation time step. The
topology update event can be computed from the collision optimization data structure.

During the time interval ( t , l + At] several events can happen.

AU events are put into the

cornmon event queue Q .

The interface break events are scheduled for a cluster when the breaking of an interface
between two balls is detected. This is done by analyzing the reaction forces in links.
When the reaction force in a link becomes negative (or less than some small negative
tolerance constant), an interface break event must be scheduled Vinogradov 921. Note
that scheduling of the interface break events does not depend on the data structure used
for the collision detection optimization and is relies only ont0 the properties of the
physical system being sirnuiated.
10.4 Collision Detection Optimization for the Shaker Mill Simulation Madel

Five algorithms for collision detection were implemented and tested on the example of

the shaker mil1 simulation model. These aigonthms are the straigh*rward

method, the

d p m i c power diagram (PD)method, the subdivision method (the data structure used

was regular spatial subdivision), the sputiai tree method (regular spatial tree) and the

segment tree method (based on a set of segment trees).
The dgorithms were implemented in Object-Oriented Pascal in the Borland Delphi
environment. The program runs under Windows 95. The experiments were conducted on
a Pentium 166 cornputer with 32 megabytes of W.

The input data for the programs was generated at the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, the University of Calgary. The program used for the input data generation is
described in [Gavrilov and Vinogradov 981. Lhe size of the simulation space (shaker
area) was 200 by 200. The radii of the balls was selected in the range from 1 to 10 mm.

The length of the simulation nrn was set up to 10 seconds with the tirne-step equal to
0.005 sec.
10.4-1 Monosried Data Sers

The first series of experiments were conducted on the data set containhg 100 rnonosized
balls (that is, balls with the same radii). The density of the distribution (Le. the ratio
between the combined volume of the bdls in the simulation space and the volume of the
whole simulation space) was graduaily increased fiom 5% to 70% by varying the radii of
the balls (see Table 10.4.1).
Packing density
Bal1 radius (mm)
Collision events
Predict traiectory events

5%
2.5
174
199855

20%
5
3 87
199459

33%
6.5
66 1
19894 1

50%
8
1143
198009

70%
9.5
4170
192371

'

Table 10.4.1 Monosized data sets
Note that such characteristics of the mode1 as the number of coihion events (when an
actual collision takes place during simulation) and the number of predict trajectory events
(when the state of the system is recalculated on each simulation time-step) do not depend
on the collision optimization data structure. Also note that the number of collision events
increases as the density increases. The number of the predict trajectory events remains
constant, since it does not depend on the density and can be approxirnately computed as

the number of bodies mdtiplied by the length of the simulation run and divided by the
time-step.
For each of the five algorithms the experiments were conducted for the above data sets
with varied densities and the elapsed tirne, total number of topological events (TE) and
the total nuinber of collision checks (CC) performed during simulation run were recorded
(see Table 10.4.2).
Density
Algorithm
Straightforward
Regular subdivision
Spatial tree
Segment tree
DdvnamicPD

1 Density
Algorithm
Straightfonvard
Regular subdivision
Spatial tree
Segment tree
Dynamic PD

5%

Time
TE
CC
Time
1 1 14.61
O 20645172 1149.92
96.50 1718
93137 107.82
103.04 1718
93137 112.60
106.94 13038
11542 f 1633
304.84 778 1926240 3 17.74

50%
TE

Time
CC
Time
1181.12
O 20949474 1255.10
137.04
569 1036721 166.15
149.40 569 1036721 171.81
129.68 14466
226571 151.87
320.92
482 1929483 333.89

33%
20%
Time
TE
CC
TE
CC
O 20783008
O 20712569 1218.85
582
625788
825
352322 117.71
625788
825
352322 128.36 582
116468
13324
52610 121.72 13362
601 1925194
604 1922883 312.64
70%
TE
CC
O 21899782
759 1443880
759 1443880
30094
337770
770 1979036

Table 10.4.2 Experimentai results for rnonosized data sets

First, note that the nurnber of topological events is the maximum for the segment tree
rnethod, since Lhe topologicai event for this data structure happens whenever projections
of two balls collide on a coordinate axis. The number of topological events signincaatiy
increases for the densely packed system for this method. Observe that the number of
topological events is the lowest for the PD.

The number of collision checks for the straightforward method is approximately 10 times
Iarger than the number of the collision checks in the PD, about 20 times larger than that
of the regular subdivision and spatial tree methods and about 100 times larger than that of
the segment tree method. The smallest number of collision checks for the segment tree
method is easily explained by the fact that collision checks are o d y performed when
bounding boxes of two bails intersect, which happens rarely. The number of the collision
checks is the largest for the PD method since the number of neighbors of a bail in the PD

is 6 on average. Also note that the PD method is the only method where this number does
not depend on the density of the distribution, while for other methods the number of
neighbos as well as the number of collision checks increases as the density increases.
A graph that shows the dependence of the elapsed time required to simulate the system of
100 balls on the density of packing is shown in Figure 10.4.1. The f k t conciusion that

c m be made is that the use of any collision optimization technique improves the
performance of the simulation algorithm by approximately 10 times !

0%
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20%

30%
40%
50%
Packing density

60%

70%

80%

Figure lO.4.I The time vs. the packing density

The PD method performs approximately 3 times slower than al1 the other collision
optimization methods for low density distributions and approximately 2 times slower for

high density distributions. Note that the difference in performance can be partly attributed
to the fact that every topological event for the PD requires the solution a polynomial
equation of the 4h degree. Also note that the nurnber of collision checks is practicaiIy
constant for the PD, so that the time aImost does not change as the density grows.

The other methods perform better than the PD and the tirne required by the segment tree
method is the smallest, with the regular subdivision method in second place and the
spatial wee method in third. Note, however, that the performance of al1 methods graduaily
decreases as the density grows. Also note that the time required for the spatial tree
method is only 5% more than that of the regular subdivision method, while this method
requires significantly less memory (see Table 9.7.1).

I UA2 Poiysized Data Sers
The second senes of experiments were conducted for polysized data sets of 100 bdls
(that is, balIs with dBerent radii). The radii were disû-ibuted so that the radius of largest
bail is approximately 10 times larger than the radius of the smallest ball. Once again, the
packing density was increased from 5% to 70% with number of collision events and
predict trajectory events measured (see Table 10-4.3)Packing density
Bal1 radius (mm)
Collision events
Predict trajectory events

5%
0.44
189
199816

20%
1-10
375
199416

33%
1-8-18
488
199209

50%
3-27
695
198912

70%
75-50
3 127
220282

Table 10.4.3 Polysized data sets
The number of topological events, collision checks and the elapsed time were measured
(see Table 10.4.4). As the packing density increases, the number of collision checks
increases significantly for the regular subdivision and spatial tree rnethods and their
performance becomes even worse than that of the straightfiorward approach.
Algorithm
Straightforward
Reguiar subdivision
Spatial tree
Segment tree
Dynarnic PD
Density
:Algorithm
Scraightforward
Regular subdivision
Spatial tree
Segment tree
Dynamic PD

Time 1
1332.661
103.261
111.99
109.68
303.85

Time

1

Time 1 TE 1
CC
CC
01 20657627 1330.301
O 20713235
1 1611
298667 147.3 1
4 13 1523006
1161
298667 156.751 413 1523006
52167
12432
14154 121.491 IL927
8811 1934517 308-471 6041 1930872

TE

1

1

50%
TE 1

l

I

CC

Time

1

70%
TE 1

CC
Time 1 TE
1284.71
O 20741959
257 3648 103
242.66
257 3648103
247.72
91584
121-77 11050
3 18-73 626 1934358

CC

226.83 214571 247948
337.68
4461 1941464

Table 10.4.4 Experimental results for polysized data sets

The segment tree and the PD methods are now compared. The oumber of collision checks
for the PD remains the same and is very close to the number of collision checks obtained
for the monosized data set (once again, due to the fact that the number of neighbors of
each ball is only 6 on average). The nurnber of coilision checks for the segment tree

method is approximately 14 times smailer than that of the PD method for low packuig
densities and about 4 times smaller for high packhg densities. The number of topologicd
events in the PD method is twice as small as that of the segment tree method for Iow
packing densities and almost 30 times smaller for high densities.
A graph that shows the dependence of the elapsed time, required to simulate the system,

of the density of packing is shown in Figure 10.4.2. Once again, it can be seen that the
PD is very predictabie method with the t h e fünction behaving a h o s t Like a constant

function. As the density ïncreases to above 45%, the regular subdivision and the spatial
tree method require more time than PD and segment tree method, and as the density
approaches 70% these al1 take more tirne than the straightforward method. The segment
tree method outperforms the PD at low densities but reaches the PD'S level of
performance as the packing density becomes higher.
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Figure 10.4.2 The time vs. the packing density
10.4.3 Increesing the Nuntber of Particles

In the final series of experiments the number of balls was gradually increased from 10 to
100 with their radii selected in the 5 to 10 mm range. The density was g r a d d y

increased fiom 4.5% to 35% (see Table 20.4.5).
Number of balls
Density
CoIIision events
Predict trajectory

IO
4.5%
3
4014

20
8.5%
5
8021

100
80
90
60
70
30
50
40
12.5% 15.0% 20.0% 23.0% 26.5% 31.0% 33.5% 35.OYo
121
79
128
47
52
8
24
31
35871
3
1902
39854
27972
12026 16006 20000 23985

Table 10.4.5 Sample shaker mill data sets
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The graph in Figure 10.4.3 shows the dependance of the elapsed tirne on the number of
particles. It c m be seen that the time required for the srraightfonvard algorithm grows as
a quadratic function while the tirne required by al1 the other meîhods shows just a linear

growth. Once again the segment tree outperfoms d l other methods while the PD requires
the most time among colliiosn detection optimization data structures.
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Figure 10.4.3 The time vs. the number of particles
10.5 Choice of the Appropriate Method for the Collision Detection Optimization

Some general conclusions can be drawn based on the experimental results:
1. The use of any collision optimization technique significantly improves the

perfomance of the simulation algorithm.
2. nie segment tree outperfonned al1 of the other collision optimization data structures
for all types of the distributions considered. This includes monosized and polysized
distributions for high and low packing density.

3. The regular spatial subdivision and the regular spatial tree show similar performance
with the regular subdivision method being approximately 5% faster but r e q u i ~ gmore
space. The space required for the PD, spatial tree and segment tree methods is practically
the same (it is O@)).

4. The PD rnethod is the slowest arnong al1 optimization methods for monosized

distributions and for polysized distributions with low packing density. It perfonns as well

as the segment tree method for polysized high density distributions.
5. The PD method shows a very consistent performance that does not depend very much

on the distribution of radii of the particles or their packing density.

6. The regular spatial subdivision and the regular spatial tree method perform almost as

badly as the straightfonvard method for polysized hi&

density distributions.

7. In order to implement the regular subdivision method the size of the simulation space

has to be known in advance. This is not required for other optimization data structures.
8. In order to implernent the regular spatial subdivision and the regular spatial tree
methods the size of the largest object in the system should be known in advance. This
information is not required for the segment tree and PD methods.
Based on the resdts obtained, suggestions can be made about the most appropriate data
structure and algorithrns for some other simulation problems. Consider some examples of
the GTM systems that illustrate which of the above data structures can be appropriate for
some particular applications. They are billiard simulation, gas simulation, sand pile
simulation and ice flow simulation models.

In d l of these tasks there is a set of consiraints stated in the original problem fomulation.
They specZy the shape of bodies moving in simulation space, boundaries and collision
d e s . The above problems are often simulated using a set of spheres or balls in a
specified domain. The collisions are instantaneous and one by one. The problem
properties, such as the nurnber of objects, their size distribution, density of packing and
functions defining their trajectories, Vary fiom problem to problem. The selection of the
most appropriate method for collision detection opthkation should be based on the
properties of the shulated system-

During billiard simulation 16 balls of uniform size are rnoving almg straight-line
trajectories with constant velocities in a rectangular domain pubachevsky 9 11. The
correspondence between the bal1 size and the domain size defines a low density of
packing. The balls have uniform radii. Any of the methods, including regular subdivision,
spatial tree or segment tree, can be used for the optimization of the collision detection.

IO.5.2 Gus Simulation
A gas model contains a large number of molecules of e q u d size. High packing density
and large simulation space can charactenze the mode1 pubachevsky 911. The molecules
c m be considered to move d o n g straight-lines trajectories as in the previous model. The

segment tree method cm be effectively applied for the model simulation.

I 0.5-3Ice Ftuw Sim dation
An iceflow system can be characterized by a large number o f objects of variable size that
c m be approximated by balls with hi& packing density, rnoving dong piecewise linear
trajectories pinogradov 92, Sun et. al. 941. The dynarnic generalized VD or a segment
tree can be used for the collision detection optimization.

10.5.4 Sand Pile SimuIation

In a sandpile simulation the model has large number of particles of approximately equal
size Watson 961. The movement of each particle can be described by piecewise linear
tmjectories. The model has a high packing density and the simulation space is small. A
simulation approach in which the sand pile is considered as one large cluster c m be used.
The segment tree method is once again the most suitable collision optimization method.

CHAPTER 11: CONCLUSIONS
This thesis investigated data structures that represent the topology of a system of
geometncal objects (circles and spheres) and developed some aigorithms for their
construction and maintenanceThe focus of the studies was on the Voronoi diagram and Delaunay tessellation for
weighted set of sites under the Euclidean, power, Manhattan and supremum meû-ics in 2
and d -dimensional spaces. The thesis attempted to generalize the properties and
algorithms for these data structures and to consider each particular Voronoi diagram as an
instance of the same class. A set of general properties was developed and a generic
incrementd algorithm for data structure construction was obtained for generalized
Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay tessellations in d dimensions. The method was
implemented using exact arithmetic for the pcwer metnc in the plane. The sweep-plane
method was extended to the Manhattan and supremum metrics and irnplemented. A new
rnethod to constmct the power diagrarn from the Voronoi diagrarn based on a bisector
transformation technique was developed and tested. The space of all triangulations in d
dimensions was considered and theorerns about the distance between any two elements of
this space were proven in 2-dimensionai space.
The application of the developed theory to the collision detection problem that arises
during cornputer simulation of granula type materials was considered in the second part
of the thesis. Other data structures besides Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay
triangdations, such as regular spatial subdivision, regular spatial w e and set of segment
trees were introduced and investigated. A generalized algorithm for the collision
detection optimization in a system of moving objects in 2 and d dimensions was
introduced. Algonthrns for the construction and maintenance of data structures dong

with complexity esthates were described. The developed methods were implemented
and tested on an applied problem of a shaker mil1 simulation. Finally, recommendations
about the choice of the appropriate data structure for collision optimization were
presented.
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